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ABSTRACT 

In the aggressive business environment of today, organizations are being forced to 

explore new opportunities for creating a competitive advantage. The call is going out for 

organizations to reengineer themselves and to become more lean. Information 

systems/technology is a critical enabler in the reengineering process. To fully take advantage 

of this technology, an organization must develop an accurate enterprise-wide data model. 

Data modeling is a challenging, complex task which requires a vast knowledge of an 

enterprise and a tremendous amount of effort to complete. This dissertation explores the 

development of a systems prototype to support the data modeling process in a group 

environment. 

Background literature is presented from many sources addressing the systems 

development process, different approaches to data modeling, strategies for involving users 

(subject matter experts) in the development process, and concepts relating to business 

process reengineering. The systems development research approach is applied to the domain. 

A prototype system is developed, based on the IDEFIX data modeling methodology, 

and tested in an Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) environment. EMS provide an 

environment in which meetings are more effective by introducing structure and technology 

into the meeting process. The prototype system allows multiple participants to contribute to 

the modeling process in parallel. GroupSystems for Windows, from Ventana Corporation, 
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is also used in the modeling activity. Additionally, the prototype provides a means to export 

data into an IDEFIX CASE tool for further analysis and development. The research blends 

methodology, techniques, and tools to assist subject matter experts in data model 

development in support of business process reengineering efforts. 

Research contributions include a prototype system for developing data models in a 

group setting that can be further enhanced and evaluated, insights into the prototype and 

evaluation process, and new knowledge of the group dynamics of developing data models 

with large groups of subject matter experts. Based on the perceptions and feedback from 

participants and systems analysts involved in the evaluation and testing of the prototype and 

the methods to support the modeling effort, the use of an EMS environment for data 

modeling results in shorter development times and more robust data models. 



CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

"It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to plan, more 
doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to manage than the creation of a new 
system. For the initiator has the enmity of all who would profit by the 
preservation of the old institution and merely lukewarm defenders in those 
who would gain by the new ones" (Machiavelli, 1513). 
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One of the biggest challenges facing organizations involved in business process 

reengineering (BPR) or functional process improvement (FPI) is developing an enterprise 

wide data model (Goodhue, Kirsch, Quillard & Wybo, 1992; Navathe, 1992; Scheer & Hars, 

1992). Recent research efforts at the University of Arizona explored the development and 

use of electronic meeting systems (EMS) tools to construct activity models in support of 

BPRlFPI efforts (Dean, Lee, Orwig & Vogel, 1994; Dean, Lee, Orwig & Vogel, 1995; 

Vogel, Orwig, Dean, Lee & Arthur, 1993). This research explores the development of EMS 

tools and facilitation methods to support the development of data models as part of a 

BPRlFPI effort. 
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1.1 Background 

The University of Arizona department of Management Infonnation Systems has been 

highly involved in research and operational support of business process reengineering and 

functional process improvement activities in recent years. This research has primarily 

involved groups from the Department of Defense Environmental Security Corporate 

Information Management (DESCIM) office, with some involvement from other groups 

within the federal government and the private sector also. 

BPRlFPI typically involves different types of modeling and then a thorough analysis 

of the models. The types of modeling most often associated with BPR/FPI are 

function/activity modeling, data modeling, and process/flow modeling. Within the 

Department of Defense (DoD) the accepted modeling methodologies belong to the 

Integration Definition (IDEF) family of modeling methods. IDEFO is used for 

function/activity modeling, IDEFIX for data modeling, and IDEF3 for process/flow 

modeling (a more thorough discussion ofthe IDEF methodology is included in Chapter 2). 

Most of our experience at the University of Arizona has been with IDEFO and IDEFIX, 

though research with IDEF3 is currently in its early stages. 

1.2 Impetus for this Research 

Much of this research has been facilitated by funding from two Department of 

Defense research contracts managed by the Waterways Experimental Station (WES) in 
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Vicksburg, Mississippi. In addition to the general meeting support EMS tools, the WES 

research required the development of specialized group modeling tools. Standard EMS 

software tools are not designed to support a full IDEF modeling effort by themselves. 

Consequently, tools were developed as part of the WES research specifically to support 

group activity modeling and data modeling. These tools allow multiple participants to 

describe their work activities and the entity, attributes, and business rule relationships that 

underlie their business work. Allowing multiple people to define parts of the model increases 

overall productivity (Dean et aI., 1995; Dennis, Hayes & Daniels, 1994; Dennis et aI., 1994). 

In a discussion about tools to support group IDEF modeling, one logical question 

might be, "Why not just use a group outlining tool or a group tool for hierarchical 

representations?" Certainly the use of a group outlining tool is a better alternative when 

working with large groups than a strictly single user tool. Group outlining tools do allow 

multiple individuals working in parallel to add activities and ICOMs (the inputs, controls, 

outputs and mechanisms which are attached to each activity) and their definitions, or entities 

and attributes and their definitions. These outlining tools add enough value to the modeling 

process that a number of groups have used these tools as the main description capture tool 

for activity and data modeling. However, in our research efforts to do IDEF sessions in a 

group environment, we explored the use of these tools and found that they have limitations, 

which could be resolved with an I~EF specific group tool. Some of these limitations include: 
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• They do not have the ability to keep a Glossary on-line of inputs, controls, 

outputs, and mechanisms (ICOMs) that can easily be accessed to avoid synonym 

proliferation. A list ofICOMs can be attached at the bottom of the outliner list, 

but it is difficult to search and locate specific ICOMs. 

• Entities, attributes and their definitions can easily be entered into the outliner, but 

it is very difficult to keep track of multiple relationships among various entities 

and to attach the primary key attributes which need to migrate from the parent 

entity in the relationship to the child entity. 

• Semantic checking available within the outliner, placing more burden on the 

modelers and analysts to reconcile the models and catch all of the semantic 

errors. 

• It is very difficult for the analysts to keep up with the model being entered into 

the outliner and to generate graphics in a timely manner. By the time a graphic 

is generated, the model has likely changed and the graphic is no longer valid. 

This is especially true when a large group of individuals is broken into smaller 

sub-groups modeling in parallel. Analysts are quickly swamped. This results in 

a lack of graphical conceptualization support during modeling. Generally 

speaking, graphical representations are key devices in helping people 

conceptualize IDEF models. 
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• Group outlining tools were not designed to handle the size of lists created in 

IDEF modeling sessions. The tools were designed to allow multiple people to 

comment on each node concurrently and this does bring with it associated 

processing load. These list grow extremely large to the point that maneuvering 

through the list becomes a very slow process. 

There are currently several stand-alone IDEF CASE tools commercially available for 

the different IDEF methods. Many of these CASE tools have been evaluated in connection 

with the WES research. For the most part, these tools are great for generating graphics, but 

they do not work well in a group environment (they do not allow participants to contribute 

in parallel to the model development). In addition, these tools require a significant 

investment in time to be able to use them effectively. With these limitations in mind, the 

development of a tool set specifically for IDEF modeling in a group environment was 

deemed necessary. A group data modeling system is but one of the tools in this proposed 

IDEF tool set. 

1.3 Research Questions 

The considerable need for this type of electronic meeting system leads to the main 

research question of this dissertation: "What are the requirements and characteristics of a 

system that supports organizational data modeling in a group environment? " This question 
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presents a complicated problem that can be broken down into several addressable sub-

questions, including the following: 

1. What are the requirements for a group data modeling tool in terms of data, 

operations, and functionalities? 

This question is not easily answered. Data modeling is a very complex task, 

one with which many organizations have struggled. Performing this task with 

a group for novice data modelers can add even more complexity to the effort. 

A group tool to support this endeavor should provide functionalities to 

simplify the data modeling process as much as possible. 

2. What entities exist in a group data modeling tool and what are the relationships 

among these entities? 

Stated another way, this question asks: what does the data model for a group 

data modeling tool look like? Determining which entities should be included 

in the data model presents a real challenge. For this research, it is necessary 

to determine if specific entities, attributes, or relationships wiII be required 

to export the data to an IDEFIX CASE tool or to exchange data between 
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GroupSystems for Windows and the group data modeling tool, in addition to 

what would normally be required for such a data model. 

3. Can the proposed data model's entities, relationships, operations, and 

functionalities be successfully implemented in the necessary electronic meeting 

systems environment? 

The prototype software must be developed in an environment compatible 

with the electronic meeting systems used at the University of Arizona 

(GroupSystems V and GroupSystems for Windows from Ventana 

Corporation). This environment is currently DOS and Microsoft Windows. 

The DOS environment is easier to develop in than the Windows environment, 

but the trend among business organizations is rapidly moving towards 

Windows. 

4. How do the group dynamics to support the use of a group data modeling tool 

differ from the group dynamics of other activities supported by an electronic 

meeting system? 
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Many of the tools included in the standard GroupSystems' toolkit are 

computerized versions of proven group processes. There is a great deal of 

literature which addresses techniques and procedures for these processes. 

Although data modeling is an established activity performed by analysts, 

most analysts would not considered it a group activity. Transforming data 

modeling from an analyst driven process to one in which large groups of 

individuals perform the modeling, will likely present a few obstacles along 

the way. 

1.4 Overview of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into six chapters: (I) Introduction; (2) Literature 

Review; (3) Research Approach; (4) Development of Group Modeling Tools; (5) Discussion; 

and (6) Conclusions and Future Research. Chapter Two reviews the background literature 

concerning systems development, business process reengineering, data modeling, the IDEF 

methodologies (specifically IDEFIX), user participation, and EMS. Chapter Three explains 

the systems development research methodology, the research approach used to answer this 

research question. A framework for the research is presented along with details of how the 

approach will be applied to the domain. Chapter Four discusses the development of a group 

data modeling tool, including the implementation of the prototype. Chapter Five discusses 

the use of the group data modeling tool with actual business organizations. The facilitation 
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methods and the process for guiding a group through the data modeling activity will also be 

discussed. Finally, Chapter Six summarizes the research, details the contributions and 

limitations of the research, and proposes future areas for research. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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The goal of this research is to determine whether a group of subject matter experts 

(SMEs) can collaboratively construct useful data models of their organizations and to 

determine which tools and methods can facilitate this process. Models can help us deal with 

complex problems. "A model is a simplified representation of some aspect of the real world; 

we use a model to help us analyze and understand a real-world thing and to communicate our 

understanding to others" (Dewitz & Olson, 1994). Freeman (1987) describes a model as "an 

abstraction of reality that still bears enough resemblance to the object of the model that we 

can answer some questions about the object by consulting the model." Models are 

recommended for several phases of the systems development life cycle for understanding 

various aspects of the organization being modeled and particularly the business system of 

the organization. 

The remainder of this chapter will present a survey of the information systems 

literature which describes the systems development life cycle, various approaches to data 

modeling, the role of data modeling in business process reengineering activities, the 
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ramifications of modeling in a group environment, and involving users in the modeling 

process. 

2.1 Systems development life cycle (SDLC) 

The history of developing information systems in a haphazard, unplanned and 

unstructured fashion testifies to the importance of taking an organized approach to systems 

development instead (Burch, 1992). Burch (1992) cites ten causes that are often responsible 

for the lack of success in developing viable information systems (see table 2.1). 

1. Systems developed that did not support business strategies and objectives. 

2. Poor systems planning and inadequate project management. 

3. Failure to define or understand user requirements and get users involved in systems 
development. 

4. Negligence in estimating costs and benefits of the systems project. 

5. Creating of a myriad of design defects and errors. 

6. Acquisition of computers and software that no one needs or knows how to use. 

7. Installation of incompatible or inadequate technology. 

8. Negligence in implementing adequate controls. 

9. Development of unstructured, unmaintainable software. 

10. Inadequate implementation tasks. 

Table 2.1 - Causes of unsuccessful mformatIon systems development 
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In today's rapidly changing, extremely competitive business environment, an organization's 

infonnation system must be flexible. Over the past several years, several researchers have 

developed a systematic approach for developing infonnation systems. This systematic 

approach is known as the systems development life cycle (SDLC). 

Many systems professionals today view the complete organizational environment as 

a suprasystem of which all of the functional areas of the organization are subsystems. This 

view is known as the general systems theory and those who espouse this theory view 

everything as a system that consists of many integrated components. The philosopher 

Aristotle was one of the first to understand that all systems are related. He said that basically 

each system is part of a larger system that can be broken down into smaller systems. He 

believed that it was only possible to understand a system by looking at the whole, or taking 

a holistic view of the system (Gibson & Hughes, 1994). The French philosopher Rene 

Descartes later refuted and expanded Aristotle's view. Descartes believed that the human 

mind could not grasp the complexity of an entire large system. His belief was that a system 

must be viewed by examining its component parts-breaking down the system into more 

manageable parts and then putting it back together. He believed that only then could humans 

with their limited reasoning abilities understand the system. Descartes referred to this 

procedure as the analytic view of systems. Though Descartes theory added insight into 

systems theory, it did not consider the interaction between the parts (Gibson & Hughes, 

1994). 
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The solution was a theory somewhere between Aristotle's holistic approach and 

Descartes' analytic approach. The systems approach focuses on the system interactions 

identified by Aristotle, but also takes advantage of the analytic method of Descartes. With 

the systems approach, not all possible interactions are considered, only those major 

interactions that affect the operation of the system. 

There are numerous SDLCs in the literature of systems analysis and design. In fact, 

nearly every systems analysis and design text lists a slightly different version of a SDLC 

(Burch, 1992; Couger, 1982; Eliason, 1990; Gibson & Hughes, 1994; Kowal, 1988; Powers, 

Cheney & Crow, 1990; Wetherbe & Vitalari, 1994; Wu & Wu, 1994). Most SDLCs have a 

systems approach rooted in Aristotle's holistic view and Descartes' analytic view of an 

organization. Most modern SDLCs are based on Fredrick Taylor's systematic approach to 

problem solving called scientific management (Gibson & Hughes, 1994). Taylor's (1912) 

recommended steps to problem solving are listed in table 2.2. 

1. Define the problem. 

2. Identify alternative solutions. 

3. Evaluate the alternatives. 

4. Select an alternative to implement. 

5. Implement the selected alternative solution. 

Table 2.2 - FredrIck Taylor's scientific management approach to 
problem solving. 
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Since most modern SDLCs are based on scientific management, a good SDLC will 

usually only show a different way of doing the same thing. One particular way is not 

necessarily better than another. This is especially true if the SDLC provides detailed 

explanations for each of the functions performed in the steps of the life cycle. There is often 

disagreement regarding the beginning and ending steps ofa SDLC. In spite of the differences 

between the various SDLCs, most combine systems development operations into sets of 

steps that vary in number and in the specific terms assigned to each step. Figure 2.1 

illustrates the SDLC referred to in this research. This particular life cycle model is often 

called the Waterfall Model because of the downward flow from one phase to the next. The 

first four phases of the SDLC will be of primary concern for this dissertation and are 

discussed in greater detail below. 
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The main purpose of the Preliminary Investigation phase is to determine the 

feasibility of the proposed system. This phase should include an estimate of time and money 

requirements to develop the system. The Analysis phase should include a thorough review 

of any existing systems. A detailed listing of system requirements, including process 

descriptions for the proposed system, should be created during this phase. A detailed design 

specification should come out of the next phase. This specification should include a data 

model for the proposed system, the selection and acquisition of the necessary hardware and 

software, and a detailed description of system functionalities. 

The next phase of the SDLC, Implementation, can be approached in different ways. 

One way is to do a full implementation of the system including creating test data, coding the 

individual programs, thorough testing of the programs, documenting the programs, training 

the users, and preparing for installation of the new system. This is a very common approach 

to the implementation phase. Another approach that has gained widespread acceptance in 

recent years is to develop a prototype system prior to the full-scale implementation of the 

system. 

A prototype is a model or mock-up of the proposed system that incorporates 

components of the actual system. Typically, a prototype exhibits restricted functionality, less 

reliability, and/or less than optimal performance. According to Fairley (1985), there are 

several reason for developing a prototype, including: 
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1. To illustrate specific features for a customer, e.g., data formats, reports, user 

interfaces, messages. 

2. To explore technical concerns of the proposed system, e.g., how will the software 

perform in a specific environment. Often major design decisions will depend on 

an understanding of these concerns and the prototype can help to resolve the 

issue rather than implementing the system and finding out that an important 

functionality of the system is not technically feasible. 

3. There are times when the typical model of analysis -. design -. implementation 

is not appropriate. This model is fine when it is possible to write a nearly 

complete set of specifications for the system during the early stages of the life 

cycle. Sometimes it is just not possible to define a system without some 

exploratory development. 

Though the development of a prototype has some costs associated with it, it is often less 

costly than implementing a system only to find that large-scale changes are required before 

the system can be completed. Boehm (1976) indicates that it is perhaps 100 times more 

costly to make a change to the requirements during system testing as it is to make a change 

during requirements definition. Due to the nature of the system to be developed for this 
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dissertation, this research will result in the development of a prototype for performing data 

modeling in a group setting rather than a full-scale implementation and will not move into 

the final two stages ofthe SDLC, Installation and Post-Implementation Review. 

2.2 Data Modeling 

Modeling is an approach that is used in many disciplines to manage complex 

problems (Edwards, 1967). It is a process of abstraction in which irrelevant details are cast 

off and critical details are represented in the model. The result of the modeling effort is that 

the problem solver can focus on the important parts of the problem to work toward a solution 

(Greeno & Simon, 1984; Srinivasen & Te eni, 1995). A modeling method is a set of rules 

for modeling organizational objects, activities, and associations (Kent, 1978). A model can 

be graphical or textual in nature. The rules of the modeling method provide direction in how 

to employ the method. Rules are guides used to describe the business objects, activities, and 

associations. Rules can also be used to describe the manner in which procedures are 

performed or how a particular modeling method is used. 

When analysts want to identify and describe the objects and the association between 

the objects of an organization, most analyst will use a data model. Navathe (1992) defines 

a data model as "a set of concepts that can be used to describe the structure of and operations 

on a database." In more general terms, data modeling is a type of modeling in which 

diagrams and text entries are used to identify and provide details about objects within an 
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organization (Bruce, 1992; Date, 1990; Dewitz & Olson, 1994; Durell, 1993; Elmasri & 

Navathe, 1989; McFadden & Hoffer, 1994; Pratt & Adamski, 1994; Rob & Coronel, 1995). 

A more detailed description of a data model is offered by the Department of Defense in a 

discussion on information modeling (1994): 

• A data model is a graphical and textual representation of analysis that identifies 

the data needed by an organization to achieve its mission, functions, goals, 

objectives, and strategies; and to manage and operate the organization. It 

describes the scope, boundaries, and types of data needed to support the 

functional activities at all levels of the organization. 

• The data model identifies what data are shareable across functional and 

organizational boundaries, and what data are redundant and unnecessary. It 

provides the top-down, organization-wide perspective needed for planning, 

designing, building, and maintaining future integrated information systems with 

a single point-of-entry for the data and contains information about the business 

rules of the organization. 
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• Data modeling techniques and tools help management and other personnel to 

accurately plan, identify, represent, relate, standardize, and store the data needed 

by the organization. 

Creating enterprise wide data models is a challenging task (Bock, Klepper & Sumner, 

1992). Why would an organization want to go to such an effort? Is there really that much 

data in an organization that needs to be maintained to operate efficiently? A study done by 

the Garner Group (a Stamford, Connecticut, market research company) indicated that the 

average large corporation required access to more than one trillion bytes of data in 1990, a 

number fifty times as large as their data access requirements in 1985 (Mayer, 1993b). With 

a five-year increase of such magnitude, one can only imagine the data requirements of 

organizations today (1995). This is one of the main reasons why organizations are so 

concerned with the enterprise data modeling effort. 

2.2.1 Classifications of Data Models 

Not all data models serve the same purpose and therefore, different data models 

provide varying levels of detail. Navathe (1992) classifies data models along two 

dimensions: the first dimension is based on the step of the database design activity and the 

second dimension classifies models as record-based data models, semantic data models, and 

object-oriented data models. 
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2.2.1.1 Classification Based on Design Activity 

There are three stages of database design and each stage results in a specific type of 

data model (Navathe, 1992). During conceptual design the model captures the users' 

perception of the data. The conceptual data model provides concepts for supporting the 

application environment at a very high level without regard to any specific system. The 

logical design stage creates a model that is closer to implementation. The logical data model 

avoids the physical details of implementation, but models specific details of the data, Le., 

entities, attributes, and relationships that will be implemented in the system. The physical 

design stage does not describe data. The physical data model consists of details supporting 

the actual implementation of the database system, Le., how the data will be stored, indexed, 

accessed, partitioned. These three design stages support the ANSIISP ARC three-level 

architecture for database management (American National Standards Institute Study Group 

on Database Management Systems, 1975). 

2.2.1.2 Classification Based on Model Type 

2.2.1.2.1 Record-Based Models 

Record-based models were adapted from files-based systems and include the 

hierarchical, the network, and the relational data models (Yu & Meng, 1994). These models 

were first developed in the 1960s and 1970s. Bachman (1969) first proposed the idea of data 

structure diagrams to capture the structure of aggregate records and to capture relationships. 
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This work led to the development of the network data model which was defined by the 

CODASYL Database Task Group (1971). The hierarchical data model was developed at 

IBM as part of the development of the database management system (DBMS) called 

Information Management System. Examples of hierarchical and network data models are 

show in figures 2.2 and 2.3. 
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These two data models were vast improvements over file-based processing systems and since 

they were the first, a large number of DBMSs were implemented based on these models. 

Because of this high number of DBMS implementations of these models, a very high 

percentage (probably close to 70%) of the databases currently used in industry and 

government subscribe to the hierarchical and the network data models (Navathe, 1992). 

The relational data model proposed by Codd (1970) was a critical development as it 

provided a mathematical basis to the discipline of data modeling. The relational data model 

organizes data into relations (tables) which consist of tuples (rows or records) of information 

and attributes (columns or fields). Because of its simplicity of modeling, it has gained a wide 
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popularity among business application developers. Due to the high costs associated with 

implementing a new system and the substantial organizational investments in hierarchical 

and network systems, the relational data model has not yet become the dominant data model 

in use in organizations today, though most new systems developed today use the relational 

data model. Figure 2.4 shows a relational data model. 
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2.2.1.2.2 Semantic Data Models 

One of the problems associated with the database design activity in organizations has 

been the seeming lack of regard for the design of the conceptual data model. Organizations 

tend to focus on a target DBMS too early in the design process. Designers are beginning to 

realize the importance of the conceptual design activity and are using what are referred to as 

semantic data models for this activity. A semantic data model used in the conceptual design 

process should possess the following five characteristics (Batini, Ceri & Navathe, 1992): 

1. Expressiveness: the model must be expressive enough to bring out the 

distinctions between different types of data, relationships, and constraints. 

2. Simplicity: the model must be simple enough for an end user to use and 

understand; it must be accompanied by an easy to use diagrammatic notation. 

3. Minimality: the model must consist of a small number of basic concepts that are 

distinct and orthogonal in their meaning. 

4. Formality: the concepts of the model should be formally defined. It should be 

possible to state validity of a schema in the model. 
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5. Unique Interpretation: there should ideally be a single semantic interpretation of 

a given schema. This implies that complete and unambiguous semantics be 

defined for each modeling construct. 

One of the first candidates for a semantic data model was the entity-relationship 

model (commonly called the ER model) proposed by Peter Chen (1976). The ER model 

adheres well to most of the five characteristics stated above. Figure 2.5 shows the conceptual 

model of a database represented in the ER model for the same application shown in the 

figures representing the hierarchical, network, and relational data models. 
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Figure 2.5 An Entity-Relationship data model (simple model without attributes). 

One of the problems with the ER model is its lack of support for various abstractions 

of data. Since its initial development, the ER model has seen many extensions, several of 

which have addressed the abstraction problem (Batini et aI., 1992; Batini, Lenzerini & 

Navathe, 1986; Dittrich, Gotthard & Lockemann, 1986; Feldman & Miller, 1986; Hammer 

& Mcleod, 1987; Potter & Kerschberg, 1986; Scheuermann, Schiffuer & Weber, 1980; Smith 

& Smith, 1977; Tanaka, Navathe, Chakravarthy & Karlapalem, 1991; Teorey, Wei, Bolton 

& Koenig, 1989; Teorey, Yang & Fry, 1986). Some of the fundamental abstractions that a 
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semantic model should support are listed below (Navathe, 1992). These data abstractions 

also apply to the object-based data models discussed later. 

• Aggregation: this is the concept of building aggregate objects from component 

objects. The relationship between the lower-order object and the higher-order 

object is described as "IS_PART_OF" relationship. 

• Classification: classification involves classifying similar objects into object 

classes. The relationship between the object and the class is "IS_MEMBER_OF" 

relationship. 

• Subclass and Superclass concept: the instances of one entity type may be a subset 

ofthe instances of another entity type. For example, the entity type EMPLOYEE 

is a subclass of the entity type PERSON, which is a superclass. The relationship 

between the two is called an "IS_A" relationship. 

• Attribute inheritance: a subclass inherits all of the attributes of its superclass 

automatically. 
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• Generalization hierarchies: there are hierarchies of classes where a superclass is 

related to many subclasses. For example, the PERSON superclass may have 

subclasses F ACUL TY and STUDENT. The F ACUL TY subclass could be 

divided further into TENURE TRACK and NON TENURE TRACK and - --

STUDENT could be divided into GRAD STUDENT and 

UNDERGRAD_STUDENT. The class hierarchy represents an abstraction of 

generalization as you move up the hierarchy and specialization as you move 

down the hierarchy. 

2.2.1.2.2 Object-Oriented Data Models 

Object-oriented (0-0) data models are similar to semantic data models in several 

ways. The areas that 0-0 data models are different from semantic data models include the 

following (Navathe, 1992): 

• Treatment of identifiers: semantic models make up identifiers (keys) based on 

internal attributes or properties. 0-0 models use external identifiers so that the 

identifiers remain invariant when the objects undergo change. These external 

identifiers are called "surrogates" or system identifiers. 
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• Treatment of inheritance: semantic models allow only attribute inheritance 

among subclasses and superclasses. 0-0 modeling allows both attribute 

inheritance and behavioral inheritance. This means that objects can inherit not 

only the structural properties of the superclass, but also the procedures or 

methods which belong to the superclass. 

• Information hiding and encapsulation: the methods encapsulated within an object 

type allow its instance variables to be accessed. There is no other way to access 

these instance variables (attributes). 

Object-oriented data models are still in their infancy and there is still a great deal of 

research to be done in this area (Atkinson et aI., 1990). It is hoped that 0-0 data models will 

benefit users in the following ways: "better modeling of the behavior, easier modeling of 

complex objects, extensibility of types, and localization of the effect of changes in data 

definition" (Navathe, 1992). 

2.2.2 Data Modeling Summary 

Data modeling is a critical activity in the design process of information systems. The 

efforts to design a good conceptual data model can save an organization time and money in 

the overall information systems development process (Hayne & Ram, 1995). Matthews and 
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McGee (1990) list six criteria that can be used to measure the success of the data modeling 

effort: 

I. The model is easy to understand and to use. 

2. A prospective software development tool developer can easily find the entity 

types and relationships type required. 

3. The entity and relationship types have been implemented appropriately. 

4. The model meets the performance objectives of the development tool. 

5. The model is robust. 

6. The model can be extended by the tool developer in a nondisruptive way. 

This research is based on the development of semantic data models, specifically using 

the IDEFIX modeling methodology. IDEFIX will be discussed in the next section and is 

also discussed in greater detail in Appendices C and E. 

2.3 IDEF Methods 

The implementors of systems in today's business environment have the challenge of 

creating processes to assist in developing these new systems. These system development 

processes should employ an integrated framework of modeling methods, i.e., a structured 

collection of methods, rules, procedures, and tools to support the development of systems 
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(Mayer, Painter & deWitte, 1994). The IDEF family of methods is an attempt to meet this 

challenge. 

I The IDEF Family of Methods I 
IDEFO - Function or Activity Modeling 

IDEFI - Information Modeling 

IDEFIX - Data Modeling 

IDEF2 - Simulation Modeling 

IDEF3 - Process Description Capture 

IDEF4 - Object-Oriented Design 

IDEF5 - Ontology Description Capture 

IDEF6 - Design Rational Capture 

IDEF8 - User Interface Modeling 

IDEF9 - Scenario-driven Information System Design Specification 

IDEFI0 - Implementation Architecture Modeling 

IDEFll - Information Artifact Modeling 

IDEF12 - Organization Modeling 

IDEF13 - Three Schema Mapping Design 

IDEF14 - Network Design 

Table 2.3 The IDEF FamIly of Methods 

The acronym IDEF originally stood for Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing 

(lCAM) DEFintion language (UM, 1981). The IDEF methods originated with the ICAM 

project ofthe United States Air Force in the 1970's. The IDEF family of methods includes 

fifteen different process (see Table 2.3). IDEFO and IDEFIX have been selected by the DoD 
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as the official activity modeling and data modeling methods, respectively, for its functional 

process improvement initiative (Department of Defense, 1992). This research is primarily 

concerned with IDEFIX, though IDEFO and IDEFI are related and will be discussed briefly. 

2.3.1 IDEFO Activity/Function Modeling 

The IDEFO activity modeling method is designed to model the decisions, actions, and 

activities of an organization or system (Mayer, 1992; Mayer et aI., 1994). IDEFO was derived 

from a graphical language known as the Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) 

which was developed by Douglas Ross in the mid 1970s (DeMarco, 1979; Ross, 1977; Ross 

& Schoman, 1977). IDEFO was designed to enable uncomplicated development of the 

descriptions of system activities through a process of activity decomposition and 

categorization of the relations between activities-i.e. in terms of the Input, Output, Control, 

and Mechanism (ICOMs) classification. IDEFO is a technique for: 

1. Enhancing communication among subject matter experts. 

2. Performing non-departmentalized activity analysis of large organizational 

systems for information integration planning. 

3. Organizing the thought process of planners and analysts. 
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According to Mayer et al. (1994), "effective IDEFO models assist in organizing 

system analysis and promoting effective communication between the analyst and the 

customer. In addition, the IDEFO modeling method establishes the scope of analysis either 

for a particular functional analysis or for future analyses from another system perspective." 

As a tool for communication, IDEFO enhances subject matter expert involvement and 

consensus decision-making through simplified graphical mechanisms. As an analysis tool, 

IDEFO assists the modeler in identifying activities performed, what is needed to perform 

those activities, what the current system does correctly and what the current system does not 

do correctly. Thus, IDEFO models are often created as one of the first tasks of a system 

development effort. An example IDEFO diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 An IDEFO Activity Diagram (level AO) 

In designing systems, it is important to look at the functions and organizational 

structures as well as the data (Davenport & Short, 1990; Scheer, 1990; Scheer & Hars, 1992). 

In addition to IDEFO, dataflow diagraming is a common approach to function modeling 

(Gane & Sarson, 1979; Yourdon & Constantine, 1979). Yourdon (1989) states that to favor 

one type of modeling (data or function) and to ignore the other is a serious mistake. Which 

of these approaches is better or more important to the systems development effort? Mantha 

(1987) performed a study that tried to answer this question. His findings did not clearly 
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indicate that one was necessarily better than the other, but did indicate that "the concepts of 

data modeling would lead not only to a better understanding of systems, but to more 

complete system data specifications" (Mantha, 1987). Other research has indicated that 

which one is better is very much a function of the type of system being developed (Krasner, 

Terrel, Lenehan, Arnold & Ett, 1992; Yourdon, 1989). Systems that extend computer use 

beyond transaction processing into communication and coordination functions often requires 

function or process modeling to completely specify requirements for the proposed system 

(Curtis, Kellner & Over, 1992). Done correctly, activity/function modeling can identify ways 

to integrate, simplify, and streamline work steps within an organization. There are many 

examples of successful improvements found in the literature, including: (Hall, Rosenthal & 

Wade, 1993; Hammer, 1990a; Hammer, 1990b; Hammer & Champy, 1993; Schnitt, 1993; 

Tomasko, 1993). 

As part of the WES research contract with the DoD, a great deal of research has been 

performed with regard to IDEFO, including the development of a group IDEFO activity 

modeling tool (the development of this tool is discussed in Chapter 4). Our research at the 

University of Arizona has shown that both function and data modeling are important in the 

development of systems and that each type of modeling can provide insights into the data 

structure development of the system. 
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2.3.2 IDEFI Information Modeling 

IDEFI is a method for both analysis and communication in establishing requirements 

for a proposed system. IDEFI is focuses primarily on establishing the requirements for what 

information is managed or should be managed by an organization. The IDEF 1 perspective 

of an information system includes not only the automated component of the system (the 

computer), but it also includes things such as filing cabinets, telephones, humans, etc. IDEF 1 

is not a design method, but rather an analysis method used to identify (Mayer, 1993a): 

I. What information is collected, stored, and managed by the enterprise. 

2. The rules governing the management of information. 

3. Logical relationships within the enterprise reflected in the information. 

4. Problems resulting from the lack of good information management. 

Strategic and tactical planners within an organization can use the IDEFI information 

analysis to leverage their information resources and hopefully achieve some form of 

competitive advantage. Part of these plans might include the design of automated 

information systems that can more effectively take advantage of the information resources 

of the organization. IDEFI models can provide the basis for the information systems design 

decisions. Figure 2.7 shows an example of an ID EF 1 information model. A more thorough 

discussion ofIDEFI is included in Appendix D. 
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Whereas IDEF 1 is explicitly stated as a tool to elicit information requirements for a 

proposed system and NOT a database design method, IDEFIX is defined as a method for 

designing relational databases (Mayer, 1993b). The IDEFIX perspective of the proposed 

information system is limited to what data will actually be housed in a relational database. 
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IDEFIX grew out of the need to extend IDEFI to include concepts necessary for designing 

relational databases and in fact, IDEFIX is an acronym for IDEFI eXtended. Some of the 

extensions to IDEFI include enhanced graphical representation, enhanced semantic richness, 

and simplified development procedures. IDEFIX is a language. It is not a natural language 

nor is it a programming language, but it is a specification language for describing data 

structures (Bruce, 1992). 

According to Bruce (1992), "IDEFIX lets us think about complex data structures and 

business rules without being concerned about the characteristics of the database management 

system that will be used to implement these structures and rules. It forces us to clearly define 

keys and to be specific about the relationships that exist among the entities." The 

development ofIDEFIX was influenced by Chen's Entity Relationship model (1976) and 

Smith's Aggregation/Generalization model (1977). IDEFIX includes many of the enhanced 

modeling features of the semantic data models discussed earlier in this Chapter. An example 

IDEFIX data model is shown in Figure 2.8. Note that this example is the same structure as 

the data model figures that appear earlier in this Chapter. Appendix C provides examples of 

basic IDEFIX modeling notation conventions. 
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The idea of users participating in the design process is becoming more common in 

systems development projects. Mumford (1981) lists four arguments in support of 

participative design: 

1. People have a moral right to control their own destinies, including their work 

environment. 
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2. The expediency argument: activities are ultimately controlled by those who 

perform them and the people who do not have a say in decisions may decide to 

repeal the decisions of others as soon as those others leave the scene. 

3. Experts on operational factors such as task design are usually the people who do 

the jobs. 

4. Involvement acts as a motivator and will lead to more productivity and 

efficiency. 

Gibson (1977) discusses twelve factors affecting user involvement in information 

systems development: 

1. The communication effectiveness between users and system personnel. 

Overcoming the technical jargon barrier can be a challenge. 

2. The extent of user involvement desired. Depending on the development task, the 

amount of user involvement can vary. 

3. Managerial philosophy within the user department. Management philosophy can 

vary with regard to the desired level of user involvement. 

4. Persistence of involved personnel. This can be the persistence of either the 

systems personnel and/or the persistence of the users. 

5. Physical proximity of the user to the system design activities. Physical distance 

is often a barrier to user involvement. 
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6. Prior involvement of the user in computer-related activities. Prior experiences of 

the user in computer-related activities can have an effect upon the user attitude 

toward involvement and the systems personnel's attitude toward the user. 

7. Rapport established between the user and systems personnel. Systems personnel 

are likely to have more success with users if they can establish a good rapport 

users involved in the effort. 

8. User's perceived benefit from the development effort. Communicating clearly the 

benefit to the user will enhance the likelihood of a good attitude from the user. 

9. Functional expertise of the user. The more experienced the user, the more likely 

their participation in the design process will be desired. 

10. How the analyst and the user define user involvement. The analyst may desire 

more involvement that the user is willing to commit, or the opposite may be true. 

11. Management support for the design effort. Management must provide financial 

resources and display enthusiastic support for the design effort. Lack of full 

support from management can doom a project. 

12. Impact of the system upon user activities. The greater the impact on a user, the 

greater the desire for the user to be involved in the effort. 

Davenport and Stoddard (1994) state that involvement from two types of users is 

important during the analysis and design process. The first are high-level process designers 
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needed to analyze across certain functional areas as "only those in positions overlooking 

multiple functions may be able to see opportunities for innovations [in related functional 

areas]." The second type of users that need to be involved are those who are closest to the 

work and who know the details of the process flows, work steps, and constraints of the work 

environment. Davenport and Stoddard also noted that they had observed many users who 

gave little attention to reengineered process suggestions because of their lack of involvement 

in the reengineering process. From their perspective, it is critical to involve users in the 

modeling and design process (Davenport & Stoddard, 1994). 

User involvement does not always result in greater acceptance ofinfonnation systems 

changes (lves & Olson, 1984), though several studies have found a positive relationship 

(Franz & Robey, 1984; Sussman & Bannon, 1993). In one study perfonned by Alter (1978), 

56 decision-support systems were analyzed. Of the 56 systems analyzed, 15 met with 

resistance from users. In 11 of the 15 resisted systems, the users had not initiated the project, 

nor had they had much involvement in the development process. On the other hand, 12 

system implementations had a high-degree of user initiation and participation. Of these, only 

2 of the systems were resisted. Gass (1990) indicates that the user is more likely to have 

confidence in the model developed when the user is involved in the modeling process. Gass 

also states that the user/modelers will likely lack the proper training to create good models 

and emphasizes the need for a strong project leader (facilitator/modeler/analyst) to tutor the 

users in modeling methods during the model development process. 
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Mumford (1981) suggests three levels of user involvement in the design process: 

1. Consultative design: this leaves the bulk of the design decisions with the 

traditional systems design group, with the users acting merely as consultants. 

2. Representative design: all grades of users and all functions within a particular 

department or departments are represented in the design process. 

3. Consensus design: users have a high-degree of responsibility continuously during 

the entire design process. 

There are also political ramifications which can increase or decrease the potential for 

a project's success. Franz and Robey (1984) studied the rational and political considerations 

of increasing user involvement in the systems development process. They stated that user 

involvement is generally accomplished by one or more of the following: formal approval of 

systems specifications, progress reports, involvement in steering committees, or frequent 

attendance at systems development meetings. Franz and Robey concluded that researchers 

should consider more than the rational justification for user involvement and look more at 

the political themes related to involving users in the development process. 

There are two common approaches for involving users in the system analysis and 

design process: serial interviews and structured meetings. Serial interviews most often fall 
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within either the consultative design or representative design levels. Structured meetings 

would generally be considered representative design or consensus design efforts. 

2.4.1 Serial Interviews 

The serial interview process for involving users in the design process can be very 

time consuming, but it is the most common approaches for involving users in the data 

modeling process (Durell, 1985; Durell, 1993). Using this approach, the analyst conducts 

serial interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs). After completing an interview, the 

analyst synthesizes the information and then proceeds to interview another SME. The 

process is iterative in nature and different SMEs provide insights about different parts of the 

domain. Since interviews are generally done with one individual at a time, the SMEs are not 

as likely to examine areas outside of their area of expertise. 

The serial interview process is not a very time consuming process, but it also presents 

several opportunities for miscommunication or misinterpretation. Durell (1993) lists several 

concerns with regard to the serial interview process of eliciting data modeling requirements 

from users: 

1. The interviewer asks a question or makes a statement that is misinterpreted by the 

interviewee. 
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2. The interviewee answers a question or makes a statement that is misinterpreted 

by the interviewer. 

3. Either party says something other than what they intended to say. 

4. The interviewer words a question poorly and is thus provided with an answer 

different from the one they thought they had asked. This is particularly true in 

trying to ascertain the cardinality of relationships. 

Though the serial interview process is not necessarily the best way to involve users in the 

design and modeling effort, if other options for user involvement are not available, it is often 

a better alternative than to disconnect users altogether from the activity. 

2.4.2 Structured Meetings 

In an effort to overcome some of the problems of the serial interview approach, 

structured group meetings are often used to involve groups of users in the design process. 

Structured meetings can serve to bring users together to increase overall understanding of 

the design process and to form a negotiated solution. Two common approaches to structured 

meetings are Joint Application Development and structured meetings using Electronic 

Meeting Systems (EMS). 
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2.4.2.1 Joint Application Development 

Joint Application Development (lAD) originated at IBM in the late 1970s (Wood & 

Silver, 1989). Since the time of its inception, JAD has gained acceptance in the information 

systems area as a useful way for involving users in the design of systems (Barki & Hartwick, 

1991; Carmel, George & Nunamaker, 1992). 

Carmel (1993) lists four elements ofthe JAD method that have gained acceptance for 

use in a variety of structured group meetings: 

1. Facilitation: a designated leader (or leaders) manages the meeting. Some JAD 

practitioners consider the facilitator to be key to process success, even more 

important than the act of gathering the users into one place. 

2. Agenda Setting/Structure: the meeting objectives and a plan of action should be 

well defined. 

3. Documentation: one or more designated scribes should carefully document 

everything in the meeting. Various lists should be rigorously maintained. 

4. Group dynamics: group dynamics techniques are used for inspiring creativity 

(e.g., brainstorming), resolving disagreements (e.g., airing facts, documenting 

them as "issues," taking notes), and handling speaking protocols (e.g., enforcing 

"only one conversation at a time"). 
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Research has shown that JAD can lessen the number of incorrect system 

requirements. In one study, Jones (1991) found that development projects that used JAD had 

50% less defects during the requirements definition stage and 25% fewer defects during the 

design stage than development projects that did not use JAD. Studies have also found that 

JAD can reduce the amount of time required to complete an analysis and design effort 

(Carmel et aI., 1993; EDP Analyzer, 1986; Federal Acquisition Support Center (FASC), 

1990). 

Because of production bottlenecks and group coordination challenges, most 

traditional structured group meetings have been limited to small groups, generally 5 to 8 

people. There are two issues related to such limited user involvement: concern that the 

domain has been adequately covered and concern that enough users have been involved in 

the process to gain widespread user acceptance. An alternative approach to structured group 

meetings, EMS, has shown promise in resolving these concerns. 

2.4.2.2 Electronic Meeting Systems 

Electronic Meeting Systems-a term first used in Dennis et ai. (1988)-have 

shown promise in helping large groups of individuals to contribute directly and productively 

during meetings (Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel & George, 1991). An EMS consists 

ofthree components (Carmel et aI., 1992). The first component is a meeting room equipped 

with networked computer workstations for participants and a large-screen video display(s) 
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upon which meeting infonnation can be displayed (the number of displays in the group room 

may vary, but there will always be at least one). The second component is specialized group 

support software that provides participants with the vehicle to contribute ideas, analyze 

options, vote on alternatives, etc. The third component is a facilitator who assists the 

participants in using the technology and may direct the group through the meeting tasks. One 

of the major research efforts in this area is the University of Arizona GroupSystems. 

GroupSystems consists of several tools for guiding a group through a meeting process. The 

GroupSystems tools will not be discussed in detail here, but are described in numerous other 

sources (Dennis et aI., 1988; Dennis, Tyran, Vogel & Nunamaker, 1990; Nunamaker et aI., 

1991; Nunamaker, George, Valacich, Dennis & Vogel, 1989; Nunamaker et aI., 1989; Vogel 

& George, 1991). GroupSystems was the EMS used in this research effort, beside the group 

data modeling software. 

GroupSystems evolved from PLEXSYS, one of the first major SDLC automation 

efforts (Konsynski & Nunamaker, 1982; Konsynski, Kotteman, Nunamaker & Stott, 1984). 

PLEXSYS was intended to support the requirements definition stage of the SDLC, but 

researchers at the University of Arizona found that such a system could support much more 

than requirements specifications and until recently, GroupSystems had limited use in systems 

development activities. 

Experimental and field research related to EMS indicate that there are specific types 

of benefit derivable from the use of an EMS. Evidence from previous studies with 
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GroupSystems suggest that an EMS can improve group productivity (Dennis et aI., 1990; 

Nunamaker et aI., 1989), increase creativity (Connolly, Jessup & Valacich, 1990) and 

increase the quality of the group decisions (Dennis, Heminger, Nunamaker & Vogel, 1990; 

Yihwa & Chen, 1994). In addition, participants using GroupSystems generally exhibit high

levels of satisfaction from the process (Nunamaker et aI., 1989; Vogel, Nunamaker, Martz, 

Grohowski & McGoff, 1990). 

Hayne and Ram (1995) did research with a graphical group data modeling tool. 

Though they found some success with the use of their tool, the software was designed 

primarily for experienced data modelers rather than novices. Dean et al. (1995) and Dennis 

et al. (Dennis et aI., 1994; Dennis et aI., 1994) discuss recent research on IDEFO modeling 

using EMS. They found that standard GroupSystems tools, though they provide a good 

starting point, do not provide all of the structure needed to perform this kind of modeling 

effort. These research efforts were influential in the development of the group data modeling 

tool discussed in this research. 

2.5 Business Process Reengineering 

The business environment of today is growing increasingly more competitive. 

Businesses that once were thriving are now on the brink of going out of business. In a recent 

presentation made by the accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand at the National BPR 
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Conference, some interesting statistics were discussed (Coopers & Lybrand, 1994). Some 

of the "highlights" were the following: 

• Only 35% of the Fortune 500 from 1955 are still in the Fortune 500 today 

• From 1955-1985 (a 30 year time period), 238 companies dropped off the list 

• From 1985-1990 (a five year time period), 143 companies dropped off the list 

• Peters and Waterman list 43 "Exemplars" in their 1982 book In Search of 

Excellence: Lessons Learnedfrom America's Best-Run Companies (1982). Only 

12 of these organizations remain in good shape today. 

Hammer and Champy (1993) state that "we believe that reengineering is the only 

thing that stands between many U.S. corporations-indeed, the U.S. economy-and 

disaster." Though many organizations are beginning to see the need to reengineer, it is not 

a trivial process. Kotter (1995) discusses this issue. He states that of the more than 100 

companies he has watched try to reengineer themselves in the last decade, a few have been 

successful, a few have been complete failures, and most fall somewhere in between, but with 

a tilt toward the lower end of the scale. He lists eight steps that are critical if an organization 

is going to be successful in their reengineering efforts: 

1. Establish a sense of urgency. Identify and discuss crises, potential crises, or 

major opportunities. 
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2. Form a powerful guiding coalition. Assemble a group with enough power to lead 

the change effort and encourage the group to work together as a team. 

3. Create a vision. This will help to direct the change effort. 

4. Communicate the vision. Use every vehicle possible to communicate the new 

vision and strategies. 

5. Empower others to act on the vision. Get rid of obstacles to change. Change 

systems or structures that seriously undermine the vision. 

6. Plan for and create short-term wins. Plan for and create visible performance 

improvements. Reward/recognize those involved in the improvement effort. 

7. Consolidate improvements and produce still more change. Use increased 

credibility to change systems, structures and policies that don't fit in the vision. 

8. Institutionalize new approaches. Articulate the connections between the new 

behaviors and the organization's success. 

Several researchers in this area have indicated that incremental change is not enough, 

but that if a reengineering effort is going to be successful, major change is required (Goss, 

Pascale & Athos, 1993; Hall et aI., 1993; Hammer, 1990a; Hammer, 1990b; Hammer & 

Champy, 1993; Peters, 1990; Peters, 1991). Goss et ai. (1993) state that "incremental change 

is not enough for many companies today. They don't need to change what is; they need to 

create what isn't." Hall et al. (1993) suggest that the reengineering effort must have 
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significant breadth and debt to be successful. They also indicate that even with such breadth 

and depth, the effort will fail unless top-level managers are actively involved and thoroughly 

bought-in to the effort. 

Many concerns have been voiced with regard to placing too much emphasis on 

information systems or information technology in a reengineering process (Davenport, 1993; 

Hammer, 1990a; Hammer, 1990b; Hammer & Champy, 1993; Schnitt, 1993; Smith & 

McKeen, 1993). Information systems/technology is a critical enabler in the reengineering 

process, but as Hammer (I 990b ) states "we need to stop paving the cow paths. Instead of 

embedding outdated processes in silicon and software, we should obliterate them and start 

over. Use the power of modern information technology to radically redesign our business 

processes in order to achieve dramatic improvements in their performance." 

Smith and McKeen (1993) also see information systems playing a large roll in the 

reengineering process. They feel that "it is no longer enough for IS professionals to see 

themselves as service providers and supporters of the status quo. Their new function must 

be as facilitators who can support, collaborate in, or mobilize business reengineering as 

necessary." 

2.6 Summary 

Data modeling is an important part of the Systems Development Life Cycle and is 

becoming more critical as organizations place increasingly more value on their information 
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resources. Systems developed without taking the time to adequately develop the system data 

model will eventually cost more in terms oftime and money than if the effort was made up

front to generate the necessary model. 

Involving users in the development process has been shown to have several benefits 

to an organization. Those who are intimately involved in the business processes can provide 

insights into which data should be included and how it should be structured, that an analyst 

with limited familiarity of the business process might miss. Campbell (1992) stated that "A 

good design based on incorrect requirements produces a good solution to the wrong 

problem." 

The literature discusses ways to increase user involvement in the design process

serial interviews and structured meetings-but each of these has their share of limitations. 

One of the main problems in traditional group modeling efforts is the time required for users 

away from their regular work. In our experience with helping the DoD in their modeling 

activities, the most appropriate subject matter experts are often excluded from the process 

for this reason. Previous research has shown that the use of an EMS can improve group 

productivity. There has been little research on how to perform the data modeling process in 

a group setting. This research will attempt to develop tools and methods for such a task. 
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The fundamental goal ofthis research is to determine requirements, functionality, and 

characteristics of a group tool for data modeling and to determine what benefits, if any, can 

be realized from the use of such a group tool. A practical research approach which builds 

upon theoretical concepts is needed for this work. The systems development method for 

information systems research (Nunamaker, 1992; Nunamaker & Chen, 1990; Nunamaker, 

Chen & Purdin, 1991) embraces this ideology and will be used. The following sections will 

describe the systems development method and how it will be applied in the research domain. 

3.1 The Systems Development Research Method 

The University of Arizona has been actively involved in promoting and refining the 

system development research method for several years. With regard to the relationship of 

the systems building process to the academic discipline of MIS, Nunamaker (1992) stated 

that the systems development approach is "the core of the discipline. It encompasses concept 

definition, methodologies for analysis and design, models for evaluation, and methods for 

development." Information systems research may include the following four research 
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strategies: theory building, experimentation, observation, and systems development. The 

relationship of these four strategies is shown in Figure 3.1 and each strategy is briefly 

discussed below. 

• Theory Building. The building of theories requires formulative research to identify 

problems and objects for investigation, to hypothesize and test for potential relationships, 

and to interpret the results (Dubin, 1978; Nunamaker, 1992; Nunamaker et aI., 1991). Theory 

building helps to suggest new insights about issues yet to be explored. This research strategy 

contributes to the overall body of knowledge, but does not produce a system that benefits 

from this new knowledge. Nunamaker (1992) suggests that, "theory building in MIS both 

supports and is supported by systems development and is both a precursor for and an 

outcome of experimentation and observation." 

• Experimentation. This research strategy includes laboratory experiments, field 

experiments, and computer or experimental simulations. Theories frequently provide the 

basis for the hypotheses upon which the experiments are based. The results of experiments 

are often used to refine theories and improve systems (Nunamaker, 1992). 

• Observation. Research methodologies like case studies, field studies, and sample 

surveys are included in this category. This type of research is frequently done when very 

little is known about a particular research domain. Observation is appropriate when the 

researcher has little control over the environment or the context. Because of these limitations, 
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the researcher must thoroughly discuss the environmental and contextual conditions so that 

other researchers can adequately judge the limitations of the research findings. 

• Systems Development. According to Nunamaker (1992) , "systems development is 

the hub of research that interacts with other research methodologies to form an integrated 

research program." This central relationship is depicted in Figure 3.1. Curtis (1987) lists five 

stages of systems development: concept design, constructing the architecture of the system, 

prototyping, product development, and technology transfer. Concept design is the merging 

of theory and technology into applications. The development of a prototype should be done 

to quickly determine feasibility. Regarding the transfer of technology to organizations, 

Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin (1991) state that it "represents the ultimate success of those 

theories, concepts, and systems that complete this race. Difficulties and constraints 

encountered during the systems development processes can be used to modify the concepts 

and theories from which the application systems are derived." 
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Figure 3.1 Systems Development Research Life Cycle 
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Performing good systems development research is not a trivial task. Brinberg and 

McGrath (1985) identify three stages of research. Stage one research deals with the 

development of the substantive, conceptual, and methodological domains. Stage two research 

involves performing experiments or a study in which the researcher produces a set of 

empirical findings through a process of combining various aspects of the three domains 
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mentioned in stage one. Stage three research is performed to substantiate the findings of 

secondary research. Different research approaches are used in each of the three stages. 

The development of a software system alone is generally not deemed to be serious 

academic IS research. For this reason, it is important that other research methodologies be 

used to support the system development, which presents a unique set of challenges. Brinberg 

and McGrath (1985) make a clear distinction between stage one and stage two researchers. 

They state that different people usually perform stage one research in each of the three 

domains (substantive, conceptual, and methodological). They also state that different people 

are usually involved in stage two versus stage one research. Systems development research 

often involves both stage one and stage two research, which is one of the reasons that this 

type of research is so challenging. The resources and skills required to do stage one research 

are not necessarily the same resources and skills required to do stage two research. 

Researchers in the systems development domain must develop skills in both stages and have 

the necessary resources available to perform both stage one and stage two research. 

Nunamaker et al. (1990; 1991) describe a systems development research process that 

is intended to include components of both the social research approach and the engineering 

research approach. The process has five principle parts: construct a conceptual framework, 

develop a system architecture, analyze and design the system, build the system, and 

experiment, observe and evaluate the system. The development process is iterative in nature, 
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as is depicted in Figure 3.2. The following sections describe each of the five parts and how 

this research fits into the process. 

3.1.1 Construct a Conceptual Framework 

The first step in the systems development 

research process begins with the construction of 

a conceptual framework to justify the 

significance of the research question. Some of 

the groundwork for this step was done in the 

introduction and literature review with a 

description of the current state of data modeling, 

as it relates to business process reengineering. 

There are various models that an analyst can 

construct to help in understanding the 

information needs of the organization. There are 

several different techniques that can be used to 

gather the information needed to develop these 

models, i.e., analyst interviews, JAD sessions, 
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both the logical model of the information system and the description of the organization. In 

terms of CASE tools, this presents some concerns. Many of the CASE tools are data oriented 

rather than process oriented (Zachman, 1987) and are not ideally suited to capturing 

organizational process descriptions. Additionally, CASE tools are designed to be used by one 

analyst at a time, limiting the opportunities for user involvement in the process. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the participative design literature equates increased user 

participation in the design and development process as a means to improve organizational 

understanding. Developing tools and methods that can help organizational members to create 

data models seems to be a worthy goal. Building upon previous experience in the 

development of group modeling tools and methods and working collaboratively within an 

established group meeting environment (GroupSystems) will increase the chances for the 

group data modeling software's acceptance and use. 

3.1.2 Develop a System Architecture 

The development of a system architecture is the second step in the research process, 

which includes stating objectives, identifying constraints, and defining measurable 

functionalities of the system. Each of these areas will be discussed in detail in the following 

three sections. 
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3.1.2.1 Objectives 

This research attempts to increase user involvement in the data modeling process 

through the development of a group data modeling tool and through the development of 

methods to use this new tool in conjunction with existing EMS software, specifically, 

GroupSystems for Windows (GSWin). With this in mind, one of the objectives of this 

research will be to determine which modules in the GSWin toolkit will contribute to the 

modeling effort. Another objective is to determine not only which GSWin tools will be used 

but also how the GSWin tools can work with the group data modeling tool, e.g., when to use 

the GSWin tools, when to use the group data modeling tool, how to get data between the 

different tools. 

The group data modeling tool should have an intuitive user interface. Most of the 

participants in the modeling sessions do not have vast experience in creating data models and 

it is usually not possible to spend a great amount of time during the session to train the 

participants beyond the basic fundamentals of data modeling. Therefore, the user interface 

should be organized so that it logically guides the participants through the data modeling 

process. Though the group data modeling tool is only a prototype, the interface should also 

have a professional look to it. 

One of the most challenging parts of data modeling for novice modelers is the 

migration of key fields based on the relationships formed between entities. In IDEFIX data 

modeling, when a relationship is established between two entities, the primary key attributes 
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of the parent entity must migrate to the child entity. This seems pretty straightforward, but 

it is actually a bit more complicated. A primary key may be a single attribute in an entity or 

it may be comprised of two or more attributes which form a composite primary key. 

Additionally, based on the type of relationship between the two entities (whether the 

relationship is identifying or non-identifying), the primary key of the parent will either 

become part ofthe primary key ofthe child entity or will become a foreign key in the child 

entity (see Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 IDEFIX diagram showing migration of primary keys based on type of 
relationship--identifying or non-identifying. 
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For novice data modelers, this can be very confusing. Another objective of the group data 

modeling tool, then, would be to automatically migrate primary key attributes to the children 

entities when relationships are established between entities. 

A final objective of this development effort is to develop a way to generate the 

IDEFIX data model graphics in a timely manner. This could be done by either developing 

a viewing tool (similar to the viewer created for the activity modeling software), or by 

developing the capability to export data from the group data modeling tool into an IDEF 1 X 

CASE tool. For this research effort, due to limited development support, the latter approach 

will be used to meet this objective. 

3.1.2.2 Constraints 

Creating software that will work easily with GSWin presents one constraint: the 

software must operate in the same type of environment as GSWin. One of the major selling 

points of GroupSystems V (GSV), the DOS version of GroupSystems, is that it does not 

generally require an organization to upgrade their hardware to use the software. GSV runs 

quite well on 286 based PCs with only 640K of memory. GSWin on the other hand, requires 

more current hardware (at least a fast 386 machine, preferably a 486 or Pentium) with much 

more memory (at least 4 megabytes, preferably 8 or 16 megabytes). This is true of most 

software designed to run under the Microsoft Windows operating system. By electing to 
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make the group data modeling tool GSWin and Windows compatible, certain potential users 

may not have the hardware necessary to operate the software on their systems. 

Another constraint for the research is the availability of data modeling sessions in 

which the software and methods can be tested. The University of Arizona has a working 

arrangement with the DESCIM office to provide software and facilitation support for their 

modeling efforts. The problem in the past has been getting enough groups in to adequately 

test and evaluate the software and methods. We are very much at the mercy ofthe DESCIM 

office with this concern. Student groups could be used to test and evaluate the software, but 

our experience with previous software development efforts has shown that groups of 

professionals from real business organizations provide more realistic feedback. 

3.1.2.3 Measurable Functionalities 

There are a number of measurable functionalities by which a research product can be 

evaluated. The primary criteria for this research is: Can a group of organizational members 

use GSWin and the group data modeling tool to generate their enterprise data models? Some 

of the measures of this functionality are: 

• Does the software work well in the GSWin environment? 

• Is the software relatively easy to learn to use? 

• Is the migration of primary keys between related entities transparent to the users? 
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• Does the software help guide the user through the data modeling effort? 

• Does the output of the tool (both the textual output and the graphical output of the 

IDEFIX CASE tool) meet the needs of both the participants and the analysts? 

These questions will be answered by observing the use of the tool, casual interviews 

with session participants and analysts, and when possible, by collecting questionnaire data 

from session participants. 

3.1.3 Analyze and Design the System 

The design of the group data modeling tool involves the development of the data 

structures/data model which represents the system entities, attributes, and relationships. The 

design should also include the specifications for the program modules and functions. 

3.1.3.1 Data Structure Design 

There are several important items to consider in designing the data structures for the 

group data modeling tool, including the following: 

• What entities, attributes, and relationships need to be included to be compliant with 

the IDEFIX data modeling methodology? 

• Are there specific entities or attributes that need to be included to enable the export 

of the data to an IDEFIX CASE tool? 
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• Can the data model be structured to facilitate the movement of data between 

GSWin and the group data modeling tool? 

• Are there certain entities or attributes that should be included in the data structure 

to meet the specific needs of the project sponsor? 

All of these items should be thoroughly reviewed and considered in the development ofthe 

data structures for the group data modeling tool. 

3.1.3.2 Specification of Program Modules and Functions 

The next part of the design process is the specification of program modules and 

functions. In order to maintain consistency between GSWin and the group data modeling 

tool, there should be two versions of the software: a participant version and a facilitator 

version. The participant version of the software should allow the users to do the following: 

• Add and define entities 

• Add and define attributes, including defining the domain of the attribute 

• Link attributes to entities and mark those attributes that are part of the primary key 

of the entity 

• Establish relationships between entities, to include the specification of the 

relationship type--identifying or non-identifying. 

• Establish category relationships among entities. 
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The facilitator version of the software should include all of the features of the participant 

version, but in addition should include the following features: 

• Enter project specific information that does not need to be edited by the session 

participants, e.g., project name, project date, project description. 

• The capability to delete entities, attributes, and relationships 

• Print reports 

• Run the export routine to the IDEFIX CASE tool to generate model graphics. 

In addition to the program functions listed above, the software should automatically 

migrate primary key attributes from the parent entity in a relationship to the child entity, as 

discussed earlier in this chapter. Since this software is being designed to run in a group 

environment, it is important that concurrency control be established and that the users have 

some way of knowing when a particular entity, attribute, or relationship is being edited by 

another user. 

3.1.4 Build the System 

A system must be built before empirical studies of the functionality and usability of 

thp. system can be performed (Nunamaker et aI., 1991). The process of building a system and 

evaluating its functionality is an iterative process. A system can be used and observed to 

ascertain if expected effects result from its use. 
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Before beginning the development of the group data modeling prototype, the 

programming environment should be selected. The prototyping environment should support 

a short project duration and it is recommended that database management systems, 

interactive development environments, and high-level languages be used to expedite 

development of the prototype (Naumann & Jenkins, 1982). GSWin is written using the C++ 

programming language and uses the Borland Database Engine to access the Paradox 

databases used as data structures. 

The first prototype for the group activity modeling tool was developed using Borland 

Paradox 4.0 for DOS and the Paradox Application Language (PAL). A very simple data 

modeling prototype was also developed in the same environment (this is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 4). Since the group data modeling tool would be a Windows application, the same 

environment could not be used. There are several Windows-based development 

environments currently available--MS Access, MS Visual Basic and Visual C++, Paradox 

for Windows and C++ from Borland, Lotus Approach, etc. For this developer, using C++ 

would not support a short project duration. To take advantage of some of the existing skills 

of the developer, Paradox for Windows (PdoxWin) 5.0 from Borland was selected as the 

development environment. PdoxWin has its own programming language called Object PAL 

(OPAL), which is slightly similar to the PAL used in the DOS version of Paradox. In 

addition, PdoxWin uses the same Paradox data structures as GSWin, which should facilitate 

the moving of data between the two tools. 
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As part of the prototype development process, prior to the actual use of the system 

with a real group, the system should be thoroughly tested and debugged. It is important to 

test the system in several different settings and room configurations. The interaction between 

GSWin and the system should be tested. It should be determined if the system performance 

characteristics are within acceptable limits. This is especially critical for group software that 

shares a common communication medium (the local area network) and shares a common 

memory device (the hard drive on the network server). If possible, the system should also 

be tested by other researchers who are familiar with data modeling to gain additional 

insights. 

3.1.5 Experiment, Observe and Evaluate the System 

The final step in the systems development research process requires that the new 

system be tested against the stated research requirements and objectives (Nunamaker & 

Chen, 1990; Nunamaker et aI., 1991). Potential approaches for evaluation of the prototype 

can include evaluation using laboratory or field experiments or observation through case or 

field studies. 

This research represents just one of many tasks done in support of the WES research 

stream. Since this research was part of this larger WES research effort, several actual data 

modeling sessions from the DESCIM office were scheduled to participate in the evaluation 

of the prototype. Each of the sessions were planned to be from three to five days in duration 
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and to include from ten to twenty participants. This would provide a great setting for testing 

and evaluating the prototype. The developer of a system can glean several useful insights 

from observing the system in operation. Functions of the prototype that were instinctive to 

the developer may be confusing to the users. Features that the developer thought were 

unimportant may end up being quite significant to the users. Observing users in a real setting 

is a critical part of accurately assessing the system. For the system developer, this is not 

always easy to do. It can be quite stressfhl to be in the room when the system is being used 

and evaluated by a group of users. The developer must be careful not to influence the users' 

opinions of the software and must carefully observe how the software can be enhanced. 

Testing the functionality of the software is an important part of the evaluation 

process, but with this research effort, it is also important to evaluate the group data modeling 

process. There is a great deal that needs to be learned about how to effectively create an 

organization's data model in a group environment. For example, which GSWin tools should 

be used in the data modeling process; when should the group data modeling tool be used and 

how much of the data modeling should be done in chauffeured mode (the facilitator directing 

the group and entering the data into the software) versus parallel mode (each participant 

entering data from their own workstation); when should relationships among the entities be 

established, before adding attributes to the entities or after. Just as the software will go 

through different iterations during the research process, so will the methods used to guide 

the group through the data modeling effort. 
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Figure 3.4 Relationships among the different phases of systems development research 

3.2 Summary 
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Figure 3.4 shows the relationships among the different phases of the systems 

development research process. The conceptual framework is used to identify the 

requirements of the proposed system. The system architecture is developed by considering 

the conceptual framework and the system requirements. The system requirements and system 

architecture are used to develop the system design and finally, the system architecture and 
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the system design are used to implement the initial system prototype. Once the initial 

prototype is developed, the evaluation phase of the research can begin. The results of the 

evaluation will contribute to future research opportunities including such items as system 

revisions, new domain knowledge, and additional research questions to explore. The chapters 

that follow will discuss the outcomes of the research and opportunities for future research. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GROUP MODELING TOOLS DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Lessons learned from IDEFO prototype development 

As part of the first WES research contract, a prototype was developed to perform 

group lDEFO activity modeling. Two years of effort went into this task and resulted in many 

lessons learned. These lessons learned played an important role in the development of future 

group modeling tools, including the lDEFIX group data modeling software. The following 

sections describe the development process of the lDEFO prototype and the lessons learned 

from this development effort. 

4.1.1 IDEFO Tools 

Tools and methods are required to break the small group boundaries. Most of the 

participants in the DoD Environmental Security ClM (DESClM) sessions (which were the 

focus ofthis research effort) had little or no experience in building lDEFO models. During 

the sessions, participants received training in the fundamental aspects of the lDEF activity 

modeling methodology, but certainly not enough training to guide them through an entire 

modeling exercise. A tool supporting activity model development should map to the 
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semantics ofIDEFO models and allow for intuitive data capture for the participants. With this 

in mind, a group IDEFO prototype was developed using Borland International's Paradox for 

DOS relational database. Paradox was selected because of its prototype development 

environment and the robustness of the Paradox Application Language (PAL). It proved to 

be a good choice for this first prototype. During the process of testing of the software with 

actual DESCIM sessions, as session participants would make suggestions to improve the 

software, the Paradox environment made it possible to quickly make the changes (often 

overnight) and enable real-time feedback of the improvements. 

The first iteration of this tool had very little semantic checking built into the code and 

was very similar to using a group outlining tool. Simple checking to prohibit the entry of 

duplicate activity numbers was the only semantic check included, though the tool did provide 

concurrency control. Additionally, the facilitator's version of the tool could lock out the 

participants from certain activities or could control the editing of activity descriptions. 

In early modeling sessions, the tool did not require ICOMs to be defined before being 

attached to activities. As a result, participants would often define the same ICOMs using 

different names (synonyms) and use them in different parts of the model. This resulted in a 

great deal of duplicated effort and also made reconciliation a real challenge. There also was 

no way to limit the number ofICOMs attached to anyone side of an activity (FIPS standards 

indicate that no more than six should be attached to anyone side of an activity). Without this 
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control, there would often be many more than six ICOMs per side, which added another level 

of difficulty to an already difficult reconciliation process. 

Using the lessons learned from these first sessions, more semantic checking was built 

into the prototype. Before an ICOM could be attached to an activity, the participants were 

required to first define the ICOM and place it in the ICOM glossary. This feature required 

the user to first check the glossary to see if the ICOM had already been defined before 

attaching the ICOM to an activity, If it had been defined, then they could attach it to the 

activity. Ifthe ICOM did not exist in the glossary, the user would be prompted to enter it into 

the glossary and then attach it to the activity. Although this did not completely eliminate all 

synonyms and ambiguous terms, it did reduce the total significantly. In addition, if synonyms 

were identified, the tool supported the merging of their definitions so that definitions could 

be normalized. This feature allowed the facilitator to replace the undesired synonym with the 

desired label throughout the model. 

Code was also added to the prototype to check the number ofICOMs attached to each 

side of an activity before changes could be saved to an activity. Users were prompted which 

side(s) (inputs, outputs, controls, or mechanisms) had more than six attachments and could 

not save their work until the number was reduced to the required six or less (see Figure 4.1, 

note the error message displayed near the bottom of the screen). The tool also provided 

complete concurrency control so that only one work station could edit a specific activity or 

ICOM at a time. However, participants could work on different parts of the model in parallel. 
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Using the software, participants could also bundle specific, detailed ICOMs into more 

general categories using splits and joins, though this feature still needed lots more work. 

l~ep[)rt,s~l~ol'resp[Jndlenlce/'Dolcul~e~ltation 

Outside 
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Outside 
Outside 
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ide 

Figure 4.1 Screen from first activity modeling prototype - Note error message about too 
many attachments to one side of an activity. 

The form tool was used in several IDEFO modeling sessions. Each time the tool was 

used, participants and facilitators would make suggested improvements and many of these 

were implemented in the multiple iterations of the tool development. Before the development 

of the second generation IDEFO tool, the tool proved to be quite robust and was performance 

engineered (as much as is possible in the Paradox environment) to perform well in a 

networked environment. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show other screens from the form tool. 
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Figure 4.2 Activity List in the Form Tool. 
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4.1.2 Developing IDEFO Graphics 
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As mentioned earlier, the development of the Paradox form tool was an iterative 

process. In a like manner, the generation of and use ofIDEF model graphics in the DESCIM 

sessions was also a step-by-step learning process. One of the goals in doing IDEF modeling 

in an EMS environment was to reduce the time necessary to complete the task when 

compared to non-EMS or manual sessions. Since most of the session participants had 

relatively little IDEF experience, we did not want to complicate the session excessively with 

training--training in the IDEF methodology, training in the use of the form tool and other 

EMS tools, and additionally, training in how to use a collaborative drawing tool. With this 
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in mind, other options for the generation of IDEF model graphics were explored. The 

following sections describe three methods that were tested for generating IDEF graphics 

during modeling sessions. 

4.1.2.1 Method 1: Form-Based Tool and Scribe 

In these early sessions, the goal was to burden the participants with nothing more 

than entering data into the form-based Paradox tool. Graphics were generated by having an 

analyst serve as scribe entering the data into a single-user IDEF CASE tool which would 

then generate the graphics. The analyst could extract labels and descriptions from the data 

the participants entered into the form tool along with enough semantic information to build 

the graphics in parallel with the participants. In this way, it was hoped that the analyst could 

provide periodic model graphics to support model development and refinement. The 

participants defined portions ofthe model and were encouraged to use common terms. The 

prc-l)lem with this approach was that the analyst could not keep up with the participants. The 

participants were divided into subgroups and each subgroup worked on different parts of the 

model in parallel. Additionally, the model changed continually, making it impossible for the 

analyst to keep up. 

In addition to the difficulty of keeping up with the group modeling effort, the analyst 

struggled with some difficult features of the IDEF CASE tool. Several of the IDEF CASE 

tools on the market are graphically oriented rather than being based on the semantic 
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organization of the models. The problem with this is that as the models change and new 

activities or ICOMs are added, the analyst must rearrange the images on the diagram to make 

everything fit. In this first session, the CASE tool used was graphically oriented. As the 

session preceded and the model grew and changed very quickly, it became a very tedious 

process for the modeler to move the images around to accommodate the changes to the 

models. Although this was very painful for the analyst, we did learn a great lesson from this: 

build your models based on the semantics of the data, not just graphic images. This proved 

to be an important concept in the development of the first IDEF viewing tool (see Method 

3 below). 

The result of this first session was that the models were developed quickly (many 

activities and ICOMs were defined), but the participants did not have real-time graphical 

feedback for visualization and reconciliation. Participants left the session with only partially 

reconciled models. The analyst was required to take the partially reconciled models after the 

session and attempt to reconcile the errors and inconsistencies in the models. It was 

determined that this was not the ideal way to generate the graphics during the sessions. 

4.1.2.2 Method 2: Export to IDEF CASE Tool 

One of the other research tasks of the WES contract required a review of existing 

IDEFO single-user CASE tools. In the process of reviewing the products of various vendors, 

we came across an interesting feature in one of the tools. This particular CASE tool (AIO 
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from Knowledge Based Systems, Incorporated) had a meta-data import and export utility 

which we determined could be utilized in conjunction with the form tool. The code was 

added to the prototype that would create the meta-data necessary to generate the IDEFO 

graphics in the CASE tool. At the time, this was considered quite a revolutionary approach 

to generating model graphics. With this feature in place, the generation of the model graphics 

was no longer quite so painful. 

The next IDEFO modeling session was used to test the usefulness of the export to the 

CASE tool. As the participants entered activities and ICOMs into the form tool and the 

model began to take shape, the export routine could be run and imported into the CASE tool. 

From the CASE tool, the models could be printed and handed out to the participants. This 

helped the session progress in several ways. No longer did an analyst need to try to keep up 

with the parallel work of all of the subgroups. In addition, an all night effort was not required 

to generate the model graphics, only to have them change dramatically the next day. The 

elapsed time from the form tool to the CASE tool to hard copies of the models was only 

about 5 to 10 minutes (depending on the overall size of the models). These model graphics 

proved very valuable to the session participants. The participants could view and annotate 

the diagrams and then update and correct the model information in the form tool. A new 

updated version of the graphics could then be generated and passed out for further review. 

The models evolved through repeated iteration until the participants were satisfied that it 
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covered their domain. Participants left the session with a nearly reconciled model. The 

analyst left not nearly as tired or frustrated. 

Though this method of graphics generation was a dramatic improvement to previous 

efforts, it was not without its share of problems. The main problem was that the CASE tool 

used to develop the graphical models could only represent semantically correct meta~data. 

Although there was some semantic checking in the form tool, it did not resolve all semantic 

errors, and these errors were represented in the export file. The CASE tool would then screen 

out errors and display and print only semantically correct models. This would normally be 

fine, but there was no indication of where the semantic violations were located in the model. 

Thus, participants who were very familiar with the model would complain that parts of the 

model were not showing up in the model graphics. Some of the common semantic errors 

were as follows: 

• The same ICOM entering and leaving an activity (should be transformed within 

the activity). 

• Incomplete and mismatched splits and joins were common. If the CASE tool 

could not find all of the pieces at semantically allowable areas of the model, it 

would not recognize the split or join. Because these errors were quite common, 

the analyst would have to debug the errant splits and joins. This would take from 

30 to 90 minutes. 
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• An ICOM at the parent-level would appear as a different type at the child-level, 

e.g., an ICOM listed as a control at the parent-level would appear as an input at 

the child-level. 

Only a limited proportion ofthe models would have such errors. Consequently, much 

of the model still would be accepted by the CASE tool and would be available to print. 

However, it was obvious that more comprehensive semantic checking was needed and that 

it would be difficult to build these features into the Paradox form tool. Though the time 

required to generate model graphics had been dramatically reduced, the next step would be 

to reduce the 5 to 10 minute delay this method required. It was also desirable to have the 

graphics available upon demand, rather than only at occasional intervals. The final desired 

feature was to allow participants rather than the facilitator to invoke the graphical views. 

4.1.2.3 Method 3: The Enterprise Analyzer Viewer 

As discussed earlier in this report, in the IDEF community there are two common 

ways to store model data: first in graphical format (storing such things as the coordinates of 

the boxes and lines, the bend angles, etc.), and second, in files that map directly to the 

semantic structure of the data. The advantages of the semantic over graphical representations 

of the models include better access to semantic information, simpler data structures, and 

smaller storage requirements. However, to get graphical views of the data from semantic 
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structures, an intelligent graphical engine is required to build the correct symbolic graphical 

representations. 

With this as a goal, two project team members spent several months developing an 

IDEF viewer that could read data from the Paradox database files and generate model 

graphics. These graphics could be viewed at any participant workstation as desired by the 

participants. The tool was known as the Enterprise Analyzer (EA) Viewer. The development 

of the EA Viewer was an extremely difficult task because of the many different ways arrows 

(ICOMs) can be bundled into aggregate classes and unbundled again (splits and joins). The 

developers were careful to build several semantic checks into the viewer that would clearly 

flag the various errors. Some of the important featureslbenefits of the viewer include: 

• Changes to the models could be represented in real-time with the form tool and 

the viewer running concurrently, e.g., participants could enter a change into the 

form tool and then have the viewer regenerate the model to graphically display 

the changes. 

• The viewer worked directly on the data structures of the form tool and no export 

was required to generate the graphics. 

• The viewer could be easily invoked and used by the participants. 

• Faster navigation to objects and object descriptions. 

• Parts of the model violating semantic conventions could be flagged. 
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The following graphics represent screens from the EA Viewer. The first graphic 

(Figure 4.5), is an indented activity list. From this list, the participants can move to any 

activity and generate the graphical view of that part of the model. 
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Figure 4.5 EA Viewer - Indented Activity List. 

Figure 4.6 is a graphical representation of the top node (AD) of the model, which is 

the context diagram of an IDEF activity model. This model is part of an actual IDEFO model 

generated in one of the DESCIM sessions held at the University of Arizona. 
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Figure 4.6 EA Viewer - Context diagram (AO node) of activity model. 

The next graphic is the AO-level diagram (this is the level just beneath the context 

diagram). IDEF standards require at least three and not more than six activities at any level 

of the model. This particular model contains three activities at the second level (Figure 4.7). 
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Systems 

Figure 4.7 EA Viewer - AO-level diagram. 

Note that the A2 activity (Prevent Pollution) has a control flowing in at the top that has a dot 

on it. This dot, which shows up as a bright orange dot on the workstation screens, indicates 

that there is a semantic error at this point of the model. When an error appears on the 

diagram, the participants can either double click on the dot or click on the exclamation point 

(!) that appears on the power bar at the top of the screen. This action displays a message 

explaining the nature of the semantic error encountered (Figure 4.8). 
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A3 

Figure 4.8 EA Viewer - Message explaining a semantic error in the model. 

Since the form tool database files are used to generate the graphical views, all of the 

information about each activity and ICOM is available to the viewer. By double clicking the 

mouse cursor on any activity, a participant can view the description of that activity. In 

addition, by double clicking on any of the ICOM lines, the ICOM description, source, and 

destination are displayed. The ICOM description in the viewer also indicates whether a 

particular attachment is part of a split or join. Those attachments that begin as one name and 

end as another are either part of a split or part of a join. 
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4.1.3 Second Generation IDEFO Tool 

After two years of development and testing of the IDEFO form tool and the EA 

Viewer, it was determined that enough had been learned about the desired functionality of 

a group activity modeling tool to move on to the next generation. From the time that the 

development of the Paradox form tool began, available technology became more powerful 

and sophisticated, expectations of subject matter experts increased, and the systems being 

modeled became more complex. It was clear that a second generation of modeling tools was 

called for. This next generation built on the experience gained from the early prototypes and 

took advantage of more powerful shared databases and GUI environments. In addition to 

the more graphical nature of the software, the new generation tool had several enhanced 

features, including the following: faster generation of model graphics in the viewer, more 

intelligent searching of the ICOM glossary when attaching ICOMs to activities, intelligent 

bundling (creation of splits and joins), increased support for semantic correctness, and 

enhanced support for group coordination. 
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HW Accumulation/Storage Data 
HWDataDumo 
HW Dlsoosal Shloments 
HW ID/Characterlstics 
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Figure 4.9 The main screen ofthe second generation IDEFO modeling tool, activities are 
on the left and ICOMs are on the right. 

The second generation software was developed for use in the Microsoft Windows 3.1 

environment using Borland C++ and the Borland Database Engine. The software was tested 

in several live sessions and has proved to be a very robust modeling environment. The 

success of the second generation activity modeling tool has proved to be both good and bad 

in terms of future tool development, which will be discussed in greater detail later. Figures 

4.9,4.10, and 4.11 show example screens from the next generation IDEFO tools. 
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Figure 4.10 Screen used for connecting ICOMs to activities in the second generation 
JDEFO modeling tool. 
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Figure 4.11 Tiled view from the second generation EA Viewer. 

4.2 Development of IDEFIX Group Data Modeling prototype 

4.2.1 Initial IDEFIX Prototype 

About a year into the development cycle of the Paradox form tool, a very simple 

IDEFIX tool was developed (also using Paradox and the Paradox Application Language as 

the development platform) as a first attempt to document data models. This prototype could 
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only be used to capture entities, elements, and their definitions. Though participants could 

document relationships between entities, the entities were not linked relationally in the 

Paradox database tables and primary keys did not migrate to the appropriate tables based on 

the relationships. In addition, there was no way to generate IDEF1X model graphics, other 

than by re-entering the data into an IDEF1X CASE tool. Experience had shown that this was 

not necessarily the most desirable way to generate the graphics. 

Examples of the entry forms of this initial IDEF1X form tool are included as Figures 

4.12,4.13, and 4.14. The Entity List is displayed in Figure 4.12. From here the participants 

could verify which entities had been previously entered and defined and could also go down 

a level and see which elements had been attached to each entity. Figure 4.13 displays 

entity/element level of the forms. 

BRAC INFORMATION 
INSTALLATION ALIAS 
INSTALLATION IDENTIFICATION 
PHASE COSTS 
PHASE SITE STATUS INFORMATION 
PHASE WORK DATES 
POINTS OF CONTACT 
REALIGNING BASES 
SITE CONTAMINANTS 
SITE DOCUMENT DATES 
SITE IDENTIFICATION 
SITE REMEDIAL ACTION TYPES 
SITE TYPES 

Figure 4.12 IDEF1X Form Tool - Entity selection list. 



BCT FORMED 
BRAC YEAR 
CLOSE/REALIGN CODE 
FFID 
RAB ESTABLISHED' 

Figure 4.13 IDEFIX Form Tool - Entity/Element edit screen. 
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Since many elements are often used as part of more than one entity, an element pool 

was also available to the participants (Figure 4.14) . From this list the participants could 

define generic elements for later attachment to the correct entities. 



ACRES AMOUNT 
ACTION PLANS 
ACTUAL COST 
ACTUAL END DATE 
ACTUAL START DATE 
APPROP 
BASE TRANSITION COORDINATOR 
BCT FAX 
BCT FORMED 
BCT MEMBER ADDRESS 
BCT MEMBER NAME 
BOTTOM-UP REVIEW 
BOTTOM-UP REVIEW DATE 
BRAC CLEANUP TEAM 
BRAC ENVIRONMENTAL 

Me .. DeD DES IGNAT ION 

Figure 4.14 IDEFIX Fonn Tool- Element edit screen. 
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Though this tool was not as elegant as the IDEFO fonn tool, the groups that used the 

tool found it very useful for quickly entering entities and elements and their definitions. It 

also provided a good starting point for the development of a more full-featured IDEFIX 

group data modeling tool. 

4.2.2 The IDEFIX Group Data Modeling Tool 

The first part of this chapter discusses the development of a group activity modeling 

tool including some of the challenges associated with the development and some of the 
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lessons learned. The remainder of this Chapter will discuss the development of the group 

data modeling tool to support IDEFIX. 

4.2.2.1 Requirements Analysis 

Requirements analysis is a critically important phase of systems development. If this 

is done correctly, it can decrease the required efforts for the rest of the development process. 

Mistakes not discovered in this stage become much more costly in the subsequent stages of 

development. 

Involvement from the various Department of Defense representatives was both good 

and bad during the requirements analysis. Good, in the sense that they provided very specific 

requirements for the proposed system. Bad, in that some of the requirements that they 

specified were not very practical for various reasons. 

Meetings were held with representatives from the DESCIM office and from the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers Environmental Research Lab (CERL). The result of these 

meetings was a detailed list of requirements for the system including the following: 

I. The system should export to an IDEFIX commercially available CASE tool. At 

the time the group data modeling prototype was being developed, it was 

determined that SmartER from Knowledged Based Systems, Inc., would be the 
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CASE tool supported, though later in the testing and evaluation stage a different 

CASE tool was requested. 

2. The user interface should be structured so as to guide novice SMEs through the 

development of a conceptual data model. This should include transparent 

migration of primary keys among entities, based on relationship cardinalities and 

relationship types-identifying or nonidentifying. 

3. The data structures would include some of the DoD required standard data 

element fields. Originally, the DoD representatives wanted to include all of the 

standard data elements listed in DoD Data Standardization Requirements, DoDD 

8320.1-M. It was detennined that it would be a bit much to include all of these

forty extra elements in the Elements table-and at the same time maintain 

reasonable processing speeds and while keeping the user interface as simple as 

possible. A compromise was reached that included ten of the extra 

standardization elements, mostly domain related fields, rather than all forty. 

4. An Entity History table and an Element History table would be included. These 

tables would keep track of changes to the Entities and Elements tables by taking 

a "snapshot" of a record before posting changes. When working in collaborative 

mode, it is not uncommon for one participant to change a value that the other 

participants did not want changed. These history tables would provide a way to 

restore changed values. 
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4.2.2.2 Design Specification 

With the requirements analysis complete, the design specification work could begin. 

This work included designing the data structures for the proposed systems and the 

specification of program modules and functions. 

4.2.2.2.1 Data Structure Specification 

The data structures for the group data modeling tool had several items to consider in 

their design. The structures needed to be compliant with the IDEFIX methodology. This 

meant that tables (to keep track of categories and their relationships) and fields (to keep track 

of relationship types-identifying or nonidentifying-and whether elements linked to entities 

were owned or inherited), had to be included in the data structures. 

It was also necessary to consider the structure of SmartER so as to include all of the 

necessary items to export from the group tool into SmartER (an example of the SmartER 

import text is included in Appendix H). Since SmartER is designed to be an IDEFIX 

compliant CASE tool, much of the structure requirements were identical to those identified 

above. There were a few exceptions. The SmartER data structures for entities, attributes, 

categories, and relationships use a system generated number as their primary key and this 

numerical value was required for the import into SmartER. This was originally thought to 

be a simple requirement as Paradox for Windows version 5.0 includes an auto-increment 
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field type that can be used to automatically assign a sequential number value to each new 

record added to a table. 

The use of an auto-increment 
, . , Lookup Help'" -

field in these tables presented a few 

problems. First, an auto-increment 

field must always be the first field in a 

Paradox table. Being the first field, the 

tables were indexed and displayed 

Figure 4.15 Table lookup of the Entity table 
according to those values (values sorted on the Entity ID field. 

which mean nothing to a SME). A 

secondary index could resolve the indexing problem and display the tables alphabetically, 

but it still could not completely solve the problem. Paradox also has a table lookup feature 

that was to be utilized in several places throughout the application, e.g., to lookup elements 

when assigning a value for the Discriminator field in the Category table, selecting entities 

for relationships or categories. Regardless of the secondary index being used to sort the 

display, table lookUps always display in the order of the primary key (see Figure 4.15). It was 

determined that this would make it more challenging for the participants to find the necessary 

values during a lookup and would not be acceptable. 
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The solution was a work-around that required a bit of extra programming. The Entity 

table would have Entity Name and the Elements table would have Element Name as the first 

pnmary key field in each table 
lookup Help , 

(making the Lookup Help sort 

alphabetically, as shown in Figure 

4.16). This solved the problem with 

the table lookup. It did not solve the 

problem of the required unique 

numerical value for each record in Figure 4.16 Table lookup of the Entity table 
sorted on the Entity Name field. 

those tables. To solve this, a series of 

one record, one field tables were created (called number tables, e.g., Ent-numb, Ele-numb). 

The field type of the one field was long integer. The value stored in the table is the last 

number used as a unique id in the table, i.e., Entity ID or Element ID. When a new Entity or 

Element record is posted to their respective tables, the value from the number table is read 

into a variable, increased by one, and then posted to the Entity ID or Element ID fields and 

also to the number table. For consistency, the same method is used for the Relationship ID 

and for the Categorization ID fields, though the auto-increment field type could have been 

used for these fields. 

The negotiated standard data element fields requested by the DoD were included in 

the Ent-Elem table (a table used to link elements to the correct entity). Since GSWin uses the 
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same Paradox data structures as Paradox for Windows, no special data structure features 

were required for compatibility between the two applications. A complete listing of the group 

data modeler (GDM) data structures can be found in Appendix F. 

4.2.2.2.2 Program Specifications 

Program specifications were also determined during the design phase. These 

specifications included basic functions like adding, modifying, and deleting records in each 

of the main tables (Entities, Elements, Relationships, and Categories) as well as more 

complicated functions like generating the SmartER import text file or the GSWin import text 

files. 

One of the more complicated program specifications was the automatic migration of 

primary keys from parent entities to child entities. Each time a relationship is established, 

the system must determine if the relationship is identifying or nonidentifying. For identifying 

relationships, the primary key attribute(s) of the parent must migrate to the child and become 

part of its primary key. For nonidentifying relationships, the primary key attribute(s) must 

migrate to the child as non-key attributes. Simple enough, except that the values that must 

migrate can change as new relationships are added or existing relationships are modified. 

One alternative would be to completely update migrated keys for all entities every time a 

relationship was added or modified. This works well, but is very processing intensive, 

especially if working in collaborative mode and relationships are being added or changed 
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frequently. The selected alternative was to update the migrated keys only for the child entity 

affected by the new or altered relationship as the change is posted, and to periodically run 

a script to update migrated keys for all entities (preferably during a break when there is 

minimal traffic on the server). 

As was mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the systems development process is very 

iterative in nature. All of the program specifications developed during the initial design phase 

did not look the same at the end of the development process. Some were changed, others 

were deleted altogether, and new ones were added as it became necessary. Some of these 

design alterations will be discussed in the following two sections. 

4.2.2.3 System Implementation 

With the initial design in place, the fun part of the development process could begin: 

implementation. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Paradox for Windows was selected as the 

implementation environment partially because of the developer's familiarity with the 

Paradox Application Language (PAL). This did not prove to be a tremendous advantage. 

Paradox for Windows uses an enhanced version of PAL called Object-based PAL (OPAL). 

The differences between the two programming languages were far greater than any 

similarities, which made the learning curve significant. 

Object PAL is so different from the DOS version of PAL that the rapid application 

development environment promised was not quite so rapid. Programming code in Pdox Win 
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is attached to the data entry screens, called forms. Stand alone programs, called scripts, can 

also be used, but even these are generally executed from code attached to a form. The object

based nature of OPAL requires that code be attached to the correct object on the form

which could be the form itself or any object on the form, including a single field from a table. 

Determining the correct object on which to place the code was sometimes difficult. After 

spending two months learning the basics of OPAL, the developer attended a three day OPAL 

training seminar to help learn advanced features of the language. This was beneficial, though 

less than a month after attending the training a new version ofthe software was released with 

significant changes in features and functionality. 

Some programming tasks, like moving from one entry screen to another, which were 

extremely trivial to do in PAL, were extremely challenging to do in OPAL. It required two 

weeks oftrial and error coding to figure out how to move from one screen to another while 

keeping the cursor on the same record in the table. In PdoxWin, every time a new screen is 

selected, the cursor jumps to the first record in the table, which is OK in those rare instances 

that on the first record is where you wish to be. 

Other significant programming challenges included writing the code to generate the 

SmartER import text file and the code to migrate primary keys. Through a great deal of 

persistence, the reading of multiple PdoxWin programming manuals, and lots of trial and 

error development, the initial prototype was developed and ready to test. In the end, the 

application consisted of nearly forty forms, four stand-alone scripts, and seven reports. 
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Examples of the OPAL code can be found in Appendix G. The following sections describe 

the different PdoxWin entry screens and the functions performed at each. 

4.2.2.3.1 Main Menu Form 

The Main Menu, shown in Figure 4.17, is the entry into all areas of the GDM 

application. Users can select from options on pull-down menus located across the top ofthe 

form, or by clicking the mouse on one of the four push buttons located near the bottom of 

the form. The first four menu choices-Entities, Elements, Relationships, and Categories

have the same functionality as the four push buttons. Each of these will be explained in later 

sections. The Utilities pull-down menu has five options-Update migrated primary keys, 

Generate SmartER text file, Generate GSWin GroupOutliner list of Entities, Generate 

GSWin GroupOutliner list of Elements, and Generate reports. The Help displays application 

help (though this was never completely implemented), and Quit exits the application and 

returns the user to Windows. 
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Figure 4.17 Group Data Modeler - Main Menu. 

The Project menu option displays the Project entry fonn (Figure 4.18) and allows the 

user to enter data about the current data modeling effort. This data can only be edited by the 

facilitator, though the participants can select this menu option and view the project data. 
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.save .cancel Delete Pro/ect Help 

Figure 4.18 Group data modeler - Project data entry form. 

4.2.2.3.2 Entity Related Entry Forms 

When a user selects the Entities menu option or clicks on the Entities push button, 

the application brings up the Entities List show in Figure 4.19. From this list, users can add, 

modify, view, and locate entities, or add elements to entities (the IDEFIX methodology 

requires that elements be attached to an entity, they cannot exist on their own). The facilitator 

version of this form also allows the deletion of entities. Deletion of records was only 
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included on the facilitator's version of the screens because in Pdox Win, once you delete 

something, there is not an undelete option. 

Note the In Use field on the right side of the form. Concurrency controls are built into 

the application so that only one participant can edit a record at a time. The In Use field is 

changed to a "Y" when a participant begins to modify the record. This notifies the other users 

that they can view the record details, but they cannot modify the record until the field is 

updated to "N". If the users ignore this visual notice and still attempt to modify a record that 

is in use by another, the system prompts them that it is in use and automatically puts them 

in view only mode. This functionality is the same for all screens where concurrency control 

is an issue. 
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Figure 4.19 Group data modeler - Entity List. 

Figure 4.20 shows the Entity Entry Screen which appears when Modify Entity is 

selected. The appearance of the screens for the Add Entity and the View Entity options are 

nearly the same, but the functionality is slightly different. The values in the Date/Time 

Created and the Last Modified fields are entered and updated automatically by the system. 

Additionally, each time that a user modifies any value in the Entity table, a copy of the 

record before modification is time-stamped and placed in the Entity History table. 
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Figure 4.20 Group data modeler - Entity Entry Screen. 

When the list of entities grows large and it becomes more difficult for the users to 

locate a specific entity on the Entity List, a user can select the Locate Entity option from the 

Entities List form and quickly find the desired entity record. Selecting this option displays 

the screen shown in Figure 4.21. The locate feature is available from several ofthe forms and 

works exactly the same on each form. 
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Figure 4.21 Group data modeler - Locate entity screen. 

4.2.2.3.3 Element Related Entry Forms 

Elements can be added and linked to entities either by selecting Elements from the 

Main Menu or by selecting Add Elements to Entity from the Entities List. If selected from 

the Main Menu, the user is taken to the Entities List and prompted to select an entity to 

which to add elements. After selecting an entity, the EntitylElements Entry Screen shown 

in Figure 4.22 is displayed. Selecting Add Elements to Entity from the Entity List, will 
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display the same form. From this form, users can enter new elements or modify existing 

ones. The facilitator can delete elements no longer needed. Participants are instructed to only 

modify those elements that are not marked "Inherited", as inherited elements should be 

modified from their parent entity. 

Figure 4.22 Group data modeler - Entity/Elements Entry Screen. 
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Selecting Define Element drills down to the next level of specificity and displays the 

Element Detail Screen (Figure 4.23). On this screen, the element description can be entered 

in and the element data type can be selected. Very often, this is as specific as you want to go 

with novice data modelers, though you may want to drill down to the next level of detail 

sometime later in the modeling effort. 

f. is is the description of the element named course-code. n is the primary key of the COURSE entity and is used to uniquely identify everyo·. ." 
I course in the database. It is comprise of a three character department abbreviation and a three or four digit number. . 
j 
I ~. 

, 1~*tr4E~~;~~~¥g~1&!ia~~B:l:::h:;:n:f"::" , 
D,~~rr~~,~r.~~t~d: ;1~:~3:~~ PM.~~'1~9·~' :;:<:':'~~~ ~~d~;~::)~~~::1~:~~~~;'~9i~ '. ;,» ..... 

. , 
., :. ~.' 

Figure 4.23 Group data modeler - Element Detail Screen. 
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When ready to define the domain values of the elements, the users return to this 

screen (Figure 4.23) and select Element Domain. This selection is context sensitive, based 

on the field type selected. Different domain values are needed for different field types. For 

example, Figure 4.24 is the form for entering the domain values for an element with an 

alphanumeric field type and Figure 4.25 is the form that displays when entering domain 

values for an element with a number field type. Each of the six field types has a different 

domain entry screen. The logic behind this will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Figure 4.24 Group data modeler - Alphanumeric Domain Entry Screen. 
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Figure 4.25 Group data modeler - Number Domain Entry Screen. 

4.2.2.3.4 Relationship Entry Forms 

Relationships among entities can be established using the Relationship List and the 

Relationship Entry Screen fonns, Figures 4.26 and 4.27, respectively. The Relationship List 

screen is called by selecting Relationships from the Main Menu. From the Relationship List 

screen, a user can either add, modify, view, locate, or delete a relationship. Again, deletion 

rights are limited to the facilitator. Selecting Modify Relationship will display the 
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Relationship Entry Screen (Figure 4.27), which looks very similar to the screens displayed 

for adding or viewing relationships. 

Figure 4.26 Group data modeler - Relationship List Screen. 

The Relationship Entry screen allows users to select two entities and establish a 

relationship between them. The Origin Name field is the parent entity of the relationship and 

the Destination Name field is the child ofthe relationship. Both fields have table lookup help 
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available which allows the users to browse the Entity table to select an Origin and a 

Destination. The user must also select if the relationship is identifying or nonidentifying, 

select the cardinality, and enter a Forward Name. The Backward Name field and the 

Relationship Description field do not have to be filled in by the user. 

: ·.'IJ~'~n~~~n::~ .. ~~·r:~ :;;;~,;;;~;,':i;;::: ::~;',<,:::':;,:;a:~;:'~~;«::~':' .'" 
'. ~NROLLMENT 

, . j:orWard,~I;;;~: ;:< ~:;<~:< ";:~;:;"':;',::;B;Ii~J!W~~'N~rii~'::~;:';,;: ' ;:; , 
. f'/iatriculates in ,: I 

,n ./' ~'\:!' ~/ : r,~ - r' '~~j~~'~;:'.~'~;'~~~:~/ ~:~:::~;r' . '. ~ 
I' ,~>~? ' 

I courses a I 
enrolled in zero, one, or many courses. An instance of ENROLLMENT is related to one and only one instance of STUDENT. 

Figure 4.27 Group data modeler - Relationship Entry Screen. 

When the necessary values have been entered and the user saves the relationship 

record, the code to migrate the primary keys from the Origin (parent) to the Destination 
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(child) entity in the relationship is processed. This code is attached to the Relationship Entry 

Screen and is called every time a new relationship is entered or an existing relationship is 

changed. Even though only the primary keys associated with a single relationship are 

migrated, it is quite processing intensive, though not nearly as intensive as when the code to 

update the migrated keys for ALL relationships is processed. You can almost see the server 

sweat when that code is called. 

4.2.2.3.5 Category Entry Forms 

Categories are used in IDEFIX as a means of aggregation and generalization. The 

way in which categories are treated in the SmartER data structures presented a few 

programming challenges. In the SmartER structures, categories are considered a special type 

of relationship and they need to have a unique Relationship ID assigned to the category in 

the Relations table. Because ofthe one-many relationship between a category parent and its 

children, simply placing categories in the Relations table was not an option. To account for 

this, code was written so that when a category is established, a separate Relationship ID is 

assigned for the category in the Relations table. The Categorization ID is placed in the 

Rolename field of the Relations table to identify which Relationship ID belongs to which 

category. Additionally, one of the properties of categorization is that a category child inherits 

all of the attributes of its category parent. Code to perform this function was also written. 

.~. 
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Selecting Categories from the Main menu displays the Category Parent Screen 

(Figure 4.28). From this screen, the user has the same options as on the Relationship List 

screens except for categories, i.e., add, modify, view, delete, or locate a category parent. 
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Figure 4.28 Group data modeler - Category Parent Screen. 

Figure 4.29 is displayed when the user selects Modify Category from the Category 

Parent Screen. The Discriminator Name field has table lookup help available into the 
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Elements table. The Discriminator Name is one of the elements from the parent category that 

describes the children type of the category, e.g., instructor type describes the children in the 

INSTRUCTOR category-ADJUNCT and TENURE TRACK. Also, when entering values 

into the Category Child Name field, table lookup help is available into the Entity table. 
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4.2.2.4 Evaluation and Testing 

Once the initial prototype code was written, the application was ready to be evaluated 

and tested. The first test was performed in a group facility with thirty workstations running 

the software simultaneously. This was done with the help of staff members from the Center 

for the Management of Information (CMI) at the University of Arizona. With so many 

workstations operating at once, the system performance could also be evaluated. A few bugs 

that had gone undetected by the developer were encountered and some performance 

enhancement suggestions were offered. 

The real test of the software came with its use at actual DESCIM data modeling 

sessions. Many suggested system improvements came out of these sessions. For example, 

initially there was no way for the users to tell if a particular record was being edited by 

another user except by trying to modify the record and having a system notification displayed 

that the record was locked. This was frustrating to the users as it took between fifteen 

seconds and a minute to try to lock the record, wait for the server to respond and then display 

the message. The In Use field was added to each of the tables to serve as a flag. When a 

record is not being edited by a user, the flag is set with a value of "N". As soon as a user 

begins to modify a record, the flag is set to "Y" for all to see. If a user ignores the flag and 

tries to modify a locked record, the message is displayed almost instantaneously and they are 

then placed in view only mode. This was much more appealing to the users. 
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Much of the evaluation that transpired during this phase of the development process 

related to the group dynamics of how to facilitate a large group collaborative data modeling 

session. The findings related to these aspects of the evaluation and testing are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

4.3 Summary 

The development of the initial group data modeling prototype took over a year to 

complete and was very iterative in nature. Testing and evaluation of the prototype went on 

for more than six months. The research questions of this dissertation were addressed and will 

be thoroughly discussed in the following chapter. 
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The group data modeling prototype was used and evaluated by three groups of 

subject matter experts who were at early stages of developing a conceptual data model. This 

chapter will discuss the three sessions and the lessons learned from these sessions. In 

addition, this chapter will also discuss some methods developed for guiding a group through 

the data modeling effort in an EMS environment. 

5.1 Use of Group Data Modeling Prototype 

Three data modeling sessions were held at the University of Arizona beginning in 

January 1995. These three sessions were with groups affiliated with the DESCIM office. The 

sessions were part of an effort to review legacy systems and select from those systems a 

migration system that can best meet the needs of the organization until a full-scale systems 

development effort can move forward. One thing that all of these sessions had in common 

was that they were composed of representatives from all of the service components within 

the DoD-Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). This 
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was the cause of a few challenges during the sessions. These three sessions will each be 

discussed briefly below. 

5.1.1 DESCIM - Cultural and Natural Resources, January 18-27, 1995 

This was the first session in which the group data modeling prototype was evaluated. 

There were eighteen SMEs who participated in this session as well as support personnel from 

the DESCIM office, CERL, and two data modelers from LabLee Corporation. 

Ken Coley, the lead data modeler for this session, had prepared a "strawhorse" data 

model prior to the start of the session, based on the functional requirements outlined in a 

previous session. Prior to the start of the session, the entities, attributes, and their definitions 

from the strawhorse model were entered into the group data modeler (GDM). One interesting 

bit of information was also presented at this time. It seems that the DESCIM office had 

decided to use the ERWin IDEFIX CASE tool rather than SmartER and had not bothered 

to let anyone at the University know. This was somewhat troubling. The GDM was 

specifically designed to export to only one CASE tool (SmartER) and the DESCIM office 

had originally agreed that they would be using this tool. With the move to ERWin, one of 

the key features of the GDM-the export to an IDEFIX CASE tool-was no longer a useful 

feature. A work around for this was eventually developed (exporting from the GDM into 

SmartER, exporting from SmartER into SQL, and from SQL into ERWin), but the work 

around was not as simple and the feature lost some of its appeal. 
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At the start of the session, a presentation was made to establish the scope of the 

modeling effort and to help the SMEs understand what the goals were for the session. Since 

a large part of the SMEs did not have experience in data modeling, training was also 

provided near the beginning of the session (some insights regarding training will be 

discussed later in this chapter). After the training, the actual modeling effort began. 

The first task was a review of the strawhorse model. Ken Coley took a few moments 

to review the starter set of entities and to explain how they were derived. This provided an 

interesting insight. The SMEs did not feel comfortable with the starter set of entities. It 

appears that they felt like these were being forced upon them when they did not really 

represent an accurate view of their organizations. From this experience we learned that using 

a strawhorse model is fine, but the SMEs must be told explicitly that the purpose of the 

model is to serve as a starting point and that anything that they do not feel accurately 

represents their organization, can be thrown out-including the whole strawhorse model if 

necessary. If the SMEs feel like the "fix is in" with the strawhorse model, they are not as 

willing to be involved in the modeling effort and the work is hindered. 

After resolving their concerns, we began a review of the entities. We started them up 

in the GDM software to verify which ofthe strawhorse entities were real, add new ones, and 

put definitions under each one. We divided the SMEs into groups of three and gave them 

each 6-8 entities to begin with. We started with 44 entities and ended up with 87. Each of the 

entity definitions from the strawhorse model were modified by the SMEs. The problem that 
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we encountered in using the software this way was that since they could not visualize the 

structure of the entities (which entities were really part of a category), they had a very 

difficult time distinguishing between entities, category types, and instances of the entities. 

One positive aspect of the software was that it did not crash a single time, which is always 

exciting to the developer. 

As a result of the confusion the participants had distinguishing between category 

types, instances, and real entities, we decided to move the entities into a OSWin 

OroupOutliner (00) session. The ODM can write generate an ASCII report that can be 

imported into 00 (see Figure 5.1). The entities were placed in their proper categories in the 

tree structure of 00 and the SMEs were divided into subgroups again and assigned specific 

entities to define. This worked well with one exception. Some of the subgroups had trouble 

staying in scope and only defining what they need to store and not all ofthe world's infinite 

detail. To help remedy this, we made copies of the scoping statement, distributed this to the 

SMEs, and then reminded them frequently to stay within the scope. This seemed to help. 

After the entities were defined, we reviewed each of the entities in chauffeured mode to 

determine as a group if the entities were real and to come to consensus on the entity 

definitions. 
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After reaching agreement on the entities and their definitions, we began to attach 

attributes to the entities. We copied attributes from the strawhorse model for those entities 

that remained from the model. The subgroups were given different starting places in the 

outline and asked to work through the list of entities and to list and define their attributes. 

The SMEs went through the entire list and added attributes and definitions. We again went 

through a review process in chauffeured mode to get agreement on attribute definitions and 
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whether or not the attributes were real for each entity. The SMEs had a difficult time 

understanding the inheritance feature of categories. They often would place an attribute in 

a category child that really belonged with the parent. This provide an opportunity to review 

inheritance and to show examples from their own work. Some of the attributes had to move 

up to a parent and others down to the child. Some attributes were also found that really 

belonged to other entities. This process took two days and included a little work on element 

domains. The SMEs struggles with domains. 

The last work done in the session was to have the SMEs attempt to identify 

relationships among the entities. This was done in the group data modeling tool. We found 

that it was extremely challenging for our novice data modelers to understand relationships 

and cardinality. To resolve this, we divided into subgroups and had one data modeler work 

with each subgroup. The subgroups each started with one of the key entities in the model and 

began to establish relationships with that entity. This worked somewhat better. Had we been 

using SmartER, we would have had another alternative. SmartER will allow you to select 

a small subset of entities from the entire model and establish relationships amongst them. 

This can be repeated mUltiple time with different subsets of entities (some entities could 

appear in multiple subsets) and when the entities are combined together, all of the 

relationships between the subsets are in place. The modelers opted not to do this since they 

were using ERWin. 
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At the end of the week long session, we had a good high-level data model. Ken Coley 

had this to say about the session: "Without this tool and this approach, there is absolutely no 

way that I could have gotten this much information" (Coley, 1995). 

A post-session questionnaire was given to the SMEs at the end of the session (the full 

questionnaire is available in Appendix A and a summary of the responses from the three 

sessions is available in Appendix B). Some of the significant insights from the questionnaire 

include the following: 

• When asked how they felt about the group data modeling system, the average 

response was 5.9 with a 1 being Very dissatisfied and a 7 being Very satisfied. 

• When asked how about the value of the facilitation group, the average was 6.2 

with a 1 being Not valuable and a 7 being Very valuable. 

• When asked how they felt about being a part of the data modeling group, the 

average was 5.9 with a 1 being Very dissatisfied and a 7 being Very satisfied. 

• When asked the question if they agreed with the statement "My ideas got an 

opportunity to be considered." given a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being Disagree 

strongly! And 5 being Agree strongly!, the average response was 4.6. 

• An average of 4.4 for the question "Did interaction with participants from other 

services and installations foster new insights related to these data models that will 

benefit you in your future work?" with the same 1 to 5 scale as above. 
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• When asked about their level of data modeling experience prior to the session, 

the average response was 2.5, which placed it between a little bit and some on a 

five point scale, with 1 being none and 5 being a lot. 

In an open-ended question asking the SMEs what was the most difficult data 

modeling concept for them, the most common responses were element domains and 

relationships. Several people also mentioned concerns with the data standardization 

requirements of the DoD. This concern will be discussed later in the chapter. 

5.1.2 DESCIM - Air Quality Management, February 7 -10,1995 

This session proceeded in much the same manner as the previous session, except that 

we started out in GO rather than the GDM. The data modeler for this session, Ed Roman of 

LabLee, brought a strawhorse model that was used as the starting point in this modeling 

effort. Again, we emphasized to the SMEs that if they did not like the strawhorse model, they 

could throw any or all of it out. As long as they felt that they had control over the model, 

they were comfortable using the strawhorse model as a starting point. 

One thing that we tried differently with this group than with the previous group was 

to update the data model in ERWin each night (something that took the modeler several 

hours each night and which could have been done much quicker if they were using the GDM 

and SmartER) and have it available to the SMEs each morning. Initially, when Ed reviewed 
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the data model diagrams with the group, there was a vast amount of confusion. The bulk of 

their confusion is linked in trying to see the difference between some of the entities-Air 

Emission Source, Process, Event, and Equipment. It seems that a Process, an Event, or 

Equipment can be the Air Emission Source, at least in the eyes ofthe SMEs. To resolve this 

confusion, we tried several things. At first we had different modelers and DESCIM team 

members try to talk the group through the model. This did not work too well. Next, each 

modeler got together with small groups of 4-6 SMEs and reviewed the model and tried to 

answer questions and concerns. This seemed to help and the rest of the session proceeded as 

planned. 

The SMEs had some difficulty understanding the data model diagrams. Though we 

provided training materials that explained all of the IDEF1X notation conventions and 

reviewed these materials with them, they still struggled with reading and understanding the 

diagrams. Our experience with IDEFO activity models was very different. The SMEs could 

very quickly understand the diagrams and explain them to others. One of the primary 

differences between activity and data models is the levels of abstraction. IDEFO activity 

models can have no more than six activities per diagram and no more than six arrows per 

activity side. This helps to manage the complexity of the diagram and makes it easier for 

novice modelers to follow. Each diagram can easily fit on a single sheet of paper. (On a 

related note, see (Miller, 1956) for a discussion on an individual's capacity to process 

information). A data model, even these high-level conceptual models, often have 50 - 100 
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entities and anywhere from 2 - 20 attributes per entity. Additionally, every entity has at least 

one relationship and very often many more than one. It often requires 6 - 10 sheets of 

paper-the sheets are aligned and taped together-to print the entire model in a size that can 

be easily viewed. Though the modelers try to keep related entities close in proximity on the 

diagram, sometimes it is not possible to do so and there might be several pages between the 

related entities. It is difficult to follow the relationship lines across multiple pages. Toward 

the end of the week, several of the SMEs were beginning to feel comfortable with the 

diagrams, but it was a painful process. 

This group spent more time working on element domains than the previous group. 

Domains were a challenge to this group as well. The GDM includes domain fields for Data 

Type, Data Length, Number of Decimals, Domain Definition, Enumerated Domain Values, 

Numeric Low-Value, Numeric High-Value, Date Low-Value, Date High-Value, Unit of 

Measure, and Authoritative Reference Text. When these eleven fields appear on a form and 

the SMEs are asked to fill in the values for a particular element, they feel overwhelmed. The 

problem is that many of the field values do not apply to every data type, e.g., if the data type 

is alphanumeric, you do not need to know high or low values or the number of decimals. The 

extra domain fields serve only to add confusion. For the next group, the software was 

modified slightly in an attempt to address this problem. This is discussed in the next section. 

This group had many more conflicts than the first group. The majority of the conflicts 

which arose with during this session were due to a couple of participants trying to lead the 
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group in a certain direction. There are currently two existing systems used to manage air 

quality. The two individuals who were causing the problems were not really SMEs but rather 

systems people who had worked on the two existing systems. They were truly proponents 

of their systems and did not want to see their systems done away with. 

The participants were given the same post-session questionnaire as the previous 

group and the responses were similar. 

• When asked how they felt about the group data modeling system, the average 

response was 6.6 (.7 higher than the previous group) with a 1 being Very 

dissatisfied and a 7 being Very satisfied. 

• When asked how about the value of the facilitation group, the average was 6.2 

(the same as the previous group) with a 1 being Not valuable and a 7 being Very 

valuable. 

• When asked how they felt about being a part of the data modeling group, the 

average was 5.7 (.2 lower than the previous group, possibly due to the influence 

of the systems people) with a 1 being Very dissatisfied and a 7 being VelY 

satisfied. 

• When asked the question if they agreed with the statement "My ideas got an 

opportunity to be considered." given a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being Disagree 

strongly! And 5 being Agree strongly!, the average response was 4.1 (this again 

was lower and may be due to the conflict generated by the systems people). 
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• For the question "Did interaction with participants from other services and 

installations foster new insights related to these data models that will benefit you 

in your future work?" the average dropped from 4.4 to 4. 

• When asked about their level of data modeling experience prior to the session, 

the average response was 2.7 (slightly higher than the 2.5 from the previous 

session), on a five point scale with 1 being none and 5 being a lot. 

In the open-ended question asking the SMEs what was the most difficult data 

modeling concept for them, the most common responses this time were determining element 

domains and arriving at consensus on entity definitions. 

5.1.3 DESCIM - Biological Natural Resources, 13 - 17 March 1995 

This session was a continuation ofthe Cultural and Natural Resources session and 

all but two of the SMEs at this meeting had participated in the first session. Ken Coley and 

Don Yelton from LabLee were the data modelers assigned to the session. We also had 

several support personnel from the DESCIM office and from CERL in attendance. 

The previous two sessions had been held in University of Arizona's largest group 

facility which is equipped with 486DX2 66Mhz PCs each with 16 megabytes of RAM and 

a 21 inch display at every workstation. This session was held in a different facility which is 

equipped with the same speed PCs but with smaller 14 inch displays and only 8 megabytes 
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of memory. The reduced amount of memory did make a difference as the software performed 

noticeably slower. 

The first work done in this session was a review of the data models from the first 

session. Since not all of the SMEs had been at the first session and since we did not spend 

much time in the session reviewing data model diagrams, we spent about an hour training/re

training the SMEs on data modeling basics and on IDEFIX notation conventions. The 

Cultural Resources data model and part ofthe Natural Resources area were completed in the 

first session and Ken Coley had put together data model diagrams based on the session 

results. These diagrams were reviewed and validated by the SMEs. Natural Resources had 

been divided into Physical and Biological Natural Resources and the Biological area was the 

focus of this new session. 

The Biological area was not as big as the Physical Natural Resources and the Cultural 

Resources areas. The strawhorse entities were loaded into a GroupOutliner session and the 

SMEs worked in parallel to verify those that belonged in the list of entities and to remove 

those that did not. Subgroups of SMEs were given specific entities to define and then asked 

to review the definitions of the others and comment as appropriate. This helped familiarize 

the SMEs with all of the entities, not just those that their subgroup had defined. The process 

of reaching consensus on entity definitions seemed to go faster as a result. 

A similar process was followed for attaching elements to entities. When the list of 

elements was fairly stable, the data was shifted into the GDM and the SMEs were divided 
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into subgroups to work on element domains. In an effort to make the domain definition 

process less confusing for the SMEs, some changes were made to the GDM for this session. 

Instead of listing all of the domain related fields on one data entry form, when the SMEs 

were ready to define the domain for a particular element, the GDM would verify the data 

type and then display a form that only had the necessary domain fields for the selected data 

type. For example, a field of data type text does not need domain values for high or low 

values, enumerated domain values, or units of measure. By displaying only the domain fields 

appropriate for a particular data type, the screen is less cluttered looking. See Figure 5.2 and 

also Figures 4.24 and 4.25 for examples ofthe domain entry screens. 
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Figure 5.2 Group data modeler - Date Domain Entry Screen. 

The SMEs seemed to like this method of capturing element domain values better than 

the previous method. All but one of the SMEs stated on the post-session questionnaire that 

this way of capturing domain values was less confusing than the way it was done in the 

previous session. As mentioned previously in this section, the computer hardware used in 

this session was different that the previous two sessions. Though the SMEs liked the new 

way of capturing domains, they complained a great deal about the less-than-optimal speed 
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at which the screens would rewrite. It was significantly slower than in the other group 

meeting room and several of the participants were very vocal about their displeasure for the 

slowness of the system. The lesson learned from this experience is that the current version 

of the GDM prototype should only be run on pes with at least 16 megabytes of RAM. 

The last part of the session was spent reviewing the elements and their definitions in 

GO. A GO export file was generated in the GDM and imported into GO. An example of a 

GO session imported from the GDM is shown in Figure 5.3. Very little time was spent on 

relationships among the entities during this session. 
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Figure 5.3 GroupOutliner Elements session exported from the group data modeler. 

The participants were given the same post-session questionnaire as the previous 

group. The average of some of their responses are listed below. 

• When asked how they felt about the group data modeling system, the average 

response was 5.1 (.8 lower than the first time this group was here) with a 1 being 

Very dissatisfied and a 7 being Very satisfied. The lower score can at least 
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partially be attributed to the high-level of displeasure with the slowness of the 

GDM screen updates. 

• The SMEs were pleased with the contribution of the facilitation group, as the 6.5 

average score would indicate (the highest average of the three sessions) with a 1 

being Not valuable and a 7 being Very valuable. 

• Overall, the SMEs were pretty content to be a part of the data modeling group, 

with an of 5.9 (the same average as the first group) with a 1 being VelY 

dissatisfied and a 7 being Very satisfied. 

• When asked the question if they agreed with the statement "My ideas got an 

opportunity to be considered." given a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being Disagree 

strongly! And 5 being Agree strongly!, the average response was 4.6 (this group 

definitely worked together better than the Air Quality group and being the second 

time together for most, they seemed quite comfortable with each other). 

• One interesting note about data modeling experience. When asked about their 

level of data modeling experience prior to the session, the average response was 

2.8 on a five point scale with 1 being none and 5 being a lot. Since all but two 

of the SMEs attending this session had also attended the first session, one would 

think that this average would be higher, as the average from the first session was 

2.5. This would seem to indicate that the SMEs do not feel overly confident in 

their data modeling capabilities. 
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Another interesting insight from the questionnaires is the fact that even though an 

overwhelming majority (all but one) felt that the way domains were captured this time was 

less confusing than the previous way, better than half of the KNiEs still listed domains as the 

most difficult data modeling concept. 

5.2 Methods Developed for Group Data Modeling 

The sessions discussed in the previous section not only helped to evaluate the group 

data modeler, they also helped to develop the methods for guiding a group of SMEs through 

a data modeling activity. The following sections discuss these methods and some of the 

lessons learned from the three DESCIM data modeling sessions. 

5.2.1 Pre-Session Planning 

The importance of pre-session planning cannot be overemphasized. Going into a 

session without doing adequate planning will have damaging effects on the session 

outcomes. The facilitation team should meet with the data modelers and the meeting 

sponsors at least a week before the actual session (a month before the session is ideal, though 

not always possible). The planning should include the creation of an agenda which specifies 

what will happen during the session and who will be involved in each agenda activity. The 

meeting sponsor should also carefully select and invite the SMEs who will attend the session, 
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being careful to limit the number of systems personnel. Session goals should be established 

as well as the scope of the modeling effort. 

The scope of the data model should be reasonable. Too large of a scope spells trouble. 

In a recent data modeling session at the University of Arizona, the scope of the modeling 

effort was much too large. The data modelers had unrealistic expectations for the session. 

They came into the meeting with a strawhorse model that consisted of950 entities and close 

to 32,000 elements which had been taken from three existing systems. The SMEs were 

immediately overwhelmed and never quite recovered. After three days of work, the data 

modelers and the SMEs were all confused and discouraged and very little productive work 

had been accomplished. Working with a much smaller subset of the strawhorse model would 

have resulted in a more productive session and much less frustration for the SMEs and for 

the modelers. 

5.2.2 Session Beginnings 

The tone that is set at the beginning of the session is important. The SMEs need to 

feel like their role is important and that they really do have something of value to contribute. 

The meeting sponsor needs to explain the purpose of the modeling to the SMEs, where this 

modeling fits in the big picture. They want to see how the pieces fit together in the logical 

framework. Otherwise they fight the process. They need to see and understand how the trees 

fit within the forest. 
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The agenda should be handed out and discussed in detail. They need to know what 

will be taking place during the modeling effort and they need to have some "mileposts" with 

which they can gage how well they are doing. 

Training is one ofthe most important and most challenging parts of the session. In 

an hour or less, the SMEs are introduced to material that would be the equivalent of what is 

covered in two weeks of an undergraduate database course. Most of these individuals are 

very bright, but this is an awful lot to absorb in such a short period of time. Some of the 

insights regarding data modeling training include the following: 

• Present a very high-level overview of the entire data modeling process so that the 

SMEs have an idea of where they are going. At this point you can show them a 

very simple IDEFIX diagram and explain that the work that they perform during 

the session will result in a similar diagram being generated. 

• Teach them about entities. This needs to be detailed with lots of examples to 

illustrate the difference between an entity, a category, and an entity instance. The 

examples should be easy to understand, e.g., Employee is an entity, Hourly 

Employee and Salaried Employee are categories of Employee, Bob Smith is an 

instance of Employee. 
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• Introduce elements. Explain that elements are used to describe entities and give 

some examples of elements. When the SMEs have finished identifying the 

entities for the data model, explain elements in greater detail. 

• Explain the concept of keys. Give examples and ask them for examples, e.g., ask 

for elements that could serve as the primary key of the Employee entity. Go 

through more than one example. 

• Teach other data modeling concepts just prior to beginning work on those areas, 

e.g., teach about relationships and cardinality as you are getting ready to establish 

relationships among the entities. The same is true for element domains. Don't 

cloud the picture by giving them more than they can handle at once. 

• The key to successful training is to provide lots of simple, clear, easy to 

understand examples and to teach the concepts just before they begin to perform 

those data modeling activities. 

5.2.3 Developing the Data Model 

Using a strawhorse model can actually be helpful to the modeling effort. The 

strawhorse model can be based on existing systems, on reference models from within the 
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same industry, on previous data models, on the data modeler's understanding of the 

functional requirements, or on other modeling efforts, e.g., IDEFO activity models or IDEF3 

process models. 

SMEs seem to have a difficult time realizing that a strawhorse model is just a place 

to start the modeling process and that their input is still required. To illustrate this to the 

SMEs, we put the strawhorse model on the ground and stomp on it and jump up and down 

on it. We then tell them that this is done to help them understand that if they do not believe 

that the strawhorse model accurately represents their area, they can and should do this same 

thing to the model. Without some real clarification, they think that the strawhorse model has 

more credibility than it really does. 

SMEs also have a difficult time thinking entities, data. and relationships rather than 

processes. Most of the SMEs are very process oriented and have difficulty switching gears. 

If an activity model is done first, the ICOMs at the lowest levels in the model can be used 

as candidate entities. This seems to help them refocus and shift gears. If it is not possible to 

do an activity model first, then help them refocus by closely reviewing a specific activity or 

transaction and reviewing the forms or reports associated with that activity. The data on the 

forms/reports can be mapped back to specific entities. Do this for a couple of examples. This 

often helps the SMEs get into the correct perspective. 
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5.2.3.1 Entities 

The first group modeling activity is to review the candidate entities from the 

strawhorse model. This should be done using GO. Our experience has shown that this is 

productive, but that the SMEs will likely still have some difficulty distinguishing between 

entities, elements, categories, and entity instances. The list can grow large very quickly and 

many ofthe items in the list may not belong there. There are two ways to handle this: 1) let 

them enter whatever they want into the list and then chauffeur the group through the process 

of determining what is or is not an entity, or 2) you can scrub the items as they are entered 

into the list, e.g., place categories sub to the parent entity in the outline, merge instances as 

comments behind the entity, or tag the item in the list with a question mark. This process 

should be done in collaborative mode and should not last more than thirty minutes. 

During the process of establishing the entities for the data model, the SMEs need to 

define each entity. The definition should not be more than a sentence or two. Instruct the 

SMEs that if they enter an entity into the list, they must also enter a definition for that entity. 

After the initial thirty minutes of reviewing entities and entering new ones in parallel, the list 

should be reviewed by the entire group in chauffeured mode to weed out those list items that 

are not really entities and to put category children under their parents on the list. When the 

list is stable, divide the SMEs into subgroups oftwo or three and assign each subgroup part 

of the list of entities to review, and define if necessary. The final step is to review each entity 
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as a group and reach consensus on the definitions. From our experience, this should not take 

more than a minute per entity. 

5.2.3.2 Elements 

Once the entity list is stable and all of the entities are defined, the group can begin 

working on the elements that describe the entities. Prior to this, element training should take 

place, as explained above. There are three options for working on the elements. The first is 

to make a copy ofthe entity GO list and to place the elements sub to the entities on the list. 

This makes it easy to quickly see which elements belong to an entity. The only problem with 

doing it this way is that the GO list very quickly becomes hard to manage. For example, if 

you have 80 entities and an average of 5 elements per entity, you soon have a list with 480 

items on it, making it a challenge to maneuver through the list. Another alternative is to also 

make a copy of the entity GO list and to put the elements as comments under each entity. 

Each element is entered as a single .comment using a format such as-Element name: 

Element definition. This keeps the list at a reasonable size, but also requires that you go 

behind each entity to see its elements. The third alternative is to create the list of elements 

in the GDM tool. Using the GDM, the SMEs can attach the elements to the correct entity, 

define the elements, and designate which elements comprise the primary key of the entity. 

The history feature of the GDM can also keep a record of changes to entities and elements. 

Additionally, the elements are in place and ready when proceeding to the domain definition 
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stage of the modeling. The down side to using the GDM is that due to the concurrency 

control of the database, only one SME (or workstation) can work on an entity and its 

elements at a time. Other SMEs can view the entity and its elements while it is being edited. 

Either of these three alternatives will achieve the desired goal. If the computer system 

at the meeting facility has adequate hardware, the third alternative would be a good choice. 

If the hardware resources are not available, either of the other two alternatives will work 

well. Regardless of the alternative selected, the process should proceed in much the same 

manner as the development of the entities, going from parallel mode to chauffeured mode 

as appropriate. 

5.2.3.3 Relationships and Element Domains 

From our experience, establishing relationships and defining element domains are 

two of the more challenging steps in the data modeling process, at least from the SME's 

perspective. Which of the two to do first is really a judgement call. If using the GDM for 

entering and defining elements, instruct the SMEs to enter domain values for the elements 

as they enter the rest ofthe element data. Otherwise, entering element domain values can be 

done before or after establishing relationships. Whenever it is done, use the GDM for 

entering the domains. Working on domains will require that the facilitation and data 

modeling team work more closely with the SMEs to answer questions and resolve 

ambiguities. 
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When preparing to work on relationships, review the IDEFIX notation conventions 

and perform the training on relationships and cardinality. As a starting point, the data 

modeler should present a strawhorse data model to the SMEs based on the entity list created 

during the session and on his or her understanding of the organization being modeled. After 

reviewing the model with the SMEs, divide into subgroups and have each subgroup work on 

the relationships for part of the model. If the data model is printed on several pages, give 

each subgroup a page or two to work on, or give each subgroup some of the key entities in 

the model and ask them to verify the strawhorse relationships and establish ones that are not 

on the model. The data modelers and facilitators will need to work closely with each 

subgroup during this process. When the subgroups have completed their work, have a 

representative from each subgroup present their portion of the model to the rest of the group. 

The relationships can then be entered into the GDM or into an IDEFIX CASE tool. 

5.2.3.4 Other Data Modeling Issues 

The IDEFIX data models generated in these sessions must conform to specific DoD 

standards. This often presents confusion and concern to the SMEs participating in the group 

data modeling sessions. Certain entities have already been defined and are part of the global 

DoD data model. For example, the entity PERSON is part of nearly every data model created 

within the DoD and its definition and its elements have been standardized. Each new group 

that meets to create a data model will use person or a child category of person in their model. 
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The SMEs want to list their own definition for person and are troubled when told that person 

has already been defined by another group. One way to resolve their concerns is to explain 

the reason standards are used. For example, without a standard, it is difficult for systems to 

share data, and as a result, the same piece of data, like person name or social security 

number, will be replicated multiple times unnecessarily throughout the systems. We have 

also found that if a list of standardized entities is presented to the SMEs at the beginning of 

the session before they start to enter the same items into their own list of entities, much of 

the conflict can be avoided. During the session, you can lead the participants to 

standardization to some degree. When eliciting entities from the SMEs, if the modeler is 

familiar with the larger model that has already been standardized, when a participant 

determines that an entity named POINT_OF _CONTACT is needed in the model, the 

modeler can suggest that POINT_OF _CONTACT is either a PERSON or a child category 

of PERSON and include it in the model in that way. 

Another data standardization concern deals with the naming of elements. The DoD 

standard calls for elements to be named with the complete entity name followed by the 

element name, e.g., CULTURAL-RESOURCE-PROJECT name, or CULTURAL

RESOURCE-PROJECT start date rather than just name or start date. We have found that 

this just confuses the SMEs and is not necessary. The entity names can be added to the 

elements after the session by the data modelers. 
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5.3 Summary 

The evaluation of the group data modeler provided many insights into the process of 

developing a conceptual data model with a group of subject matter experts. Though the 

GDM was specifically designed to guide novice modelers through the data modeling effort, 

there are times when standard GroupSystems tools are better suited to the task. Data 

modeling training should be presented to the SMEs in stages and the training materials 

should contain several simple, easy to understand examples for all of the different data 

modeling concepts. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
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This dissertation research has been exploratory. The software development research 

process has been used to assess the usefulness of a new system and new group processes for 

developing conceptual data models using EMS support. Each of the three groups involved 

in testing and evaluating the prototype system and the methods to support its use provided 

valuable insights for the group data modeling process. This chapter will review the research 

question put forth in Chapter 1, discuss the contributions of this research effort, review the 

limitations of the research, and discuss future research opportunities. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The research question for this study was stated in Chapter 1 as: "What are the 

requirements and characteristics of a system that supports organizational data modeling in 

a group environment?" This question presents a complicated research problem that was 

broken down into four sub-questions, each of which will now be addressed: 
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1. What are the requirements for a group data modeling tool in terms of data, 

operations, and functionalities? 

This question was answered during the requirements analysis stage of the 

development process with the help of representatives from the DESCIM office 

and from CERL. These requirements included export capabilities to an IDEFIX 

CASE tool, user interface guidelines, which DoD Standard Data Element fields 

to include in the data structure, and the inclusion of and Entity History and an 

Element History table to track changes made to entities and elements. 

2. What entities exist in a group data modeling tool and what are the relationships 

among these entities? 

The answer to this question was found during the design specifications stage 

of the development process. The design of the data structures took into 

consideration the IDEFIX data modeling methodology, the data structures used 

in SmartER, and the desired functionality of the prototype. The complete listing 

of the group data modeler (GDM) data structures can be found in Appendix F. 
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3. Can the proposed data model's entities, relationships, operations, and 

functionalities be successfully implemented in the necessary electronic meeting 

systems environment? 

The EMS environment for this research was basically a series ofPCs attached 

to a local area network running Microsoft Windows at every workstation. The 

prototype system was developed using Borland International's Paradox for 

Windows (PdoxWin) software. The programming language ofPdoxWin, called 

the Object-based Paradox Application Language (OPAL), provided the necessary 

programming constructs to implement the system in an environment compatible 

with the EMS. 

4. How do the group dynamics to support the use of a group data modeling tool 

differ from the group dynamics of other activities supported by an electronic 

meeting system? 

The three data modeling sessions that tested and evaluated the prototype 

provided many insights into the group dynamics of performing data modeling in 

an EMS environment. These included such things as which EMS tools are 
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appropriate for the various stages of the data modeling activity, and how to use 

the tools to capture the data required for the creation of the data model. 

This research goes a long ways toward answering these questions, though the 

research does have certain limitations. As all good research should do, this research raises 

other questions which can be explored in future research projects. Future research 

opportunities are discussed at the end of this chapter. 

6.2 Contributions 

The two main contributions of this research are a prototype system for developing 

conceptual data models in an Electronic Meeting Systems environment and new knowledge 

of the group dynamics involved in the development of data models with the help of large 

groups of subject matter experts. 

Information systems/technology is a critical enabler in a reengineering effort. To take 

full advantage of information technology, an organization must develop an accurate 

enterprise-wide data model and to do this, they must involve the subject matter experts who 

know the domain best and who will eventually be the users of the new system. Traditional 

methods which have been used to involve SMEs in the development of aI. organization's 

data model include the use of serial interviews and the use of JAD sessions involving five 

to ten individuals from within an organization. The use of an EMS provides an environment 
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in which meetings are more effective by introducing structure and technology into the 

meeting process. This research provides many insights into the tools and the techniques that 

can be used to capture an organization's data model requirements from a large group (twenty 

to thirty) of SMEs. 

The development of a prototype is used to demonstrate the feasibility of a proposed 

system. According to Nunamaker (1992), systems development research often stops with the 

prototype because "it fails to meet initial expectations." Based on the perceptions and 

feedback from the participants and the systems analysts involved in the evaluation and 

testing of the prototype, the prototype developed for this research effort lived up to its initial 

expectations. Additionally, Nunamaker (1992) states that "the transfer of technology to an 

organization represents the ultimate success of theories, concepts, and systems." Several 

organizations have expressed interest in seeing this prototype developed into a full-scale 

system, which, according to the statement above, represents the ultimate success. 

6.3 Limitations 

One of the primary limitations of this research effort was the small number of groups 

used to test and evaluate the GDM prototype. Though the groups that used the prototype 

provided a great deal of insight into the proper use of the software and the methods to 

support the modeling activity, the research could have been strengthened through the 

addition of other groups to test and evaluate the GDM prototype and facilitation methods. 
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Additionally, each of the three groups that were involved in this research effort were 

affiliated with the same DoD organization, DESCIM, and this may also have influenced the 

research outcomes. 

Another limitation is the lack of any statistical analysis for this research. Most of the 

findings of this research are based on observation rather than on statistical analysis of hard 

data. This does provide some future research opportunities. For example, the DoD has a large 

amount of historical data on data models developed using traditional modeling methods. This 

historical data could be analyzed and compared to the data models created using EMS 

support. Some things to compare would be the number of entities and elements created per 

day, the number of categories in the models, the number of relationships, and the 

completeness of the model (are all of the elements defined or only the primary key elements). 

This type of analysis could provide more concrete evidence of the usefulness of the prototype 

and the facilitation methods developed with this research. 

A final limitation of this research is the use of the IDEFIX data modeling 

methodology. IDEFIX is widely used in government data modeling projects, but has not 

gained a large following in other circles. This is not to say that a conceptual data model 

created using the IDEFIX method could not be used outside of the government. IDEFIX is 

a very robust semantic data modeling method that can easily capture all of the necessary 

structure of an enterprise-wide data model, but it would require some training in IDEFIX 

notation conventions for those unfamiliar with the method. 
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6.4 Future Research 

As this research has been exploratory in nature, it has presented a wide variety of 

potential future research opportunities. Future research could include: (I) prototype 

enhancements, (2) research into ways to develop data model graphics, (3) comparisons of 

EMS supported data model development methods to traditional data model development 

methods, and (4) a data modeling reengineering effort. Each ofthese future research topics 

will be briefly discussed. 

6.4.1 Prototype Enhancements 

On of the limitations of the prototype was the capability to export to only one 

IDEFIX CASE tool, SmartER. This would have been adequate for the initial research effort 

had the research sponsors continued to use SmartER, but by changing to ERWin, this 

prototype feature was not used very much. The IDEF 1 X community had not developed a 

standard for sharing models between different CASE tools like the Interchange Definition 

Language (lDL) used for IDEFO model exchange. Most of the IDEFIX tools can import 

Oracle SQL and since a standard does not currently exist, this could provide an export/import 

vehicle from the GDM into the other CASE tools. 

One of the other limitations of the current prototype was the lack of a smooth transfer 

mechanism to move data between GSWin and the GDM. In the current prototype, the only 

way to get data from GSWin into the GDM is by copying from the GO list into the entity or 
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element tables using standard Windows cut and paste capabilities. Though this was a 

successful work-around, it was not very elegant. The second generation activity modeling 

tool has the capability to export directly from GSWin into the modeling tool, so we know 

that the capability to do this is not beyond reason. Additionally, the current export from the 

GDM into GSWin does not create the necessary hierarchical structure of entities and 

elements in GO (this currently must be done manually after the import into GSWin) and this 

feature could also be reworked. 

One final enhancement to the GDM prototype would be to have the system create 

database tables based on the IDEFIX data model. These tables could then be used as a 

starting point for developing a prototype of the system. The creation of the database tables 

could be accomplished using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)-a standard developed 

by Microsoft for transferring data between different database platforms-or by generating 

standard SQL table creation statements. 

In thinking about prototype enhancements, a questions should be pondered: With all 

of the performance problems that were experienced with the current prototype, should the 

next version ofthe GDM be developed in something other than Paradox for Windows? Have 

enough of the necessary features of a group data modeling tool been established to move on 

to a more robust C++ implementation of the tool? 
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6.4.2 Developing Data Model Graphics 

Do SMEs need to see data model graphics to successfully complete a data model? 

Some research has been done in this area and would suggest that graphics do help in the 

modeling process. In the current GDM prototype, the only way to generate the data model 

graphics is to draw them by hand and then enter the model into a single user IDEFIX CASE 

tool to generate the data models, or to export from the GDM into SmartER and let it produce 

the graphics. During the course of a session, as participants become more comfortable with 

reading data models, it would be nice if they could view the model, or a portion of it, on 

demand. We know that it is possible to develop such a viewer (as was done with the activity 

modeling software), but the complexities associated with data modeling would make this an 

extremely challenging programming task. 

6.4.3 EMS Supported Data Modeling versus Traditional Data Modeling 

Is it faster to create data models with EMS support than to create them using 

traditional data modeling methods (serial interviews or structured meetings)? How about 

when you normalize for group size? What about model quality? Is there a difference in the 

quality of the data models created in EMS supported sessions versus data models created 

using traditional methods? Some possible methods for answering these questions are 

addressed in the limitations section of this chapter. Answering these questions will help to 
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determine the value of EMS supported data modeling methods as it compares to more 

traditional data modeling methods. 

6.4.4 Reengineer Data Modeling Methods 

The goal ofthis research has been to improve the way in which subject matter experts 

from within an organization are involved in the development of enterprise-wide data models 

and the research has made major strides in this direction. In spite of these improvements, 

data modeling is still a painful task for the participants. Unlike our experience with activity 

modeling, where the participants genuinely enjoyed being involved in the modeling work, 

the subject matter experts have not embraced data modeling with the same level of 

enthusiasm. 

Perhaps the time has come to reengineer the way that enterprise-wide data modeling 

is performed. Major innovation to the data modeling process itself would be this next step. 

With all of the advances in information technology, there must be a way to make data 

modeling more appealing to participant designers. For example, simulation of business 

processes could be used as the starting point in the data modeling effort to help SMEs 

visually develop a starter set of entities and attributes. Recent advances in multi-media 

technology may provide some opportunities for innovation also. Regardless of the approach 

used, in order to make data modeling more appealing to subject matter experts, it may now 
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be time to move beyond paving the cow paths and to radically redesign the data model 

development process. 
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APPENDIX A - SAMPLE POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE 



The University of Arizona MIS Department 
Post-Session Questionnaire - Bio Nat Resources, 13-17 March 1995 
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1. The number of years that I have worked in a Biological Natural Resources related 
activity is: 
__ years. 

2. During the session how many questions came up about the data model that the 
group could not answer? 

1. none 
2. a few 
3. some 
4. a fair amount 
5. a great many 
O. Don't know / Not applicable 

3. My ideas got an opportunity to be considered. 
1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 

4. Did everyone contribute the same amount to the session? 
1. Very unequal 
2. Unequal 
3. Somewhat equal 
4. Equal 
5. Very equal 
O. Don't know / Not applicable 

5. My own role in helping the group understand the data model was: 

1. nil 
2. a minor contribution 
3. about equal to the others 
4. a major contribution 
5. the most important of all participants 
O. Not Applicable / Don't know 



6. I expect that if the data model is implemented, it will be a: 

1. Disaster 
2. Poor information structure 
3. Adequate information structure 
4. Good information structure 
5. Ideal information structure 

7. I believe that the information content in the Entities and Elements data model 
developed in this session are valid representations of the information content 
necessary to support the Biological Natural Resources process. 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 

8. I believe that the data model developed in this session contains valid 
Relationships between Entities. 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 
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9. I believe that the information content in the data model developed in this session 
is complete. 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 



10. I believe that relative to the current data model, the data model defined in this 
session would be: 

1. much worse 
2. a bit worse 
3. about the same 
4. better 
5. much better 

11. Now that the session is over ... 
I have a the new data model. 

1. VERY vague feeling for 
2. vague feeling for 
3. adequate picture of 
4. clear picture of 
5 . VERY clear picture of 
O. Don't know / Not applicable 

12. I can explain the new data model to a co-worker: 

1. not at all 
2. a few points 
3. adequately 
4. except for a few points 
5. completely / very well 
O. Not applicable 

13. I can explain the benefits of the new data model over the old data model: 

1. not at all 
2. a few points 
3. adequately 
4. except for a few points 
5. completely / very well 
O. Not applicable 
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14. In your opinion, would more time reviewing the data model increase the quality 
of the new model? (Circle) 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 

15. How much data modeling had you done prior to this session? 

1. none 
2. a little bit 
3. some 
4. a good amount 
5. a lot 
o. Not applicable 

16. Rate the level of data modeling training that you received in the session as it 
relates to your ability to contribute to the data modeling: 

1. I would have liked more training. 
2. The amount of training was about right. 
3. I could have done the modeling with less training. 
O. Don't know / not applicable 

17. Did participating in the development of the data model help bring relationships 
in the overall Biological Natural Resources area into focus for you that were not 
evident or clear before? 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 



18. Did participating in the development of the data model help bring entities into 
focus for you in the overall Biological Natural Resources area that were not 
evident or clear before? 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 
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19. Did participation in the data model development help the group identify 
improvements regarding what data is stored about Biological Natural Resources? 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 

20. Did interaction with participants from other services and installations foster new 
insights related to these data models that will be of benefit to you in your future 
work? 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 

21. Did you identify desirable business practices performed in other installations' 
models that would improve your business process? 

1. Disagree strongly! 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Agree strongly! 
O. Don't know/ Not applicable 
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22. How do you feel about: 

a. the group data modeling system your group used to work on this problem? 

Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 
1234567 

b. how valuable was the facilitation group's contribution to the success of the re
engineering effort? 

Not valuable Very valuable 
1234567 

c. the process by which your group worked on this problem? 

Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 
1234567 

d. In general, being a member of this re-engineering group? 

Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 
1234567 

23. The most difficult data modeling concept(s) (entities, elements, domains, data 
types, relationships, etc.) for me was/were: (please discuss) 

24. Overall, the most difficult part of this modeling experience was: (please discuss) 
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25. How could the modeling process that you went through this session be improved? 
(Please be specific with your comments): 

[The questions below are optional] 

My name is: 

My position is: 

My organization is: 
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APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIRE STATISTICS 
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Basic Statistics of Post-Session Questionnaires 

I Qy~~tiQD! I 1 12 13 I~ 15 16 Iz 18 19 110 111 112 1131 
COUNT 41 41 37 42 38 40 39 39 40 38 41 41 31 
AVG 9.4 1.7 4.4 2.9 2.7 3.7 4.1 4.1 3.0 4.1 3.3 3.1 3.0 
STD 9.1 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.1 
_SID_S _9.3 O~ 0.6 0.8 O.L 0.6 _0.6 0.6 _ _ 0.9 _OJ 6_ O.R _0.8 11 

I Qy~~tiQn! 114 115 116 11Z 118 119 120 121 ~2a ~2b ~2~ ~2d 
COUNT 36 42 34 39 41 39 40 32 41 41 41 41 
AVG 3.6 2.7 1.7 4.3 3.8 4.0 4.1 3.5 6.0 6.3 5.6 5.8 
STD 1.0 1.2 0.6 3.4 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 1.2 0.8 1.1 1.2 
STDS 1.0 1.2 0.6 13.5 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.8 1.2 11.2 

The count for each question varies due to non-response from some participants on certain 
questions. See Appendix A for which questions correspond to which numbers in the 
above tables. The questionnaire was administered to three separate data modeling groups 
at the University of Arizona. 
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APPENDIX C - IDEFIX NOTATION CONVENTIONS 
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ENTITY NOTATION 

ENTITY NAME ENTITY NAME 

key-area 

data-area 

Independent entity 
depends on no other 
for its identification 

r 
key-area "" Dependent entity 

depends on other(s) 
1--------1 for its identification 

data-area 

"" 
ATTRIBUTE NOTATIQN 

attribute (FK) 

attribute (AKn) 

Primary Key 
The unique identifier for the entity 

Foreign Key 
Primary key of another entity 
Contributed by a relationship 

Alternate Key 
An alternate unique identifier 
for the entity 

Each category entity represents a subset of the 
instances of the generic parent, and inherits the 
attributes and relationships of that parent 

CAT-l CAT-2 

~
complete 

All categories 
shown 

r=n=, 
Incomplete 

Not all cate gories 
shown 



RELA TIONSHIP NOTA TION 

PARENT -ENTITY CHILD-ENTITY , 
Verb ohrasel .. 
inverse phrase -

\.. 

One-to-many id~J)jjiy.1l1g relationship 
Primary key attributes of parent entity become primary key 
attributes of the child entity 

"" 
~ 

PARENT-ENTITY CHILD-ENTITY 

1------- ~ 'l tlrl> .pbt:a~ej _ _ "' ........ ______ _ 
inverse phrase -

One-to-many nOllhl~mJlfylng relationship 
Primary key attributes of parent entity become non-primary 
key attributes of the child entity, note dashed line 
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FIRST-ENTITY SECOND-ENTITY 

inverse phrase 

I~Lo_ll~p_e~ifi~ relationship 
No keys are contributed between the entities, and many of the 
first entity are related to m any of the second entity 
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CARDINALITY NOTATION. 

On e-to-zero-o r-more 
------------_e 

One-to-one-or-m ore 
------------~ p 

Z One-to-zero-or-one 
-------------e 

z 

N 
-------------e 

One-to-exactly-N 

N 

Note that all identifying relationships have 
solid lines and all nonidentifying relationships 
have dashed lines. 
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APPENDIX D - IDEFI INFORMATION MODELING OVERVIEW 
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IDEFI Information Modeling Method Overview 

IDEF 1 was designed as a method for both analysis and communication in the 

establishment of requirements. IDEF1 is generally used to 1) identify what information is 

currently managed in the organization, 2) identify which of the problems identified during 

the needs analysis are caused by lack of management of appropriate information, and 3) 

specify what information will be managed in the TO-BE implementation. 

IDEF1 captures what information exists or should be managed about objects within 

the scope of an enterprise. The IDEF1 perspective of an information system includes not 

only the automated system components, but also non-automated objects such as people, 

filing cabinets, telephones, etc. IDEF1 was designed as a method for organizations to 

analyze and clearly state their information resource management needs and requirements. 

Rather than a database design method, IDEF1 is an analysis method used to identify the 

following: 

1. The information collected, stored, and managed by the enterprise, 

2. The rules governing the management of information, 

3. Logical relationships within the enterprise reflected in the information, 

4. Problems resulting from the lack of good information management. 
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The results of information analysis can be used by strategic and tactical planners 

within the enterprise to leverage their information assets to achieve competitive advantage. 

Their plans may include the design and implementation of automated systems which can 

more efficiently take advantage ofthe information available to the enterprise. IDEFI models 

provide the basis for those design decisions, furnishing managers with the insight and 

knowledge required to establish good information management policy. 

IDEFI Principles 

IDEFI uses simple graphical conventions to express a powerful set of rules that help 

the modeler distinguish between 1) real-world objects, 2) physical or abstract associations 

maintained between real-world objects, 3) the information managed about a real-world 

object, and 4) the data structure used to represent that information for acquiring, applying, 

and managing that information. IDEFI provides a set of rules and procedures for guiding 

the development of information models. One of the IDEFI goals is to provide a structured 

and disciplined process for analyzing information managed by an organization. 

This goal is accomplished by the evolutionary process defined in the method and by 

the measurable results and specific products required by the method. IDEFI enforces a 

modularity that eliminates the incompleteness, imprecision, inconsistencies, and inaccuracies 

found in the modeling process. 
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IDEFI Concepts 

There are two important realms for modelers to consider in determining information 

requirements. The first realm is the real world as perceived by people in an organization. 

It is comprised of the physical and conceptual objects (e.g., people, places, things, ideas, 

etc.), the properties of those objects, and the relations associated with those objects. The 

second realm is the information realm: It includes information images of those objects found 

in the real-world. An information image is not the real-world object, but the information 

collected, stored, and managed about real-world objects. IDEFI is designed to assist in 

discovering, organizing, and documenting this information image, and thus is restricted to 

the information realm. 

An IDEFI entity represents the information maintained in a specific organization 

about physical or conceptual objects. An IDEFI entity class refers to a collection of entities 

or the class ofinformation kept about objects in the real-world. There are two basic concepts 

that distinguish entities: 

1. They are persistent. The organization expends resources to observe, encode, 

record, organize, and store the existence of individual entities. 

2. They can be individuated. They can be identified uniquely from other entities. 
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Entities have characteristic attributes associated with them. Attributes record values 

of properties of the real-world objects. The term attribute class refers to the set of 

attribute-value pairs formed by grouping the name of the attribute and the values of that 

attribute for individual entity class members (entities). A collection of one or more attribute 

classes which distinguishes one member of an entity class from another is called a key class. 

A relation in IDEFI is an association between two individual information images. 

The existence of a relation is discovered or verified by noting that the attribute classes of one 

entity class contain the attribute classes of the key class of the referenced entity class 

member. A relation class can be thought of as the template for associations that exist 

between entity classes. An example of a relation in IDEFI is the label "works for" on the 

link between the information entity called "Employee" and the information entity called 

"Department." Ifno information is kept about an association between two or more objects 

in the real-world, then, from an IDEFI point of view, no relation exists. Relation classes are 

represented by links between the entity class boxes on an IDEFI diagram. The diamonds on 

the end of the links and the half diamonds in the middle of the links encode additional 

information about the relation class (Le., cardinality and dependency). Figure 1 illustrates 

the manner in which IDEFI diagrams are drawn. 
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IDEFI is an effective method for documenting the informational requirements of an 

enterprise. The IDEFI modeling exercise provides a foundation for database design, gives 

a definition of the information structure, and provides a requirements statement reflecting 

the basic information needs. IDEFI uses a disciplined, structured technique to uncover the 

information and business rules used by an organization. This gives needed rigor to the 

method for untangling the complex challenge of modeling the information of the 

organization. IDEFI requires the active participation of the information users. This serves 
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to accurately model the organization by forcing the users to think about how and where the 

information is being used and managed. Finally, information models are useful throughout 

the life-cycle ofthe enterprise. 

(Much of the above discussion ofIDEFl was taken from the SmartER manual produced by 

Knowledged Based Systems, Inc.) 
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APPENDIX E - IDEFIX DATA MODELING METHOD OVERVIEW 
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IDEF1X Data Modeling Method Overview 

IDEFIX is a method for designing relational databases with a syntax designed to 

support the semantic constructs necessary in developing a conceptual schema. A conceptual 

schema is a single integrated definition of the enterprise data that is unbiased towards any 

single application and independent of its access and physical storage. Because it is a design 

method, IDEFIX is not particularly suited to serve as an AS-IS analysis tool, although it is 

often used in that capacity as an alternative to IDEFI. IDEFIX is most useful for logical 

database design after the information requirements are known and the decision to implement 

a relational database has been made. Hence, the IDEFIX system perspective is focused on 

the actual data elements in a relational database. If the target system is not a relational 

system, e.g., an object-oriented system, IDEFIX is not the best method. 

There are several reasons why IDEFIX is not well-suited for non-relational system 

implementations. IDEFIX requires, for example, that the modeler designate a key class to 

distinguish one entity from another, whereas object-oriented systems do not require keys to 

individuate one object from another. Further, in those situations where more than one 

attribute or set of attributes will serve equally well for individuating IDEF 1 X entities, the 

modeler must designate one as the primary key and list all others as alternate keys. Explicit 

foreign key labeling is also required. The resulting logical design IDEFIX models are 

intended to be used by the programmers who take the blueprint for the logical database 
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design and implement that design. However, the IDEFIX modeling language is sufficiently 

similar to IDEFI that models generated from the IDEFI information requirements can be 

reviewed and understood by the ultimate users of the proposed system. 

IDEFIX Basic Concepts 

Although the terminology between IDEFI and IDEFIX is very similar, there are 

fundamental differences in the theoretical foundations and concepts of the two methods. An 

entity in IDEFIX refers to a collection or set of similar data instances that can be 

individually distinguished from one another. Individual members of the set are called entity 

instances. Thus, a box in IDEFIX represents a set of data items in the real-world realm. An 

attribute is a slot value associated with each individual member ofthe set. The relationship 

that exists between individual members of these sets is given a name. In this case, this 

relation establishes a referential integrity constraint. 

A powerful feature oflDEFIX is its support for modeling logical data types through 

the use of a classification structure or generalization/specialization construct. This construct 

is an attempt to overlay models of the natural kinds ofthings that the data represents whereas 

the boxes, or entities, attempt to model types of data things. These categorization 

relationships represent mutually exclusive subsets of a generic entity or set. Subsets of the 

superset cannot have common instances. For example, a generic entity PERSON has two 

subsets representing all complete categories, namely, MALE and FEMALE. No instance of 
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the MALE subset can be an instance of the FEMALE subset, and vice versa. The unique 

identifier attribute for each subset is the same attribute as that for a generic entity instance. 

Syntax and Semantics of IDEFIX 

Entities 

In IDEFIX, entities are either identifier-independent or identifier-dependent. 

Instances of identifier-independent entities can exist without any other entity instance, while 

instances of identifier-dependent entities are meaningless (by definition) without another 

associated entity instance. Dependence and independence are specific to a model. 

Connection Relationships 

Connection relationships (solid or dashed lines with filled circles at one or both ends) 

denote how entities (sets of data instances) relate to one another. The connection 

relationships are always between exactly two entities. The connection relationship beginning 

at the independent parent entity and ending at the dependent child entity is labeled with a 

verb phrase describing the relationship. Each connection relationship has an associated 

cardinality. The cardinality specifies the number of instances of the dependent entity that 

are related to an instance of the independent entity. 
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Categorization Relationships 

Categorization relationships allow the modeler to define the category of an entity. 

An entity can belong to only one category. For instance, there could be an entity CAR that 

is the generic entity in a category showing different types of cars. Each category entity must 

have the same primary key as CAR. Also, there must be a way of distinguishing between 

the category entities. The category entities are distinguished by a discriminator attribute 

which must have a different value for each category entity. 

Attributes 

Attributes are properties used to describe an entity. Attribute names are unique 

throughout an IDEFIX model, and the meaning of the names must be consistent. For 

example, the attribute "color" could have several possible uses for hair color, skin color, or 

a color in a rainbow. Each use has a range of meaningful values, and thus, the entity must 

be distinctly named. 

Each attribute is owned by exactly one entity. The attribute "social security number," 

for example, could be used in many places in a model, but would be owned by only one 

entity, e.g., PERSON. Other occurrences of the social security number attributes would be 

inherited across relations. 
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Every attribute must have a value (No-Null Rule), and no attribute may have multiple 

values (No-Repeat Rule). Rules enforce creating proper models. In a situation where it 

seems that a rule cannot hold, the model is likely wrong. 

A key is a group of attributes that uniquely identify an entity instance. There are 

primary and alternate keys. Every entity has exactly one primary key displayed above the 

horizontal line in the entity box. Entities can have alternate keys that also uniquely identify 

the entity, but are not used for describing relationships with other entities. 

In a connection relationship, the primary key of the parent migrates to the child. If 

the relationship is a category relation, the primary key of the child is the same as the generic. 

If the relationship is an identifying relationship, the primary key of the child must contain 

attributes inherited from the parent. 

Besides the fact that a key must uniquely identify an entity, all attributes in the key 

must contribute to the unique identification (Smallest-Key Rule). Thus, when deciding 

whether an inherited attribute should be part of a key, an issue is whether that attribute is 

necessary for unique identification. It is not sufficient that it contributed to the unique 

identification of the parent. 

There are also two dependency rules: The Full-Functional-Dependency Rule states 

that if the primary key is composed of multiple attributes, all non-key attributes must be 
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functionally dependent on the entire primary key. The No .. :Transitive-Dependency Rule 

states that every non-key attribute must be functionally dependent only on key attributes. 

Foreign Keys 

Foreign keys are not really keys at all, but attributes inherited from the primary keys 

of other entities. Foreign keys are labeled (FK) to show that they are not owned by that 

entity. Foreign keys are significant because they show the relationships between entities. 

Because entities are described by their attributes, if an entity is composed of attributes 

inherited from other entities, that entity is similar to those entities. 

Strengths of IDEFIX 

IDEFIX is a powerful tool for data modeling even though there are numerous other 

data modeling methods including ER and ENALIM. One strength of IDEFIX lies in its 

roots. Due to the strict standardization of DoD projects, IDEFIX will probably escape 

having the numerous variants that have hindered the use of ER. Having a standard and 

adhering to it are crucial to transferring knowledge between organizations. 

A weakness of nearly all methods including IDEFIX is that the modeler must be 

experienced in order to create good models. Modeling is not an intuitive process, and many 

times models will be discarded due to a poor start. The simpler the method is to use, the 

better, but the method must still have the necessary expressive power. A good example of 
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a powerful concept which can be abused is the category relation. Whereas there are cases 

when categories are necessary, there are other cases when they are used to create meaningless 

entities. Many inexperienced IDEFIX modelers tend to fall into the trap of using the 

categorization features of IDEFIX to model natural taxonomies as opposed to data 

taxonomies as they are intended. Because of the categorization components of the IDEFIX 

method, many domain experts have fallen into the trap of using the method for concept and 

terminology definition. Unfortunately, the data modeling considerations built into the 

IDEFIX rules do not allow it to function adequately for this purpose. The result is that much 

of the information gathered cannot be expressed or is expressed erroneously. For example, 

to function adequately as a language for concept and terminology definition, IDEFIX would 

have to be capable of expressing facts such as "A statement of work is a document and is a 

legal contract" and "A square is a polygon with four equal sides." 

(Much of the above discussion ofIDEFIX was taken from the SmartER manual produced 

by Knowledged Based Systems, Inc.) 
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APPENDIX F - GROUP DATA MODELER DATA STRUCTURES 
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Data Structures for the Group Data Modeling Tool 

The following is a description of the Paradox table data structures used in the group data 
modeling tool. The field names are listed with the type, size, and an indicator for those fields 
that comprise the primary key of each table. The following table explains the different field 
types: 

I Field Type I Meaning I 
A Alphanumeric. Paradox alpha fields contain strings consisting of letters, 

numbers, special symbols like %, &, #, or =, or other printable ASCII 
characters. You must specify a length from 1 to 255 for alpha fields. 

M Memo. Memo fields are used for text strings that are too long to store in 
an alpha field. Memo fields can be virtually any length. The size value 
you assign refers to the amount of the memo Paradox stores in the table. 
This can be from 1 to 240 characters. Paradox stores the whole memo 
outside the table (in files with an .MB extension, e.g., entity.mb). 
Paradox retrieves the data from the .MB file as you scroll through the 
records of the table. The amount of data a memo field contains is 
limited only by the disk space available on the system. 

N Number. Paradox number fields must contain only numbers. Number 
fields can hold positive or negative values. The range of values possible 
for a number field is from _10307 to 10308 with 15 significant digits. 

S Short Number. Paradox short fields are special number fields that can 
contain only whole numbers in the range -32,767 to 32,767. Short fields 
require less disk storage than ordinary number fields. 

I Long Integer. Paradox long integer fields are 32-bit signed integers that 
contain whole numbers (nonfractional) with complete accuracy in the 
range -2147483648 to 2147483647 (plus or minus 2 to the 31st). Long 
integer fields require more space to store than short fields. 

D Date. Paradox date fields can contain any valid date from January 1, 
9999 BC to December 31,9999 AD. Paradox correctly handles leap 
years and leap centuries and checks all dates for validity. 

@ Timestamp. Paradox timestamp fields contain both time and date 
values. 

Table F.l ExplanatIOn of Paradox field types 
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The Category table is used to keep track of the parent entity of a category, the description of 
the category, the discriminator, and whether or not the category is complete or not. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Categorization ID I * 
Origin Name A 90 

Entity ID I 

Rolename A 50 

Description M 240 

Element ID I 

Discriminator Name A 100 

Complete A 3 

In use A 1 

Table F.2 Category table data structure 

The Catchild table is used to store values ofthe category children. It is linked relationally to 
the Category table on the Categorization ID field. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Categorization ID I * 
Entity Name A 90 * 
Entity ID I * 

Table F.3 Catchtld table data structure 

The Cat-numb table is used to store the values used to populate the Categorization ID field. 
Each time a new category is added, the system reads the value in this table, increments it by 
one, stores it again and then uses the value in the Category table. 
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I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
I Category Number I I I 
Table F.4 Cat-numb table data structure 

The Elements table is used to store the values about elements 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Element Name A 100 * 
Element ID I * 
Element Data Type A 50 

Element Domain M 240 

Creator A 25 

Date/Time Created @ 

Last Modified @ 

Element Description M 240 
Table F.5 Elements table data structure 

The Ele-numb table is used to store the values used to populate the Element ID field. Each 
time a new element is added, the system reads the value in this table, increments it by one, 
stores it again and then uses the value in the Elements table. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
I Element Number I I I 
Table F.6 Ele-numb table data structure 

The Ent-Elem table is used to store the values of which elements are linked to which entity. 
In addition, the domain values for the elements are stored here. This table is linked to the 
Entity table on the Entity Name and Entity ID fields. 
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I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Entity Name A 90 * 
Entity ID I * 
Element Name A 100 * 
Element ID I * 
Element Data Type A 15 

Element Other Data Type A 25 

Element Data Length N 

Element Domain M 240 

Element Enumeration M 240 

Element LowValue Numeric N 

Element LowValue Date D 

Element HighValue Numeric N 

Element HighValue Date D 

Element Number Decimals S 

Element Unit of Measure A 255 

Authoritative Ref Text A 255 

Element Creator A 25 

Element DatelTime Created @ 

Element Last Modified @ 

Element Description M 240 

Owned/Inherited A 10 

Key Type A 15 

Inheritance Relation ID I 

In Use A 1 
Table F.7 Ent-Elem table data structure 
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The Ele-hist table is a history of the records stored in the Ent-Elem table. When a user 
changes a value in the Ent-Elem table, a "snapshot" of the record values before the changes 
is taken and stored in this table. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Entity ID I * 
Element Name A 100 * 
Element ID I * 
Element Timestamp @ * 
Element Data Type A 15 

Element Other Data Type A 25 

Element Data Length N 

Element Domain M 240 

Element Enumeration M 240 

Element LowValue Numeric N 

Element LowValue Date D 

Element High Value Numeric N 

Element High Value Date D 

Element Number Decimals S 

Element Unit of Measure A 255 

Authoritative Ref Text A 255 

Element Creator A 25 

Element Date/Time Created @ 

Element Last Modified @ 

Table F.8 Ele-hlst table data structure 
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I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Element Description M 240 

OwnedlInherited A 10 

Key Type A 15 

Inheritance Relation ID I 

In Use A 1 
Table F.8 (cont.) Ele-hist table data structure 

The Entity table stores the values for each entity. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Entity Name A 90 * 
Entity ID I * 
Table Name A 8 

Creator A 25 

Date/Time Created @ 

Last Modified @ 

Entity Description M 240 

In Use A 1 

Table F.9 Entity table data structure 

The Ent-hist table is a history of the records stored in the Entity table. When a user changes 
a value in the Entity table, a "snapshot" of the record values before the changes is taken and 
stored in this table. 
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I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Entity Name A 90 * 
Entity Timestamp @ * 
Entity ID I * 
Creator A 25 

Date/Time Created @ 

Last Modified @ 

Entity Description M 240 

In Use A 1 

Table F.IO Ent-hlst table data structure 

The Ent-numb table is used to store the values used to populate the Entity ID field. Each time 
a new entity is added, the system reads the value in this table, increments it by one, stores 
it again and then uses the value in the Entity table. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
I Entity Number I I I 
Table F.ll Ent-numb table data structure 

The Project table stores values about the current data modeling project being developed by 
the group. There is usually not more than one record stored in this table at a time. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Project Name A 50 * 
Creator A 20 

Used At A 50 

Date/Time Created @ 

Last Modified @ 

Description M 240 
Table F.I2 Project table data structure 
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The Relation table stores the data about the relationships between entities. The values stored 
include the cardinality of the relationship and whether the relationship is identifying or non
identifying. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Relation ID I * 
Origin I 

Origin Name A 90 

Destination I 

Destination Name A 90 

Rolename A 50 

Relation Description M 240 

Type A 10 

Forward Name A 50 

Backward Name A 50 

Origin N I 

Destination N I 

Identifying A 3 

In Use A 1 

Table F.13 RelatIon table data structure 
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The Rei-numb table is used to store the values used to populate the Relation ID field. Each 
time a new relationship is added, the system reads the value in this table, increments it by 
one, stores it again and then uses the value in the Relation table. 

I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
I Relationship Number I I I 
Table F.14 ReI-numb table data structure 

The TmpEntEI table does not store any values. This table is used during processing of 
primary keys that migrate based on the relationships established between entities to 
temporarily hold values from the Ent-elem table. 
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I Field Name I Type I Size I Key I 
Entity Name A 90 

Entity ID I 

Element Name A 100 

Element ID I 

Element Data Type A 15 

Element Other Data Type A 25 

Element Data Length N 

Element Domain M 240 

Element Enumeration M 240 

Element LowValue Numeric N 

Element LowValue Date D 

Element HighValue Numeric N 

Element HighValue Date D 

Element Number Decimals S 

Element Unit of Measure A 255 

Authoritative Ref Text A 255 

Element Creator A 25 

Element Date/Time Created @ 

Element Last Modified @ 

Element Description M 240 

Owned/Inherited A 10 

Key Type A 15 

Inheritance Relation ID I 

In Use A 1 
Table F.15 TmpEntEI table data structure 
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APPENDIX G - SELECTED OBJECT PAL CODE 
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Selected Object PAL Code 

Paradox for Windows applications are processed by running Object PAL (OPAL) 

code that has been attached to Paradox data entry forms (screens). Every form has code 

attached to it which performs the functions associated with the application, e.g., moving from 

one screen to another, updating and posting a record to a table after data has been entered or 

modified, printing reports, etc. There is a tremendous amount of code that must be written 

for every form to perform the required processing. This application consists of 36 such 

forms, each of which required an average of 500 lines of code. In addition to all of the forms, 

four special programs-which Paradox calls scripts-were written that are not attached to 

any of the forms. These four scripts perform special utility functions in the application and 

did not need to have a form associated with them, though they are called from the Utilities 

Menu on the Main Menu. The code that follows is an from one of the forms, the Facilitator's 

Main Menu. All of this code is linked to a single form. This code example represents about 

3% of the total code for this application. Throughout the code, any text which follows a 

semicolon is a comment explaining the function of the code. 

Object PAL Code for Main Menu 

Object: IDEF1X Main Menu 
MethodName : Var ;declare the variables and variable types 

;used on this form 

Source code: 
Var 
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mainm, entl, ent2, ent3, ent4, eleml,elem2, elem3,elem4, 
enteleml, entelem2, entelem3, entelem4, rell, rel2, rel3, 
rel4, catl, cat2, cat3, cat4, projl form 

m menu 
putil, pent, pelem, prel, pcat popupmenu 
tc tcursor 

endVar 

Object: IDEF1X_Main Menu 
MethodName : open iattach a variable name to the mainmenu 

iform and maximize the form. This method 
iis run every time the form is opened 

Source code: 
method open(var eventlnfo Event) 

if eventlnfo.isPreFilter() then 
ill This code executes for each object on the form: 

else 
ill This code executes only for the form: 
mainm.attach() 
if not mainm.ismaximized() then 

mainm.maximize() 
endif 

endif 
endmethod 

Object: IDEF1X Main Menu 
MethodName : arrive ithis code executes when the cursor 

iarrives on the form. the code 
iestablishes variable values for the 
iPOPUP menu choices that appear on the 
imain menu 

Source code: 
method arrive(var eventlnfo MoveEvent) 

if eventlnfo.isPreFilter() then 
ill This code executes for each object on the form: 

else 
ill This code executes only for the form: 
mainm.attach(WinStyleDefault + WinStyleMaximize) 
hidespeedbar() 



pent.addtext( &New Entity") 
pent.addtext( &Modify Entity") 
prel.addtext( &New Relationship") 
prel.addtext( &Modify Relationship") 
pcat.addtext( &New Category") 
pcat.addtext( &Modify Category") 
putil.addtext("&Reset Inherited Keys") 
putil.addtext("&SmartER Export") 
putil.addtext("&GO Entities") 
putil. addtext ("GO &Elements") 
m.addpopup("&Entities", pent) 
m.addtext ("&Elements") 
m.addpopup("&Relationships", prel) 
m. addpopup ("&Categories", pcat) 
m.addtext("&Project") 
m.addpopup("&Utilities", putil) 
m.addtext ("&Help") 
m. addtext (" &Qui t") 
m. show () 

endif 
endmethod 

Object: IDEF1X Main Menu 
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MethodName : menuAction ithis code reads the value of a 
ichoice from the popup menu into a 
ivariable. The variable value then 
itriggers the switch statement and 
ithe correct code is selected from 
ione of the case statements. 

Source code: 
method menuAction(var event Info MenuEvent) 

var 
ans string 

endvar 

if eventInfo.isPreFilter() then 
ill This code executes for each object on the form: 

else 
ill This code executes only for the form: 
ans = eventinfo.menuchoice() 
switch 

case ans = "&New Entity" NewEnti ty () 



case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 
case ans 

endswitch 

endif 

endmethod 

= 

= 

= 

&Modify Entity" : ModEntity () 
&Elements" : LinkEntElem () 
&New Relationship" : NewRelation() 
&Modify Relationship" : ModRelation () 
&New Category" : NewCategory( 
&Modify Category" : ModCategory () 
&Proj ect" : AddProj ect () 
&Reset Inherited Keys" : ResetKeys() 
&SmartER Export" : DoSmartER() 
&GO Entities" : DoGOEnt () 
GO &Elements" : DoGOElem () 

"&Help" DoHelp () 
"&Qui t" : Qui tApp () 

Object: #Page2 
MethodName : del OK ;This method is called whenever 

;any field object on the page 
;receives a DataDeleteRecord action 
;event. 

Source code: 
method del_OK() SmallInt 

if msgQuestion("Are you sure?", "Do you really want to 
delete this record?") <> "Yes" then 

return(l) 
else 

return(O) 
endif 

endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuElements 
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MethodName : mouseEnter ithis code executes when the mouse 
;cursor enters the HElements" push 
ibutton and displays a message in 
ithe status bar 

Source code: 



method mouseEnter(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 
message(UPress this button to perform the U 

+self.labeltext+ II function. ") 
endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuElements 
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MethodName : mouseExit ithis code executes when the mouse 
icursor leaves the uElements U push 
ibutton and clears the message from 
ithe status bar 

Source code: 
method mouseExit(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 

message (1111) 
endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuElements 
MethodName : pushButton ithis code executes when the 

iUElements U push button is pushed 

Source code: 
method pushButton(var eventlnfo Event) 

doDefault 
if not enteleml.open("EntEleml.fsl", winStyleDefault + 

winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow (IICould not open form") 

endif 
enteleml. wai t () 

endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuCategories 
MethodName : mouseEnter ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor enters the UCategories U 
iPush button and displays a message 
;in the status bar 

Source code: 
method mouseEnter(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 

message(IIPress this button to perform the II 

+self.labeltext+" function. II) 
endmethod 
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Object: #Page2.MainMenuCategories 
MethodName : mouseExit ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor leaves the HCategories H 
iPush button and clears the message 
ifrom the status bar 

Source code: 
method mouseExit(var eventInfo MouseEvent) 

message ("") 
endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuCategories 
MethodName : pushButton ithis code executes when the 

iHCategories H push button is pushed 

Source code: 
method pushButton(var event Info Event) 

doDefault 
if not catl.open("categl.fsl", winStyleDefault + 

winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow ("Could not open form") 

endif 
catl. wait () 

endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuRelationships 
MethodName : mouseEnter ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor enters the "Relationships" 
iPush button and displays a message 
iin the status bar 

Source code: 
method mouseEnter(var event Info MouseEvent) 

message("Press this button to perform the H 

+self.labeltext+" function.") 
endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuRelationships 
MethodName : mouseExit ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor leaves the "Relationships" 
iPush button and clears the message 
ifrom the status bar 



Source code: 
method mouseExit(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 

message("") 
endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuRelationships 
MethodName : pushButton ithis code executes when the 

i"Relationships" push button is 
iPushed 

Source code: 
method pushButton(var eventlnfo Event) 

doDefault 
if not rell.open("Relatl.fsl", winStyleDefault + 

winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow(IIcould not open form") 

endif 
rell.wait() 

endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuEntities 
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MethodName : Var ithis code declares a variable that is 
ineeded to update the Entity table for 
iprocessing 

Source code: 
Var 

entTC tcursor 
endVar 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuEntities 
MethodName : mouseEnter ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor enters the "Entities" 

Source code: 

iPush button and displays a message 
iin the status bar 

method mouseEnter(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 
message("Press this button to perform the" 

+self.labeltext+" function. ") 
endmethod 
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Object: #Page2.MainMenuEntities 
MethodName : mouseExit ithis code executes when the mouse 

icursor leaves the "Entities" 

Source code: 

iPush button and clears the message 
ifrom the status bar 

method mouseExit(var eventlnfo MouseEvent) 
message("") 

endmethod 

Object: #Page2.MainMenuEntities 
MethodName : pushButton ithis code executes when the 

i"Entities" push button is pushed 

Source code: 
method pushButton(var eventlnfo Event) 

doDefault 
entTC. open ("enti ty. db") 
if entTC.isempty() then 

entTC.edit () 
entTC.insertRecord() 
entTC."Entity Name" = "CATEGORY" 
entTC."Creator" = "System" 
entTC."Entity Description" = "This is not really an 

entity, but is used to allow categories to be added to 
the relationship table. Please do not change or delete 
this record." 

entTC. close () 
endif 
if not entl. open ("Entityl. fsl", winstyleDefaul t + 

winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow ("Could not open form") 

endif 
entl. wai t () 

endmethod 

Object: IDEF1X Main Menu 
MethodName : proc ithe following are procedures used to 

ieither respond to an item selected from 
ithe popup menu or from a push button 

Source code: 
proc NewEntity() ithis is a procedure that calls up the 



icorrect form and puts the user at the 
icorrect place on the form for entering 
ia new entity 

if not ent4.open("entity4.fsl", winStyleDefault 
+ winstylemaximize) then 

errorshow ("Could not open form") 
endif 

ent4.action(moveend) 
ent4.action(datanextrecord) 
ent4.action(movetopleft) 
ent4. wai t () 

endproc 

proc ModEntity() ithis code allows the user to modify an 
iexisting entity 

var 
entTC tcursor 

endvar 

entTC. open ("enti ty. db II ) 

if entTC.isempty() then 
entTC.edit () 
entTC.insertRecord() 
entTC."Entity Name" = "CATEGORY" 
entTC."Creator" = "System" 
entTC."Entity Description" = "This is not really an 
entity, but is used to allow categories to be added to 

the relationship table. Please do not change or delete 
this record." 

entTC.close() 
endif 

if not entl.open("Entityl.fsl", winStyleDefault + 
winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow ("Could not open form") 

endif 
entl. wai t () 

endproc 
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proc NewElement() ;this code allows the user to enter a 
;new data element 

if not elem4. open (llelement4. fsl", 
winStyleDefault + winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow(IICould not open form") 

endif 
elem4.action(moveend) 
elem4.action(datanextrecord) 
elem4.action(movetopleft) 
elem4.element name.moveto() 
elem4 . wai t () -

endproc 
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proc ModElement() ;this code allows the user to modify an 
;existing data element 

if not eleml. open (IIElementl. fsl", 
winStyleDefault + winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow(IICould not open form") 

endif 
eleml.wait() 

endproc 

proc LinkEntElem() ;this code allows the user to attach 
;elements to the correct entity 

if not enteleml.open(IEntEleml.fsl", winStyleDefault + 
winstylemaximize) then 

errorshow ("Could not open form II ) 
endif 
enteleml. wait () 

endproc 

proc NewRelation() ;this code is called when the user wants 
ito add a new relationship between two 
;entities 

if not reI4.open(lrelat4.fsl", winStyleDefault + 
winstylemaximize) then 



errorshow ("Could not open form") 
endif 
reI4.action(moveend) 
reI4.action(datanextrecord) 
reI4.action(movetopleft) 
rel4.origin name.moveto() 
reI4.wait()-

endproc 
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proc ModRelation() ithis code allows the user to modify an 
;exisitng relationship between two 
;entities 

if not rell.open(IRelatl.fsl", winStyleDefault + 
winstylemaximize) then 

errorshow ("Could not open form") 
endif 
rell.wait () 

endproc 

proc ResetKeys() ;this calls the Object PAL script which 
;verifies that the primary keys have 
;migrated correctly based on the 
irelationships among the entities and 
;should be run before creating the SmartER 
;import text file. 

if not play("ent-elem.ssl") then 
errorshow(IICould not run the script to reset the inherited 

keys II ) 
endif 

endproc 

proc DoSmartER() ;this calls the Object PAL script which 
;generates the SmartER import text file 

if not play("smarter.ssl") then 
errorshow(IICould not run the script to generate the 

SmartER export file") 
endif 



endproc 

proc DoGOEnt() ;this calls the Object PAL script which 
;generates the GSWin import text file to 
;generate an Entity GroupOutliner session 

if not play("ent-expt.ssl") then 
errorshow(IICould not run the script to generate the 

GroupOutliner Entities export file ll ) 
endif 

endproc 
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proc DoGOElem() ithis calls the Object PAL script which 
;generates the GSWin import text file to 
igenerate an Elements GroupOutliner session 

if not play("ele-expt.ssl") then 
errorshow(IICould not run the script to generate the 

GroupOutliner Elements export file ll ) 
endif 

endproc 

proc DoHelp () ithis calls the help file 

msginfo(IINo Help Available","Help screens are not yet 
defined. Yet another future feature to look forward to!") 

endproc 

proc QuitApp() ithis prompts the user if they really want to 
;exit the application. If they do, it exits 
ithem from the application and resets Paradox 
ito its default status then exits to Windows, 
iotherwise, it returns to the main menu 

endnow = msgQuestion("CONFIRM","Do you really want to exit 
the application now?") 

if endnow = "Yes" then 
if not action (dataendedit) then errorshow(IICould not end 

editingll) 
endif 
showspeedbar() 



r emovemenu ( ) 
minimize () 
close () 
exit () 

else 
return 

endif 

endproc 

proc NewCategory() ithis allows the user to enter a new 
;category 

if not cat4.open("categ4.fsl", winstyleDefault 
+ winstylemaximize) then 

errorshow("Could not open form") 
endif 
cat4.action(moveend) 
cat4.action(datanextrecord) 
cat4.action(movetopleft) 
cat4 . wai t () 

endproc 

proc ModCategory() ithis allows the user to modify an 
iexisting category 

if not cat1.open("categ1.fsl", winStyleDefault 
+ winstylemaximize) then 

errorshow ("Could not open form") 
endif 
catl. wait () 

endproc 
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proc AddProject() ;this allows the user to enter information 
;specific to the project, this is usually 
;only accessed by the facilitator/modeler 

if not projl.open("Project.fsl", winStyleDefault + 
winstylemaximize) then 
errorshow ("Could not open form") 

endif 
proj 1. wai t () 

endproc 
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The database tables of the GDM application stores all of the data necessary to 

generate the import file for the IDEFIX CASE tool, SmartER, but the standard Paradox for 

Windows report tool does not have the capability to produce a report in the format required 

by SmartER. The code that follows is one of four Object PAL program scripts from the 

application that are not attached to data entry forms. The other three scripts also serve utility 

functions within the application. Two of the other three scripts are for generating the import 

text files used to create GroupOutliner sessions for Entities and Elements in GSWin. The 

third script is used to make sure all of the necessary primary keys have migrated from parent 

entities to child entities based on established relationships. 

Object PAL program script to generate SmartER import text file 

method run(var eventlnfo Event) 
var 

entTC, eeTC, relTC, catTC, ccTC, projTC tcursor 
ts textStream 
tstamp datetime 

endvar 

tstamp = dateTime() 

if not catTC. open ("Category.db") then 
errorshow(IITABLE OPEN ERROR","Could not open the Category 

table" ) 
endif 
if not ccTC.open("Catchild.db") then 

errorshow(IITABLE OPEN ERROR","Could not open the 
Category-Child table") 
endif 
if not eeTC.open("Ent-elem.db") then 

errorshow(IITABLE OPEN ERROR","Could not open the 
Entity/Element table") 
endif 



if not entTC.open(IEntity.db") then 
errorshow(IITABLE OPEN ERROR","Could not open the Entity 

table" ) 
endif 
if not relTC. open ("Relation.db") then 

errorshow(IITABLE OPEN ERRORII,"Could not open the 
Relationships table") 
endif 
if not projTC.open("Project.db") then 
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errorshow("TABLE OPEN ERRORII,"Could not open the Project 
table" ) 
endif 

ts.create("ser-dump.txt") 
ts.writeLine("SmartER Neutral Text; Version:2.0; II + 
strVal (tstamp) ) 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine(IIProject Summaryll) 
pcreator = projTC.llcreator" 
pused projTC."used at" 
pname = projTC."project name" 
pdesc = projTC.ldescription" 
pdtc = projTC."Date/Time Created" 
plmod = projTC."last Modified" 
ts.writeLine(" Creator: "+ pcreator) 
ts.writeLine(" Used At: "+ pused) 
ts.writeLine(" Project: II + pname) 
ts.writeLine(" Date Created: "+ pdtc) 
ts.writeLine(" Last Modified: II + plmod) 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine(" Description") 
ts.writeLine(" II + pdesc) 
ts.writeLine(" End Description") 
ts.writeLine(IIEnd Project Summaryll) 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine() 
ts. wr i teLine ("Note Pool II ) 
ts.writeLine("End Note Pool") 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts.writeLine("Source Pool") 
ts.writeLine(IIEnd Source Pool") 
ts.writeLine() 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts.writeLine("Unknown Pool") 
ts.writeLine(IIEnd Unknown Pool") 



ts. wr i teLine () 
ts. wr i teLine ("Enti ty Pool") 
ts. commi t () 

SCAN entTC : 
entid entTC."entity id" 
ename = entTC."entity name" 
edesc = entTC."entity description" 
ecreate = entTC."creator" 
edt = entTC."Date/Time Created" 
elmod = entTC."Last Modified" 
if ename <> "CATEGORY" then 

ts. wr i teLine ( Entity "+ FORMAT ("W3, AL", entid) ) 
ts.writeLine( Name: "+ ename) 
ts.writeLine( Creator:" + ecreate) 
ts.writeLine( Date Created: " + edt) 
ts.writeLine( Last Modified: " + elmod) 
ts.writeLine( Glossary") 
ts.writeLine(edesc) 
ts.writeLine( End Glossary") 
ts.writeLine( Note list") 
ts.writeLine( End Note List") 
ts.writeLine( Source List") 
ts.writeLine( End Source List") 
ts.writeLine( Property List") 
ts.writeLine( End Property List") 
ts.writeLine( Attribute List") 
scan eeTC FOR eeTC."Entity ID" = entid 

if LOWER (eeTC. "Owned/Inherited") = "owned" THEN 
elemid = eeTC."element id" 
elemname = eeTC."element name" 
ts.writeLine(" Owned, Descriptive: " + 

FORMAT ("W3, AL", elemid) +" (" + elemname + ")") 
endif 

endScan 
ts.writeLine(" End Attribute List") 
ts.writeLine("End Entity "+ FORMAT("W3,AL",entid)) 
ts . wr i teLine () 

endif 
endScan 

ts.writeLine("End Entity Pool") 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts. commi t () 

ts.writeLine("Attribute Pool") 
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scan eeTC : 
if eeTC."Owned/Inherited" = "Owned" then 

elemid = eeTC."element id" 
elemname = eeTC."element name" 
elemdesc = eeTC."element description" 
elemcreate = eeTC."Element Creator" 

elemdt = eeTC."element date/time created" 
elemlmod = eeTC."element last modified" 

ts.writeLine(IIAttribute II + FORMAT("W3,AL",elemid)) 
ts.writeLine(II Name: II + elemname) 
ts.writeLine(" Creator: II + elemcreate) 
ts.writeLine(II Date Created: II + elemdt) 
ts.writeLine(II Last Modified: II + elemlmod) 
ts. wr i teLine (" Glossaryll) 
ts.writeLine(elemdesc) 
ts.writeLine(" End Glossaryll) 
ts.writeLine(II Note list") 
ts.writeLine(II End Note List") 
ts.writeLine(II Source List") 
ts.writeLine(II End Source List") 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine(II 
ts.writeLine(" 

ts.writeLine(IIEnd 
ts. wr i teLine () 
endif 

endScan 

Property List") 
End Property List") 

Attribute II + FORMAT("W3,AL",elemid)) 

ts.writeLine("End Attribute Pool") 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts.commit() 

ts.writeLine("Model List") 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine(IIModel [Database] II) 
ts.writeLine(II Name: Data Model 1") 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts.writeLine(II Entity List") 
scan entTC : 

entid = entTC."Entity ID" 
if entTC."Entity Name" <> "CATEGORY" then 

ts. wr i teLine (" Entity II + FORMAT ("W3, AL", entid) ) 
endif 

endScan 
ts.writeLine(II End Entity List") 
ts.writeLine() 
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ts . cornmi t () 

ts.writeLine(" Relation List ll
) 

scan relTC : 
rid = reITC."Relation ID" 
orig = reITC."origin" 
dest = reITC."destination" 
rname = reITC."rolename" 
if reI TC. "Rolename" . isblank () then 

rname = " 
endif 

" 

rdesc 
ctype 
fname 
bname 

reITC."relation description" 
= relTC. "type" 

reITC."forward name ll 

reITC."backward name" 
orign reITC."origin n" 
destn reITC."destination n" 
ident reITC."identifying" 
if subStr(lower(rname),1,8) <> "category" then 

rname = " 
endif 

" 

IF SUBSTR (LOWER (rname) ,1,8) <> "category" THEN 
ts. wr i teLine (" Relation "+ FORMAT ("W3, AL", rid) ) 
ts. wr i teLine (" Or igin: "+ FORMAT ("W3, AL", or ig) ) 
ts.writeLine(" Destination:" + 

FORMAT ("W3, AL", dest) ) 
ts.writeLine(" Rolename:" + rname) 
ts.writeLine(" Glossary") 
ts.writeLine(rdesc) 
ts. wr i teLine ( End Glossary") 
ts.writeLine( Type:" + ctype) 
ts.writeLine( Forward Name: "+ fname) 
ts.writeLine( Backward Name: "+ bname) 
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ts. wr i teLine ( Or igin N: "+ FORMAT ("W3, AL", or ign) ) 
ts.writeLine( Dest. N: "+ FORMAT("W3,AL",destn)) 
ts.writeLine( Identifying:" + ident) 
ts.writeLine( End Relation") 
ts.writeLine( 

ELSE 
cnum = NUMVAL(SUBSTR(rname,9,4)) 
scan catTC FOR cnum = catTC."categorization ID" 

corig = catTC."Entity ID" 
crname = catTC."rolename" 
cdesc = catTC."description" 
discrim = catTC."element ID" 
compl = catTC."complete" 



cccount = 1 
SCAN ccTC FOR cnum = ccTC."categorization id" 

chdest = ccTC."Entity ID" 
IF cccount = 1 THEN 

chdest2 strVal(chdest) 
ELSE 

chdest2 = chdest2 + II II + strVal(chdest) 
ENDIF 
cccount = cccount + 1 

endScan 
ts.writeLine(" Categorization II + 

FORMAT (IIW3, AL", rid) ) 
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ts. wr i teLine (II Or igin: II + FORMAT ("W3, AL", cor ig) ) 
ts.writeLine(1I Destination: II + chdest2) 
ts.writeLine(1I Rolename: II + crname) 
ts.writeLine(1I Glossaryll) 
ts.writeLine(cdesc) 
ts.writeLine(1I End Glossaryll) 
ts.writeLine(1I Discriminator: II + 

FORMAT (IIW3, AL", discr im) ) 
ts.writeLine(1I Complete: II + compl) 
ts.writeLine(1I End Categorization") 
ts.writeLine() 

endScan 
ENDIF 

endScan 
ts.writeLine(1I End Relation List") 
ts.writeLine() 
ts. commi t () 

ts.writeLine(" Entity-Attribute List") 
scan entTC : 

entid = entTC."entity id" 
ts. wr i teLine (II Enti ty II + FORMAT ("W3, AL", entid) ) 
ts.writeLine(1I Attribute List") 
ecount = 1 
scan eeTC FOR entid = eeTC."entity id" 

elemid = eeTC."element id" 
ownin = eeTC.lowned/inherited" 
ktype = eeTC."key type" 
inrel = eeTC."inheritance relation id" 
elemname = eeTC."element name" 
IF LOWER (ownin) = "owned" THEN 

ts.writeLine(1I Owned, II + ktype + ": II + 
FORMAT (IIW3, AL", elemid) + II (II + elemname + II) II) 

ELSE 
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ts.writeLine(1I Inherited across R" + STRVAL(inrel) 
+ ": II + FORMAT(IW3,AL",elemid) + II (" + ktype + 11)11 + II 
[I" + STRVAL(ecount) + II] ") 

ENDIF 
ecount = ecount + 1 

endS can 
ts.writeLine(1I 
ts.writeLine(" 
ts. wr i teLine () 

endScan 
ts.writeLine(1I 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts . commi t () 

End Attribute List") 
End Entity II + FORMAT (IIW3, AL" , entid) ) 

End Entity-Attribute List") 

ts. wr i teLine (" View List II) 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine( 
ts.writeLine(" 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine(" 
ts.writeLine(1I 
ts. wr i teLine () 
ts.writeLine(1I 
scan entTC : 

view" ) 
Name: Data Model View 1") 
Creator: ") 
Date Created: II) 
Last Modified: II) 
Descr iption") 
End Descr iption") 
Note List II) 
End Note List") 
Source List") 
End Source List II) 

Property List") 
End Property List") 

Enti ty List II) 

entid = entTC."entity id" 
if entTC. "entity name" <> II CATEGORY II then 
ts.writeLine(1I Entity #" + strVal(entid)) 

endif 
endScan 
ts.writeLine(" End Entity List") 
ts. wr i teLine (II End View") 
ts.writeLine(1I End View List") 
ts. wr i teLine (IIEnd Model II ) 
ts.writeLine() 
ts.writeLine("End Model List") 
ts. close () 



if not entTC.close() then 
errorshow(IITABLE CLOSING ERROR", "Could not close Entity 

table") 
endif 
if not catTC.close() then 
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errorshow(IITABLE CLOSING ERROR", "Could not close Category 
table") 
endif 
if not ccTC.close() then 

errorshow(IITABLE CLOSING ERROR","Could not close 
Category-Child table") 
endif 
if not eeTC.close() then 

errorshow("TABLE CLOSING ERROR", "Could not close 
Entity/Elements table") 
endif 
if not relTC.close() then 

errorshow(IITABLE CLOSING ERROR","Could not close 
Relationships table") 
endif 
if not projTC.close() then 

errorshow(IITABLE CLOSING ERROR", "Could not close Project 
table" ) 
endif 

endmethod 
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APPENDIX H - IDEFIX CASE TOOL IMPORT TEXT 
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Example of SmartER Import Text 

The above Object PAL script generates the text file in the necessary fonnat to import 

into SmartER and generate the IDEFIX diagrams. The following is an example of the text 

necessary to generate a small diagram (the Student-Course-Instructor diagram). The diagram 

generated from this text is included following the code. 

SmartER Import Text 

SmartER Neutral Text; Version:2.0; 04:15:13 AM, 08/18/95 

Project Summary 
Creator: Juan 
Used At: Jim's place 
Project: STUDENT-COURSE-INSTRUCTOR EXAMPLE 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 

Description 
This is an example data model that is used for testing 

purposes. 
End Description 

End Project Summary 

Note Pool 
End Note Pool 

Source Pool 
End Source Pool 

Unknown Pool 
End Unknown Pool 

Entity Pool 
Entity 14 



Name: ATTENDANCE 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modifi~d: 
Glossary 

This is a record of the dates a student attends class. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 2 
Owned, Descriptive: 38 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 14 

Entity 10 
Name: AUDIT 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(attendance status) 
(class date) 

This is the description for the entity named AUDIT. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 36 (registration status) 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 10 

Entity 3 
Name: CLASS SECTION 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description for the entity named CLASS SECTION. 
End Glossary 



Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 3 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 3 

Entity 
Name: 

13 
CLASS TEXT 

Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(section number) 

This is the description for the entity named CLASS TEXT 
which keeps track of which textbooks are used in which 
classes. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 13 

Entity 1 
Name: COURSE 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description for the entity named COURSE. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 
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Owned, Descriptive: 5 
Owned, Descriptive: 6 
Owned, Descriptive: 7 
Owned, Descriptive: 8 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 1 

Entity 9 
Name: ENROLLMENT 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(course-code) 
(course-name) 
(credit hours) 
(home department) 

This is the description for the entity named ENROLLMENT. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 9 (enrollment type) 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 9 

Entity 11 
Name: GRADE 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description for the entity named GRADE. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 10 (course grade) 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 11 

Entity 4 
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Name: INSTRUCTOR 
Creator: Juan Nice Guy 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description for the entity named INSTRUCTOR 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 16 
Owned, Descriptive: 13 
Owned, Descriptive: 14 
Owned, Descriptive: 15 
Owned, Descriptive: 11 
Owned, Descriptive: 12 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 4 

Entity 2 
Name: OFFERING 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(instructor department) 
(instructor name) 
(instructor office number) 
(instructor phone) 
(ins tructor - id) 
(instructor-type) 

This is the description for the entity named OFFERING. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 17 (section-no) 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 2 

Entity 
Name: 

7 
SEMESTER 

Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
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Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description 
End Glossary 

for the entity named SEMESTER. 

Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 19 
Owned, Descriptive: 18 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 7 

Entity 8 
Name: STUDENT 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(semester name) 
(semester -no) 

This is the description 
End Glossary 

for the entity named STUDENT. 

Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 22 
Owned, Descriptive: 23 
Owned, Descriptive: 26 
Owned, Descriptive: 21 
Owned, Descriptive: 24 
Owned, Descriptive: 27 
Owned, Descriptive: 28 
Owned, Descriptive: 25 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 8 

Entity 6 
Name: TENURE TRACK 
Creator: Juan 

(soc-see-no) 
(student address) 
(student city) 
(student home phone) 
(student name) 
(student state) 
(student work phone) 
(student year-in-school) 
(student zipcode) 
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Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description for the entity named TENURE TRACK. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 29 
End Attribute List 

End Entity 6 

Entity 12 
Name: TEXTBOOK 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

(tenure ·status) 

This is the description for the entity named TEXTBOOK. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 
Property List 
End Property List 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 35 
Owned, Descriptive: 34 
Owned, Descriptive: 32 
Owned, Descriptive: 31 
Owned, Descriptive: 33 
Owned, Descriptive: 30 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 12 

End Entity Pool 

Attribute Pool 
Attribute 39 

Name: This Is Stupid 
Creator: 

(textbook author) 
(textbook edition) 
(textbook isbn) 
(textbook name) 
(textbook publisher) 
(textbook -no) 



Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 39 

Attribute 1 
Name: adjunct status 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named adjunct status. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 1 

Attribute 39 
Name: This Is Stupid 
Creator: 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 



End Attribute 39 

Attribute 1 
Name: adjunct status 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named adjunct status. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 1 

Attribute 2 
Name: attendance status 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named attendance 
status. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 2 

Attribute 38 
Name: class date 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named class date. 
End Glossary 
Note list 



End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 38 

Attribute 36 
Name: registration status 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named registration 
status. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 36 

Attribute 3 
Name: section number 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named section number. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 3 

Attribute 5 
Name: course-code 
Creator: Juan 
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Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named course-code. It 
is the primary key of the COURSE entity and is used to 
uniquely identify every course in the database. It is 
comprised of a three character department abbreviation and a 
three or four digit number. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 5 

Attribute 6 
Name: course-name 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named course-name. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 6 

Attribute 7 
Name: credit hours 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named credit hours. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 



End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 7 

Attribute 8 
Name: home department 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named home 
department. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 8 

Attribute 9 
Name: enrollment type 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named enrollment 
type. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 9 

Attribute 10 
Name: course grade 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
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Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named course grade. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 10 

Attribute 16 
Name: instructor department 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named instructor 
department. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 16 

Attribute 13 
Name: instructor name 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named instuctor name. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 



End Attribute 13 

Attribute 14 
Name: instructor office number 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named instructor 
office number. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 14 

Attribute 15 
Name: instructor phone 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named instructor 
phone. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 15 

Attribute 11 
Name: instructor-id 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named instructor id. 
End Glossary 



Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 11 

Attribute 12 
Name: instructor-type 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named instructor 
type. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 12 

Attribute 17 
Name: section-no 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named section-no. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 17 

Attribute 19 
Name: semester name 
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Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named semester name. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 19 

Attribute 18 
Name: semester-no 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named semester-no. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 18 

Attribute 20 
Name: soc-sec-no 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named soc-sec-no. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 



End Property List 
End Attribute 20 

Attribute 22 
Name: student address 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student 
address. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 22 

Attribute 23 
Name: student city 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student city. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 23 

Attribute 26 
Name: student home phone 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student home 
phone. 
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End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 26 

Attribute 21 
Name: student name 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named student name. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 21 

Attribute 24 
Name: student state 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student state. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 24 

Attribute 27 
Name: student work phone 



Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student work 
phone. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 27 

Attribute 28 
Name: student year-in-school 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student 
year-in-school. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 28 

Attribute 25 
Name: student zipcode 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named student 
zipcode. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
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End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 25 

Attribute 29 
Name: tenure status 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named tenure status. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 29 

Attribute 35 
Name: textbook author 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named textbook 
author. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 35 

Attribute 34 
Name: textbook edition 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 



Glossary 
This is the description of the element named textbook 
edition. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 34 

Attribute 32 
Name: textbook isbn 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 
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This is the description of the element named textbook isbn. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 32 

Attribute 31 
Name: textbook name 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named textbook name. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 31 



Attribute 33 
Name: textbook publisher 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named textbook 
publisher. 

End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 33 

Attribute 30 
Name: textbook-no 
Creator: Juan 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Glossary 

This is the description of the element named textbook-no. 
End Glossary 
Note list 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

End Attribute 30 

End Attribute Pool 

Model List 

Model [Database] 
Name: Data Model 1 

Entity 
Entity 
Entity 
Entity 

List 
14 
10 
3 
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Entity 13 
Entity 1 
Entity 9 
Entity 11 
Entity 4 
Entity 2 
Entity 7 
Entity 8 
Entity 6 
Entity 12 
End Entity List 

Relation List 
Relation 1 

Origin: 1 
Destination: 2 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: liO,l,M 
Forward Name: Has 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 2 
Origin: 2 
Destination: 3 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: liO,l,M 
Forward Name: Implemented by 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 3 
Origin: 3 
Destination: 13 
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Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: liO,l,M 
Forward Name: Uses 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 4 
Origin: 3 
Destination: 9 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: liO,l,M 
Forward Name: Has 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 5 
Origin: 4 
Destination: 3 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: liO,l,M 
Forward Name: Teaches 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: No 

End Relation 

Relation 6 
Origin: 7 
Destination: 2 
Rolename: 
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Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: 1i1,M 
Forward Name: Has 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

.Relation 7 
Origin: 8 
Destination: 9 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: 1iO,1,M 
Forward Name: Matriculates in 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 8 
Origin: 9 
Destination: 14 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: 1iO,1,M 
Forward Name: Has 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Relation 9 
Origin: 12 
Destination: 13 
Rolename: 
Glossary 
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End Glossary 
Type: 1 i 0 , 1 , M 
Forward Name: Is used as 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 
Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: Yes 

End Relation 

Categorization 10 
Origin: 4 
Destination: 5, 6 
Rolename: 
Glossary 
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There can be multiple types of Instructors and it will be 
ncessary to keep track of slightly different data about the 
different types. 

End Glossary 
Discriminator: 0 
Complete: Yes 

End Categorization 

Categorization 11 
Origin: 9 
Destination: 10, 11 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

Students can have different enrollment types and based on 
the type of enrollment, slightly different values will need 
to be stored. for each type of student. 

End Glossary 
Discriminator: 0 
Complete: Yes 

End Categorization 

Relation 12 
Origin: 4 
Destination: 8 
Rolename: 
Glossary 

End Glossary 
Type: 1iO,l,M 
Forward Name: Enslaves 
Backward Name: 
Origin N: 0 



Dest. N: 0 
Identifying: No 

End Relation 

End Relation List 

Entity-Attribute List 
Entity 14 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R8: 5 
Inherited across R8: 18 
Inherited across R8: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 2 
Owned, Primary Key: 38 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 14 

Entity 10 
Attribute List 

Inherited across Rll: 5 
Inherited across Rll: 9 
Inherited across Rll: 18 
Inherited across Rll: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 36 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 10 

Entity 0 
Attribute List 
End Attribute List 
End Entity 0 

Entity 3 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R2: 5 
Inherited across R5: 11 
Inherited across R2: 18 
Owned, Descriptive: 3 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 3 

Entity 13 
Attribute List 

Inherited across 
Inherited across 
Inherited across 

R3: 5 
R3: 18 
R9: 30 

(Primary Key) [Ii] 
(Primary Key) [I2] 
(Pr imary Key) [I3] 

(attendance status) 
(class date) 

(Primary Key) [Ii] 
(Descriptive) [I2] 
(Primary Key) [I3] 
(Pr imary Key) [I4] 

(registration status) 

(Pr imary Key) 
(Descr ipti ve) 
(Primary Key) 

(section number) 

(Primary Key) 
(Primary Key) 
(Primary Key) 

[Ii] 
[I2] 
[I3] 

[Ii] 
[I2 ] 
[I3 ] 
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End Attribute List 
End Entity 13 

Entity 1 
Attribute List 

Owned, Primary Key: 5 
Owned, Descriptive: 6 
Owned, Descriptive: 7 
Owned, Descriptive: 8 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 1 

Entity 9 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R4: 5 
Inherited across R4: 18 
Inherited across R7: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 9 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 9 

Entity 11 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R11: 5 
Inherited across R11: 9 
Inherited across R11: 18 
Inherited across R11: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 10 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 11 

Entity 4 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 16 
Owned, Descriptive: 13 
Owned, Descriptive: 14 
Owned, Descriptive: 15 
Owned, Primary Key: 11 
Owned, Descriptive: 12 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 4 

Entity 2 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R1: 5 
Inherited across R6: 18 

(course-code) 
(course-name) 
(credit hours) 
(home department) 

(Primary Key) [I1] 
(Pr imary Key) [I2] 
(Primary Key) [I3] 

(enrollment type) 

(Pr imary Key) 
(Descriptive) 
(Pr imary Key) 
(Primary Key) 

(cour se gr ade) 

[I1] 
[I2] 
[I3 ] 
[I4] 

(instructor department) 
(instructor name) 
(instructor office number) 
(instructor phone) 
(instructor - id) 
(instructor-type) 

(Pr imary Key) 
(Primary Key) 

[I1] 
[I2 ] 
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Owned, Descriptive: 17 
End Attribute List 
End Entity 2 

Entity 7 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 19 
Owned, Primary Key: 18 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 7 

Entity 8 
Attribute List 

Inherited across R12: 11 
Owned, Primary Key: 20 
Owned, Descriptive: 22 
Owned, Descriptive: 23 
Owned, Descriptive: 26 
Owned, Descriptive: 21 
Owned, Descriptive: 24 
Owned, Descriptive: 27 
Owned, Descriptive: 28 
Owned, Descriptive: 25 

End Attribute List 
End Entity 8 

Entity 6 
Attribute List 

Inherited across 
Inherited across 
Inherited across 
Inherited across 
Inherited across 
Inherited across 

R10: 
R10: 
R10: 
R10: 
R10: 
R10: 

Owned, Descriptive: 29 
End Attribute List 
End Entity 6 

Entity 12 
Attribute List 

Owned, Descriptive: 35 
Owned, Descriptive: 34 
Owned, Descriptive: 32 
Owned, Descriptive: 31 
Owned, Descriptive: 33 
Owned, Primary Key: 30 

16 
13 
14 
15 
11 
12 

(section-no) 

(semester name) 
(semester-no) 

(Descriptive) [11] 
(soc - sec -no) 
(student address) 
(student city) 
(student home phone) 
(student name) 
(student state) 
(student work phone) 
(student year-in-school) 
(student zipcode) 

(Descr ipti ve) [11] 
(Descr ipti ve) [12] 
(Descr ipti ve) [13 ] 
(Descr ipti ve) [14] 
(Primary Key) [15] 
(Descriptive) [16] 

(tenure status) 

(textbook author) 
(textbook edition) 
(textbook isbn) 
(textbook name) 
(textbook publisher) 
(textbook - no) 
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End Attribute List 
End Entity 12 

End Entity-Attribute List 

View List 

View 
Name: Data Model View 1 
Creator: 
Date Created: 
Last Modified: 
Description 
End Description 
Note List 
End Note List 
Source List 
End Source List 

Property List 
End Property List 

Entity List 
Entity #14 
Entity #10 
Entity #3 
Entity #13 
Entity #1 
Entity #9 
Entity #11 
Entity #4 
Entity #2 
Entity #7 
Entity #8 
Entity #6 
Entity #12 

End Entity List 
End View 
End View List 

End Model 

End Model List 
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Figure H.I IDEFIX diagram generated by SmartER. The SmartER data was imported 
into the tool using the text file generated in the Group Data Modeling tool. 
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APPENDIX I - SAMPLE GROUP DATA MODELER REPORTS 



Entity Name: ADJUNCT 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:29:10 PM, 2111/95 

Entity Report 

Last Modified: 
7:29:10 PM, 2/11/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named ADJUNCT. 

Entity Name: ATTENDANCE 
Creator: Date/Time Created: Last Modified: 
Juan 7:31 :49 PM, 2/11/95 7:31 :49 PM, 2111/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named ATTENDANCE. 

Entity Name: AUDIT 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:30:47 PM, 2/11/95 

Last Modified: 
7:30:47 PM, 2/11/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named AUDIT. 

Entity Name: CLASS SECTION 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:28:04 PM, 2/11/95 

Last Modified: 
7:28:04 PM, 2/11/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named CLASS SECTION. 

Entity Name: CLASS TEXT 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:31 :33 PM, 2/11/95 

Last Modified: 
10:56:38 AM, 8/11/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named CLASS TEXT. 

Entity Name: COURSE 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:27:09 PM, 2/11/95 

Last Modified: 
7:27:09 PM, 2111/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named COURSE. 
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Entity Name: ENROLLMENT 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:30:33 PM, 2/11195 

Last Modified: 
7:30:33 PM, 2/1 1195 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named ENROLLMENT. 

Entity Name: GRADE 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:31:02 PM, 2/1 1195 

Last Modified: 
7:31:02 PM, 2/1 1195 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named GRADE. 

Entity Name: INSTRUCTOR 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:28:42 PM, 211 1195 

Last Modified: 
7:28:42 PM, 2/1 1195 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named INSTRUCTOR 

Entity Name: OFFERING 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:27:44 PM, 2/1 1195 

Last Modified: 
7:27:44 PM, 2/1 1/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named OFFERING. 

Entity Name: SEMESTER 
Creator: Date/Time Created: Last Modified: 
Juan 7:29:56 PM, 211 1/95 10:20: 12 AM, 211 3/95 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named SEMESTER. 

Entity Name: STUDENT 
Creator: Date/Time Created: 
Juan 7:30:13 PM, 2/1 1195 

Last Modified: 
7:30:13 PM, 2/11195 

Entity Description: This is the description for the entity named STUDENT. 
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EntitylElementlDomain Report 

Entity Name: ECOSYSTEM 
Element Name: Classification System 
Element Description: Classification system used toidentify the Ecosystem. 
Element Data Type: Alpha-Numeric 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length: 40 
Authoritative Ref Text: National Biological Survey has this 

Element Name: DESCRIPTIVE TEXT 
Element Description: DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF AN 

ECOSYSTEM. 
Element Data Type: Text 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length: 5000 

Element Name: GS-LOCA TION 
Element Description: AREAL EXTENT OF AN ECOSYSTEM 
Element Data Type: 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 

Element Name: NAME 
Element Description: Names are available from different sources. 
Element Data Type: Alpha-Numeric 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 100 
Authoritative Ref Text :See list from Biological Survey 

Entity Name: FAUNA BEHAVIOR 
Element Name: Fauna Parasite Type 
Element Description: Parasite/Host Relationships of fauna. 
Element Data Type: Alpha-Numeric 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 100 
Authoritative Ref Text :See list from National Biological Survey 

Element Name: Feeding Location 
Element Description: Geographic location offeeding 
Element Data Type: Alpha-Numeric 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Authoritative Ref Text :See GS-Location 
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Element Name: Food Type 
Element Description: What they are eating 
Element Data Type: Text 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length: 1000 
Authoritative Ref Text : No known current reference 

Element Name: Migration Interval Text 
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Elemef!t Description: time measurme~t (date, months etc.) of migration occurring for a given 
region or place 

Element Data Type: Text 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 1000 

Element Name: Migration Length 
Element Description: time period of given migration 
Element Data Type: Number 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Domain Defintion Text: Is this one-way or round-trip? 
Element Data Length: 9 
Element Number Decimals: 2 
Element Low Value: 0.00 
Element High Value: 999,999.99 
Element Unit of Measure: Kilometers 

Element Name: Migration Method 
Element Description: Type of migration occurring such flying, walking, swimming, etc. 
Element Data Type: Text 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 100 

Element Name: Nesting Interval Text 
Element Description: Period of nesting 
Element Data Type: Text 
Key Type: Descriptive 
Element Data Length : 1000 



Origin Name: 
COURSE 

Forward Name: Has 
Identifying: Yes 

Origin Name: 
OFFERING 

Relationships Report 

Destination Name: 
OFFERING 

Type: 1 ;0, 1 ,M 

Destination Name: 
CLASS SECTION 

Forward Name: Implemented by 
Identifying: Yes Type: 1 ;0, I ,M 

Origin Name: 
CLASS SECTION 

Forward Name: Uses 
Identifying: Yes 

Origin Name: 
CLASS SECTION 

Forward Name: Has 
Identifying: Yes 

Origin Name: 
INSTRUCTOR 

Forward Name: Teaches 
Identifying: No 

Origin Name: 
SEMESTER 

Forward Name: Has 
Identifying: Yes 

Destination Name: 
CLASS TEXT 

Type: 1 ;0,1 ,M 

Destination Name: 
ENROLLMENT 

Type: 1;0,1 ,M 

Destination Name: 
CLASS SECTION 

Type: 1 ;0,1 ,M 

Destination Name: 
OFFERING 

Type: l;l,M 
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Origin Name: Destination Name: 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT 

Forward Name: Matriculates in 
Identifying: Yes Type: 1 ;O,I,M 

Origin Name: 
ENROLLMENT 

Forward Name: Has 
Identifying: Yes 

Origin Name: 
TEXTBOOK 

Forward Name: Is used as 
Identifying: Yes 

Origin Name: 
INSTRUCTOR 

Forward Name: Enslaves 
Identifying: No 

Destination Name: 
ATTENDANCE 

Type: 1 ;0, I,M 

Destination Name: 
CLASS TEXT 

Type: 1 ;0, I,M 

Destination Name: 
STUDENT 

Type: I;O,I,M 
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Category Parent: INSTRUCTOR 
Rolename: 

Category Report 
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Description: There can be multiple type of Instructors and it will be ncessary to keep 
track of slightly different data about the different types. 

Discriminator Name: instructor-type 
Complete: Yes 

Category Children 
ADJUNCT 
TENURE TRACK 

Category Parent: ENROLLMENT 
Rolename: 
Description: Students can have different enrollment types and based on the type of 

enrollment, slightly different values will need to be stored. 
Discriminator Name: enrollment type 
Complete: Yes 

Category Children 
AUDIT 
GRADE 
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